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A bstract
In this thesis we shall consider three types of extremal problems (i.e. problems 
involving maxima and minima) concerning semigroups. In the first chapter we 
show how to construct a minimal semigroup presentation that defines a group of 
non-negative deficiency given a minimal group presentation for that group. This 
demonstrates that the semigroup deficiency of a group of non-negative deficiency 
is equal to the group deficiency of that group. Given a finite monoid we find a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the monoid deficiency to equal the semi­
group deficiency. We give a class of infinite monoids for which this equality also 
holds.
The second type of problem we consider concerns infinite semigroups of rela­
tions and transformations. We find the relative rank of the full transformation 
semigroup, over an infinite set, modulo some standard subsets and subsemigroups, 
including the set of contraction maps and the set of order preserving maps (for 
some infinite ordered sets). We also find the relative rank of the semigroup of 
all binary relations (over an infinite set) modulo the partial transformation semi­
group, the full transformation semigroup, the symmetric inverse semigroup, the 
symmetric group and the set of idempotent relations. Analogous results are also 
proven for the symmetric inverse semigroup.
The third, and final, type of problem studied concerns generalising notions
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of independence from linear algebra to semigroups and groups. We determine 
the maximum cardinality of an independent set in finite abelian groups, Brandt 
semigroups, free nilpotent semigroups, and some examples of infinite groups.
1. Introduction
“Nothing at all takes place in the Universe in which some rule of 
maximum or minimum does not appear.”
L. Euler
It is natural in many areas of life to consider problems which involve maxima 
and minima (so called extremal problems), whether we wish to find the shortest 
distance between two points or we want to maximise our profits. In this thesis 
we shall consider three types of extremal problems concerning semigroups.
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The first of these problems involves presentations. Prom a computational, 
as well as aesthetic, point of view a presentation is a convenient way to define 
a semigroup or group. For this reason group presentations and more recently 
semigroup presentations have been studied extensively, see, for example, [1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 17, 18, 2 2 , 54, 60, 71, 77, 79]. Another classical topic in combinatorial group 
theory is that of minimal presentations; see [8 , 9, 10, 11, 15, 42, 43, 62, 65, 72]. 
One of the recurring themes of this work is the comparison of group and semigroup 
presentations for a given group. In the first part of this thesis we shall consider 
the problem of finding minimal semigroup presentations for groups and monoids.
The second type of extremal problem we shall study concerns the semigroup of 
all transformations of a set. The importance of the full transformation semigroup 
to semigroup theory is two-fold. The semigroup analogue of Cayley’s theorem for 
groups states that every semigroup is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of some full 
transformation semigroup. Consequently transformation semigroups are one of 
the most natural objects of semigroup theory. Secondly, maps are fundamental 
in much of mathematics and the fact that composition of maps is associative 
leads us to consider semigroups of transformations. This connects semigroup 
theory to other areas of mathematics and has been cited as one of the reasons for 
studying semigroups [52]. The importance of these semigroups is also evidenced 
by the amount of literature produced on the subject, see, amongst many others, 
[3, 12, 23, 24, 27, 32, 36, 37, 50, 53, 46, 56, 69, 78, 83]. The second part of this 
thesis is concerned with finding the minimum number of generators which we are 
required to add to a given subset of an infinite transformation semigroup in order 
to generate the entire semigroup.
The third problem we shall concern ourselves with is determining a particular 
rank property of some classes of semigroup and group. Starting with the notions 
of “dimension” and “rank” in linear algebra, rank properties of many different
algebraic structures have been studied, see [23, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 53, 57, 58, 6 8 , 
84]. The importance of ranks in the wider study of algebra, and in group and 
semigroup theory in particular, is manifold. For example, studying ranks can 
provide a convenient concrete description of an object (for example, a minimum 
generating set), give some insight into the structure of an object (for example, the 
idempotent rank) and give some measure of the size of an object (for example, 
the cardinality of a maximum independent or maximum independent generating 
set). In the final part of this thesis we shall address the problem of determining 
the maximum cardinality of an independent set in certain types of groups and 
semigroups.
Most of the results in this thesis have, or will be, published in papers [19, 
20, 21, 47, 48]. It has been my aim to provide a clear account of the research 
contained in these papers by offering fuller proofs and explanations of the results, 
as well as more examples and a greater depth of preliminary information.
In the remainder of this chapter we shall give much of the basic theory, defini­
tions and terminology that are required in the rest of the text. The introduction 
to each chapter contains more material which is specific to the problems con­
sidered in that particular chapter. In Chapter 2, we determine the relationship 
between minimal group and minimal semigroup presentations for a large class of 
groups and offer some discussion concerning this relationship for the remaining 
groups. In Chapter 3 we investigate how the efficiency of a Rees matrix semi­
group over a group G depends on the efficiency of G. In particular, we find a 
sufficient condition for a finite Rees matrix semigroup to be efficient. In Chap­
ter 4 we consider semigroup presentations that define monoids, in the same way 
that we considered semigroup presentations that define groups in Chapter 2 . For 
a finite monoid M  we give a necessary and suflfcient condition for the monoid 
deficiency of M  to equal the semigroup deficiency of M. In Chapters 5 and 6  we
determine the relative ranks of some standard subsemigroups of the full trans­
formation semigroup, the symmetric inverse semigroup and the semigroup of all 
binary relations, over infinite sets. In the final chapter we find the maximum car­
dinality of an independent set in a range of examples of semigroups. There are 
also two appendices to the main text. Appendix A contains GAP code which was 
used to find, or suggest, some of the results in Chapter 7. The second appendix 
contains GAP code which can be used to find the second integral homology of 
any given finitely presented group or semigroup. This code was written in or­
der to determine the second integral homology of some examples of groups and 
semigroups in the study of semigroup and group efiiciency.
The main original results of this thesis are presented as theorems, with more 
minor or technical results being lemmas. Previously known or well-known results 
are propositions; for completeness we may provide proofs of some of these results. 
The end of a mathematical argument is denoted by a square (□). A square 
immediately after the statement of a result indicates that no proof will be given. 
We shall write mappings on the right, with composition from left to right. We 
denote the natural numbers {1 , 2 , . . . }  by H, the set of non-negative integers by
and the negative integers by Z~. For a rational q we denote the largest integer 
not greater than q by [q\ , and we denote the least integer not smaller than q by 
fç]. For more information about semigroups see [44, 55, 67].
1 Semigroups
In this section we define the semigroups and groups which we require later. We 
also define some distinguished types of elements that may occur in an arbitrary 
semigroup.
A semigroup is a set S  and an associative binary operation on 5. Perhaps the
most basic type of semigroups are those generated by a single element, so called 
monogenic semigroups.
It is possible that a semigroup S  may contain an element Is  such that =  
x l s  — X for every a; G 5; I 5  is called the iden tity  of S. A semigroup which 
contains an identity element is called a monoid. We may adjoin an identity e 
to a semigroup S  so that xe — ex =  x  for every x  E S, to  give the monoid
= S  U {e}. Note that if S  already has an identity then the original identity 
is not the identity of S^. In some cases we may wish to preserve the original 
identity of our semigroup. For a semigroup 5, we define in the case that
S  has no identity, and otherwise we define = S.
A semigroup S  is called an inverse semigroup if for each x  E X  there exists a 
unique x' E X  such that
xx'x  = X  and x ’xx' =  x '.
The element x' is called the inverse of x. A semigroup S  with the property that 
aS = S  = Sa, for every a E S, is called a group (it is easy to verify that this 
definition is equivalent to the standard definition).
For a monoid M  we call the set G of all invertible (in a group theoretic sense) 
elements the group of units of M; the elements of G are called units. Let 1^ 
denote the identity of M. Then an element a; G M  is called left invertible  if 
there exists y  E M  such that yx  =  1m- A right invertible  element is defined 
analogously.
For a semigroup S, an element cl & S  for which c ls  = s, for every s  E S, is 
called a left identity. Right identities are defined analogously.
Left, right and two-sided identities are specific examples of a more general type 
of element. That is an element s in a semigroup with the property that s'^  =■ s. 
Such elements are called idempotents. A semigroup in which every element is an
idempotent is called a band. An example of a band is the set of pairs
{ (L j)  • % G {l, . . . ; , j  G {l, • « • , },
for m, n G N, with multiplication:
(l i)(^) 0 ~  (l 0>
called a rectangular band.
Another distinguished idempotent is any element z E S  such that zx — xz = z 
for every x E S, called a zero. A right zero Zr ^  S  is any element with the 
property that x z r  — Z r  for every x E S. Left zeros are defined analogously. A 
semigroup in which every element is a right zero is called a right zero semigroup. 
Left zero semigroups are defined analogously. Note that a 1 x n (respectively 
n X 1) rectangular band is a right zero (respectively left zero) semigroup. A 
semigroup S  with a zero z E S  is called a null semigroup iî xy  = z  for every 
x ,y  E S.
A non-empty subset /  of 5  is called a left ideal iî S I  = {si : s E S ,i  E 1} Ç I. 
Right ideals are defined analogously and a (two-sided) ideal is both a left and a 
right ideal. Evidently S  itself and {0 } (if S  has a zero) are left, right and two-sided 
ideals of S. A left (respectively right and two-sided) ideal I  with {0} C /  C 6 * is 
called a proper left ideal (respectively proper right ideal and proper (two-sided) 
ideal).
A semigroup S  is called sim ple  if it contains no proper two-sided ideals. A 
semigroup S  is called right sim ple  if it contains no proper right ideals. A semi­
group is called completely sim ple  if it is simple and it contains both a minimal 
left and a minimal right ideal, where minimal means minimal with respect to 
inclusion. A semigroup S  is left cancellative if for x , y , z  E S, x y  =  x z  implies 
y  = z,  A  semigroup that is both right simple and left cancellative is called a right
7group. The left-right duals of all these properties are defined analogously. We 
give a result which provides a connection between completely simple right simple 
semigroups and right groups.
P ro p o sitio n  1 . 1  Let S  be a completely simple right simple semigroup. Then S  
is a right group. □
See [55, Exercise 3.8.11] for more details.
The next result characterises right groups.
P ro p o sitio n  1 . 2  A semigroup is a right group if and only if it is isomorphic to 
the direct product of a group and a right zero semigroup. □
See [55, Exercise 2.6.6] for more details.
Let G be a group, I  and J  be index sets and P  be a | J | x \I\ matrix with 
entries pji from G. Then the semigroup of elements from I  x  G x J  with the 
multiplication
{h9 ,j){k ,h ,l)  = (i,gpjkh,l)
is called a Rees matrix semigroup, and is denoted S = M.[G', I , J;P] . By [55, 
Theorem 3.4.2] the matrix P  can be chosen to be normal, in other words pu =  
Pji =  1q, the identity of G, for all 2 G 7 and j  G J. It is a well-known fact that a 
semigroup is completely simple if and only if it is a Rees matrix semigroup over 
a group. For further details see [55].
Three other special types of group will appear in this thesis. The special linear 
groups SL{2,p)', the set of all 2  x 2  matrices, with entries in the finite field of 
order p, with determinant 1. The projective special linear groups PSL{2,p)] the 
quotient of SL{2,p) by the set { / , —/} , where I  is the 2 x 2  identity matrix. 
The special unitary groups SU{2,p); the set of all 2 x 2 unitary matrices, with
entries in the finite field of order p, with determinant 1. Finally, the projective 
special unitary groups PSU{2,p)\ the quotient of SU{2,p) by the set of all scalar 
matrices in SU{2,p).
For semigroups S  and T  we define the direct product of S  and T to be the 
Cartesian product S  x T  with multiplication
{s,t){u,v) =  {su, tv),
for every {s, t), {u, v) E S  x T .  Properties of direct products have been considered 
in each one of the three areas that this thesis is divided into, such as finite genera­
tion and presentability of direct products of semigroups and minimum generating 
sets of direct products of semigroups. We shall, however, only concern ourselves 
with direct products in the final two chapters.
A semigroup S  is called commutative if xy = yx  for every x ,y  E S, A 
commutative band is known as a semilattice. A commutative group is called an 
abelian group. We give some important results concerning abelian groups in the 
next section.
A belian  groups
We require two important theorems that describe finite abelian groups. The 
first gives a decomposition for an abelian group, and the second states that the 
decomposition given in the first is effectively unique.
P ro p o sitio n  1.3 (Basis T heorem ) Every finite abelian group is isomorphic to 
a direct sum of cyclic groups of prime power orders. □
For more details see [73] or [75].
9P ro p o sitio n  1.4 (F undam enta l T heorem  of F in ite  A belian  G roups) Let
G be a finite abelian group. Any two decompositions of G into direct sums of 
cyclic groups of prime power orders must have the same number of summands.U
For more details see [73] or [75].
G reen ’s re la tions
We shall make use of Green’s relations jC, V  and on a semigroup S. For
s ,t  e  S  we write sCt if s G SH  and t  G S^s. The relation TZ is defined dually. 
The intersection of £  and TZ is denoted by H  and the smallest equivalence that 
contains both C and 7Z is denoted by V. Since C and 7Z commute we have 
V  — C oIZ. Finally, for s ,t  G S  we write s j t  if s G SHS^ and t G S^sS^. 
Each of the relations C ,T Z ,'H ,V  and J  is an equivalence relation. We denote 
the different equivalence classes of an element a G S  by La, Ra-, Ha, Da and Ja 
respectively. We define a quasiorder (a reflexive and transitive order) on the set 
of equivalence classes of Green’s ^-relation (called C-classes) so that for a,b E S
La < Lb if and only ii a Ç S^b.
This order induces an order <c on the elements of S  so that for a ,b  E S
a <£ 6  if and only if La < Lb.
Corresponding quasiorders on the set of equivalence classes of Green’s P-relation 
{TZ-classes) and on the set of equivalence classes of Green’s ^-relation [J-classes) 
are defined analogously. These orders give rise to the orders <% and < j  on the 
elements of S.
P ro p o sitio n  1.5 Let S  be a semigroup with a single IZ-class and a single C-class. 
Then S  is a group. □
See [55, Exercise 2.6.5] for more details.
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2 Transformation and relation semigroups
Let X  be an arbitrary set. The set of all bijections (permutations) from X  to 
X  with the normal composition of maps forms a group, called the symmetric 
group on X  which we denote by Sx- The set of all partial injective maps (partial 
bijections) is an inverse semigroup, called the symm etric inverse semigroup on X  
which we denote by The set of all maps from X  to X  is a semigroup, called 
the full transformation semigroup on X  which we denote by Tx- The set of all 
partial maps from X  to X  is called the partial transformation semigroup on X  
which we denote by Vx- For two binary relations a  and /?, on the set X, we 
define the composite relation a/3 by
(æ, y) G a/3 if and only if there exists z E X  such that (a:, z) G a  and (z, y) G [3.
( U )
With this composition the set of all binary relations on X  forms a semigroup, 
which we denote by Bx- As stated above idempotent elements of a semigroup 
can be important. We denote by USx the set of idempotents of for U G 
{%, T, P , B}, and we allow ourselves to write Sx  when there is no chance of 
confusion.
For a relation a  E Bx  we define the image of an elem ent under a- to be
x a  =  { y E X  : ( æ , y ) Ga ; } .
Next we define the domain and image of the relation a  E Bx'-
dom (a) =  { æ G X  : there exists y  E X  such that { x , y )  Go; }  
im(o;) = { y  E X  : there exists x  E X  such that (re, y) G o; } =  ( J  xa.
xeAom{a)
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Note that every map from X  to X  is a relation and so we have defined the image 
and domain of a map. The kernel of a map a  G V x  is the relation defined by
ker(a) — { {x, y) : xa  = y a } .
We shall call the equivalence classes of this equivalence relation kernel classes. 
For an arbitrary relation a  G B x  and an arbitrary subset F  C X  we define a 
relation a fy  by
æ a  r r a  (rr G F ) ,
so that dom(a \ y )  =  dom(a) D  F , and im(o: fy) — dom(a [y)a. We shall refer to 
o;fy as the restriction of a  to F .
G reen ’s re la tions on Tx
The following result gives a description of Green’s relation in the full transforma­
tion semigroup Tx-
P ro p o sitio n  1.6 For maps 7%.'
(i) aCfi if  and only ifim (a)  =  im(^);
(ii) alZfi if and only z/ker(o;) =  ker{fi);
(iii) aV fi if and only ^  rank (a) =  rank(/?);
(iv) aVj3 if and only i f a j f i .  □ 
This result is well-known, see, for example, [55, Exercise 2.6.16].
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Ordered sets
A relation that is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive is called a partial order. 
A set together with a partial order is called a partially ordered set, we may also 
refer to this as a poset. We call a poset X ,  with ordering <, linearly ordered if 
for every x ,y  E X  either x < y or y < x. For a set X  with order < we call a 
sequence {Xn)nen Q X  monotonie increasing if
3:1 272 <  ' "  < . (1 .2 )
A sequence (æn)7ieN Ç X  is called strictly monotonie increasing if all the inequal­
ities in (1 .2 ) are strict. Monotonie decreasing and strictly monotonie decreasing 
sequences are defined analogously.
A mapping a  G 7% is called order preserving if for any x ,y  E X
X  < y  implies xa < ya.
The set of all order preserving maps on X  forms a semigroup, which we denote 
by Ox-
If /3 is an order preserving injection from a poset X  to a poset Y  such that 
is an order preserving mapping from Y  to X  then we call an order isomorphism. 
Note that if both Y  and X  are linearly ordered then any injective order preserving 
map is an order isomorphism. The same is not true for arbitrary posets. Let X  
be a poset and let F  be a subposet of X. For a E Oy, if there exists an order 
preserving mapping (5 from X  to X  such that fi\y=  a  then we say that we may 
extend a  to an order preserving mapping (fi) from X  to X .
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3 Generating sets
Before talking about presentations, we make some brief comments about gener­
ating sets. Let X be a subset of a semigroup 5, we say that the set X  generates 
S  as a semigroup if every element of S  can be written as a product of elements of 
X. Let X  be a subset of an inverse semigroup / ,  we say that the set X  generates 
I  as an inverse semigroup if the set X  U X “  ^ generates 7 as a semigroup, where 
X “  ^ is the set of inverses (in the semigroup theoretic sense) of elements of X. 
Let X  be a subset of a monoid M, we say that X  generates M  as a monoid if the 
set X  U {1m } generates M  as a semigroup, where 1m  is the identity of M. Let X  
be a subset of a group G, we say that the set X  generates G as group if the set 
X  U X"^ generates G as semigroup, where X “  ^ is the set of inverses of elements 
of X. A set which generates a semigroup 5  as a semigroup is called a semigroup 
generating set for S. Inverse semigroup generating sets, monoid generating sets 
and group generating sets are defined analogously.
Prom these definitions it is clear that every semigroup generating set for an 
inverse semigroup S  is also an inverse semigroup generating set for S, and that 
an inverse semigroup generating set for a group G is also a group generating set 
for G. Similarly, every semigroup generating set for a monoid M  is a monoid 
generating set for M , and a monoid generating set for a group G is also a group 
generating set for G.
A semigroup (respectively inverse semigroup, monoid, group) which can be 
generated as a semigroup (respectively inverse semigroup, monoid, group) by a 
finite set is called finitely generated.
P ro p o sitio n  1.7 Let I  be an inverse semigroup, M  be a monoid and G be a 
group.
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(i) I  is fin itely  generated as an inverse semigroup if  and only if  I  is fin itely  
generated as a semigroup;
(ii) M  is fin itely generated as a m onoid if  and only if  M  is fin itely  generated 
as a semigroup;
(iii) G is fin itely  generated as a group i f  and only if  G is fin itely  generated as a 
semigroup.
P r o o f . We prove the last of these assertions, the remaining two cases follow by 
an analogous argument. Let X  Ç G be a finite group generating set for G and 
let X'  be the set of inverses of elements of X. Then X  U X ' is a finite semigroup 
generating set for G. To see the converse implication, observe that any finite 
semigroup generating set for G is a finite group generating set for G. □
A semigroup S  is called periodic  if for every x E S  the subsemigroup of S  
generated by x  is finite, |( æ )| < Kq, where Kq denotes the cardinality of the 
natural numbers N. A semigroup S  is called locally fin ite  if for every X  C S  the 
subsemigroup of S  generated by X  is finite, |( X  )| < Hq. The fact that every 
infinite locally finite group is non-finitely generated and the existence of finitely 
generated infinite periodic groups, see for example [73], demonstrates that not 
every periodic group is locally finite.
We call an element s E S  an. indecomposable elem ent i î  a ^  tu  for every 
t ,u  E S \  {s}. It is clear that any generating set for S  must contain the set of all 
indecomposable elements of S.
4 Presentations
Next, we give heuristic definitions of semigroup, monoid and group presentations. 
Each of these types of presentation is a pair { A \ R }  of formal generators and
15
relations. Relations are expressions of the form u = where u and v are words 
over an alphabet, which depends on the type of presentation we are considering. 
In a semigroup presentation u and v are non-empty words over A  and for monoid 
presentations u and v are words (possibly empty) over A. For a group presentation 
u and V are words (again, possibly empty) over A  U where A~^ is a set of 
generators that represent inverses of elements of A.
More rigorously, let A  be an alphabet and let A+ denote the free semigroup 
over A, let A* = A~^  U {e} (where e denotes the empty word) denote the free 
monoid and let F{A) denote the free group over A. A semigroup presentation is 
an ordered pair ( A | R), where R Ç A+ x A+. A semigroup S  is said to be defined 
by the semigroup presentation ( A | R ) iî S  =  AA jp, where p is the congruence on 
A+ generated by R. Let ( A | R ) be an arbitrary presentation over the alphabet 
A. Then for w, u e  A+ (respectively A* or F (A)) we shall write u = v i î u  and v 
are identical as words. We say that a word w G A+ can be obtained from a word 
w' G A+ by application of relation from R, if there exist a, G A+ such that
w = aufi^ w' =  avfi and (w, v) G R. For w, u G A+ we write u ~  v if there exists 
a sequence
U  =  0^1, 0 :2 , . . . ; =  U ,
for some k E N and where is obtained from by a single application of a 
relation from R. A semigroup 5  is said to satisfy the relations R  if there exists a 
semigroup presentation for S  of the form ( A | Q ) where R  Ç Q.
Every semigroup presentation defines a semigroup, which can be conveniently 
thought of as the set of all non-empty words over A, with two words being equal 
if and only if one can be obtained from the other by applying relations from 
R. Replacing A"*" by A*, or f(A ), in the above definition yields the notions 
of monoid presentations^ and group presentations^ and the monoid defined by a 
monoid presentation^ and the group defined by a group presentation. A monoid
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presentation ( A | i? ) defines the monoid consisting of all (possibly empty) words 
over A, with two words being equal if and only if one can be obtained from the 
other by applying relations from R  and the relations =  e, ea =  ne =  a (a G A), 
where e is a representative of the identity. A group presentation ( A | i? ) defines 
the group consisting of all (possibly empty) words over A uA “ ,^ where A“  ^ is a set 
of representatives of inverses of elements of A, with two words being equal if and 
only if one can be obtained from the other by applying relations from R  and the 
relations — e, ea = ae ~  a {a E A) and aa' =  a'a — e {a E A, a" E A~^). For a 
monoid (respectively group) presentation ( A | i î  ) we may refer to the relations 
=  e and ea =  ae — a {a E A) (respectively =  e, ea =  ae — a {a E A) and 
aa' = a'a = e {a E A, a' G A~^)) which do not necessarily appear in R, as implicit 
relations. A presentation { B  \ Q )  is called a subpresentation of a presentation 
{ A \ R ) i î B Ç A â n d Q Ç R .
One of the m ain topics we will consider, in this thesis, is the connection  
between the different types of presentations and the objects they define. We 
require some preliminary results, all of which are standard but we include some 
proofs for completeness.
Proposition 1.8 Let S  be a semigroup defined by the presentation ( A | i î ) .  Let 
T  be any semigroup which satisfies the relations R, then T  is a homomorphic 
image of S. □
We may use this result to prove the following standard result which links the 
semigroup defines by a semigroup presentation to the group defined by the same 
presentation, when considered as a group presentation.
Proposition 1.9 Let S  be a semigroup defined by the presentation V  =  ( A | i î) .  
Let G denote the group defined by V  when considered as a group presentation.
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Let B  denote the set of elements of G which the generators A represent. Then the 
subsemigroup S  of G generated (as a semigroup) by the set B  is a homomorphic 
image of S.
P r o o f . It is clear that S  satisfies the relations R, since G satisfies R. It follows 
that 5  is a homomorphic image of S  by Proposition 1 ,8 . □
C orollary  1 . 1 0  I f  S  is a finite semigroup then G is a homomorphic image of S.
P r o o f . This result follows immediately from Proposition 1.9 and the observation 
that in a finite group any semigroup generating set is a group generating set. □
Let P  be a semigroup presentation that defines the free semigroup S on n 
generators. The group defined by V, when considered as a group presentation, 
is the free group C on n generators. It is easy to see that G is not a homomor­
phic image of S', and hence Corollary 1.10 does not hold, in general, for infinite 
semigroups.
C orollary  1 . 1 1  Every semigroup (respectively monoid) presentation that defines 
a group G is also a group presentation that defines G. □
One might expect the same result to be true for a semigroup presentation that 
defines a monoid, but this is not the case.
P ro p o sitio n  1.12 Let S  be a semigroup defined by a semigroup presentation 
( A I i î  ). The presentation {A | i î  ) considered as a monoid presentation defines 
. On the other hand, if S  is a monoid defined by a semigroup presentation 
( AI i î )  then a monoid presentation for S  can be obtained from  ( A | i î)  by adding 
the relation e =  1, where e G A"** is a representative of the identity of S.
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P r o o f . Let M  be the monoid defined by ( A | i î  ) when considered as a monoid 
presentation. Let e be a new letter. Then the semigroup presentation
( A, e I iî, =  e, eae =  a (a G A) ),
defines M. It is evident that M  — .
From the first part of the lemma, the monoid defined by ( A | i î  ) considered 
as a monoid presentation is 5^ =  S' U {1}. Hence if we equate any representative 
e of the identity of S  with 1 , we obtain a monoid presentation that defines S. In 
other words, the presentation ( A | iî, e =  1 ) defines S'. □
Deficiency
Let S be a semigroup and let V  = ( A | i î  ) be a semigroup presentation which 
defines S'. If both the sets A and R  are finite then P  is a finite semigroup 
presentation, otherwise V  is an infinite semigroup presentation. Finite and infi­
nite monoid presentations and finite and infinite group presentations are defined 
analogously.
Any semigroup which admits a finite semigroup presentation is called a finitely 
presented semigroup. Finitely presented monoids and finitely presented groups are 
defined analogously.
The deficiency of a finite presentation V  = ( A \ R )  is defined to be the difference 
|iî| — |A| which we denote by def('P). A presentation V  is said to be balanced if 
def(P) =  0 .
We give an elementary result which describes how to eliminate certain gen­
erators and relations from an arbitrary presentation without increasing the defi­
ciency.
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P ro p o sitio n  1.13 Let S  be a semigroup (or monoid) defined by the presentation 
V  = ( A \ R ) .  Then there exists a subpresentation Q — {B  \ Q) o fV  that defines 
S  where
(i) def(G) <  def(P);
(ii) Q does not contain any relations of the form u — u ox b = v, where u E B* 
and V  E {B\b)*.
P r o o f . Consider the following two operations (Tietze transformations; see [60]) 
on presentations:
9 remove a relation of the form u = u]
» remove a relation of the form a ~ u { u E  (A\{a})*), remove a from A, and 
replace n by in all the remaining relations.
Both these operations preserve the semigroup (respectively monoid) defined by 
the presentation, and do not increase the deficiency. □
The semigroup deficiency defs(S) of a finitely presented semigroup S  is defined 
to be the minimum deficiency of any semigroup presentation defining S:
defs(S') =  min{ def(P) : P  is a finite semigroup presentation for S  }.
The monoid deficiency defuiM ) of a finitely presented monoid M  is defined to 
be the minimum deficiency of any monoid presentation defining M :
defM(M) =  min{ def(P) : is a finite monoid presentation for M }.
The group deficiency defg (G) of a finitely presented group G, is defined to be the 
minimum deficiency of any group presentation defining G:
defQ(G) =  min{ def(P) : P  is a finite group presentation for (7 }.
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For an arbitrary semigroup S  (say) it is not clear whether the semigroup 
deficiency of S  exists. We shall show that each of the deficiencies defined above 
exists for both infinite and finite, groups, monoids and semigroups. A lower 
bound for the group deficiency of a finite group, monoid or semigroup is given in 
the following well-known result:
P ro p o sitio n  1.14 Let V  he a finite group (respectively monoid or semigroup) 
presentation that defines a finite group (respectively monoid or semigroup). Then 
def(7?) > 0.
P r o o f . For a proof of the groups case see [60, Corollary 6.2]. For a finite 
semigroup S  defined by a semigroup presentation V, it follows from Corollary 
1.10 that the group G defined by V, when considered as a group presentation, is 
a homomorphic image of S. In particular, G is finite and from the groups case it 
follows that \R\ — \A\ > 0. The proof for monoids is similar. □
This result proves that each of the deficiencies defined above exists for finite 
groups, monoids and semigroups.
E xam ple 1.15 Let M {m ,n) denote the monogenic semigroup defined by the 
equality It is easy to see that the semigroup presentation
( a I =  o'" >
defines M(m, n) and hence defs(M(m, n)) =  0, by Proposition 1.14.
It follows from Proposition 1.14 that defQ(G) > 0, for any finite group G, 
defuiM ) > 0 for any finite monoid M  and defs(5) ^  0 for any finite semigroup 
S. Since every finitely presented group is a finitely presented monoid, which in 
turn is a finitely presented semigroup, it follows that there are three notions of
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deficiency for a finitely presented group, namely the group, monoid and semigroup 
deficiencies. Similarly, there are two notions of deficiency for a finitely presented 
monoid.
In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 we shall discuss the relationship between the different 
types of deficiency for finitely presented groups and monoids.
H om ology and  efficiency
We find a better lower bound for the deficiency of an arbitrary semigroup, and as a 
consequence demonstrate that the deficiency of many infinite semigroups exists. 
In order to do this we require some notions concerning rewriting systems and 
homological algebra. What follows is an outline of the procedure for calculating 
the second integral homology of a finitely presented semigroup, for a more detailed 
account see [7] and [81].
Let A  be an alphabet and let A* denote the free monoid on A. A rewriting 
system i î  on A is a subset of A* x A*. In particular, a set of relations in a semi­
group presentation is a rewriting system. The elements of R  are called rewriting 
rules or simply rules. We say that W\ rewrites to W2 if there exists a ,fiE A *  and 
(%,%) G R  such that Wi = au/3 and W2 =  avp; we denote this by wi -4- wg. We 
assume that -4 is reflexive and transitive. A rewriting system is called terminat­
ing if there is no infinite sequence (lün)n Ç A* such that -4 Wn+i for every 
G N. We say that a rewriting system is confluent if for every x ,y ,z  E A* such 
that X y, X z, there exists w E A* such that y ^  w, z ^  w. A rewriting 
system is called reduced if for each (r, s) E R ,r  does not appear as a subword of 
the first component of any other rule in R. A reduced, confluent and terminating 
rewriting system is called uniquely terminating. The following result gives us a 
useful property of a confluent terminating rewriting system:
P ro p o sitio n  1.16 Let R  be a confluent terminating rewriting system. Then for
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any (rir 2 , 8 1 ,2 ), (r2 f 3 , S2 ,s) G R where r2 is non-empty, there exists a word w E A* 
such that 81^2^ 3 -4 w and riS 2 ,s w. Also, for any (r ir 2 r 3 , si), (?'2 , ^2 ) G R  there 
exists a word w E A* such that Si -4 w and r ia 2 ? '3  w. □
For more details see [38] or [81].
Each of the pairs of rules [(rir2 , 5 1 ,2 ), «2 ,3 )] and [(rir27’3, si), (f2 , 5 2 )] is
called an overlap of R.
By considering the multiplication table of a semigroup, if necessary, it is easy 
to see that every semigroup has a (possibly infinite) presentation in which the set 
of relations forms a uniquely terminating rewriting system.
Given a presentation ( A | i î)  for a semigroup S  such that R  defines a uniquely 
terminating rewriting system we may define a free resolution of the trivial IjS- 
module Z as follows;
P3  - 4  P2  - 4  Pi ^  z  0
where P 3  is the free abelian group over the set of formal symbols [{x,y), (^,t)], 
where [(a;,?/), (z,t)] is an overlap of R, P2 is the free abelian group over the set 
of formal symbols [(a;, y)] where (a;, y) E R, and Pi is the free abelian group over 
the set [x] where x E A. For more details see [81].
For an arbitrary word w E A* there exists a unique element u E A* and a
sequence
W = Wi ^  W2 ^  ^  W n^ u
for some n G N, and where Wi E A* for each i E {1 ,2 ,. . . ,n } .  Let (fj,r^+i) G R, 
for i E { 1 ,2 ,... ,  n  — 1}, denote the rule from R  which we must apply to Wi to
obtain Wi+i. We let a  : A* - 4  P 2  be any map such that:
71—1
{w)a = Y^[{ri,ri+i)],
7=1
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for some w e A*. For [(rir2 , 5 1 ,2 ), «2 ,3 )], [(t’i^2 ? '3 5  ^i), (r2 , ^2 )) G P 3 we define
(^3 : P 3 P 2  by:
[(n r 2 , Si,2 ), (r2 T3 , S2 ,3 ) ] ^ 3  =  [(r2 rs, 8 2 ,3 )] -  [(rir2 , 8 1 ,2 )] +  ( n 8 2 ,3 )0 : -  (si,2 ^3 )0 ;,
[ ( r i T 2 r 3 ,  S i ) ,  ( f 2 , 8 2 ) ] ^ 3  =  [(? ’2 , 82 ) ]  ~  [ ( 7 ' i r 2 ? ' 3 ,  S i ) ]  +  ( r i S 2 f 3 ) o !  “  ( s i ) a .
For [{x,y)] E P2 the map ^ 2  i s  defined by
[k2/)](^2 =  -  m )W ,
OiÇiA.
where {x)rja is equal to the number of occurrences of the letter a € A in the word 
X. The second integral homology of S  is
im%)/ker%),
which we denote by H2{S).
Let P  be a basis for ker(( 2^ ) and let R  denote the set of elements of im(^2 ) 
written as products of elements of P . It is possible to verify that the group 
presentation with generators P  and relators R  (that is equating every element 
of R  with the identity) defines P 2  ('$'). In Appendix B we give some GAP code 
which can be used to compute H2{S) for an arbitrary semigroup S, defined by a 
presentation ( A | P  ).
The rank (i.e. the minimum number of generators) of the second integral
homology of a semigroup S  gives a better lower bound for the deficiency of S.
For a finite group G it is well-known that
defG(G) > rank(P2(G)), (1.3)
see, for example, [60] or [74]. Note that H2{G) is often called the Schur multiplier 
of G. The analogous inequality
defM(M) > rajik(P2(M)) (1.4)
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for a finite monoid M  was proved by S J . Pride (unpublished). As we saw in 
Proposition 1.12 a semigroup presentation is precisely a monoid presentation 
(without the trivial relations 1 =  1) for the monoid S^, obtained from S  by 
adjoining an identity. It follows that defs(P) =  defM(P^) and so defg (P) > 
rank(P 2 (P^)) =  rank(P 2 ('S')). We call a finite semigroup S  efficient as a semi­
group if S  has a semigroup presentation V  with def(P) =  rank(P’2(*5'))- The 
group efficiency of a finite group and monoid efficiency of a finite monoid are 
defined analogously. Prom our earlier comments we see that there are potentially 
three different notions of efficiency for a finite group, and two different notions of 
efficiency for a finite monoid. We give an example of a class of efficient groups.
E xam ple 1.17 Let G be an abelian group. It follows from Proposition 1.4 that 
G can be written as a direct sum of cyclic groups of prime power order:
n
7= 1
for some n G N and where pi is the ï*  prime and G N for every i G { 1 ,2 ,...,n } . 
It can be shown that the rank of the Schur multiplier ^ ( G )  is n{n — l) /2  (see 
[61]). The well-known group presentation
ni
V  = { a i , . . . ,ü n \x Y  = l  {1 < i  < n ), XjXk = XkXj { l < j < k < n ) )
defines G, and def(P) =  n(n — l)/2 . It follows that defo(G) =  n{n — l) /2  and G 
is efficient as a group.
For a finitely presented infinite group G or a finitely presented infinite monoid 
M, lower bounds for the deficiency of G and M  are given by:
defo(G) > rank(Lf2 (C?)) -  rankg(7fi(G)) (1.5)
deiu{M) > rank(Ll2 (M)) — rank%(LIi(M)). (1.6)
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Here rankg(A) denotes the Z-rank of a finitely generated abelian group A, i.e. 
the number of infinite cyclic factors in a canonical decomposition of A  into a 
direct sum of cyclic groups. By a similar argument to the finite case we see that 
defs(*S) > YBJik{H2{S^)) — rankg(ffi(6'^)) =  rank(772(5')) — rankz(77i(5')). An 
infinite group or semigroup is said to be efficient if the equality holds in (1.5) 
or (1.6), respectively. Inequality (1.5) is well-known (see [74]); (1.6) was proved 
by S.J. Pride (unpublished). It is also well-known that Hi{G) =  G/G', the 
abelianisation of G. If S  is defined by a presentation (X |iî), then Hi{S) =  H i{K), 
where K  is the group defined by ( X  | i î  ); this follows immediately from the 
resolution used in [81]. A consequence of inequalities (1.5) and (1.6) is that the 
group, monoid and semigroup deficiencies of an infinite group, the monoid and 
semigroup deficiency of an infinite monoid and the semigroup deficiency of an 
infinite semigroup exist.
A semigroup presentation V, which defines a semigroup S, with def(T^) =  
defg (5) is called a minimal semigroup presentation. Minimal monoid presenta­
tions and minimal group presentations are defined analogously. Since there are 
three notions of deficiency for a finitely presented group G we may find minimal 
group, minimal monoid and minimal semigroup presentations for G. Similarly, 
we may find minimal monoid and minimal semigroup presentations for a finitely 
presented monoid.
Known relationships between the different types o f deficiency
Next, we shall give some elementary results that relate the different notions of 
deficiency. We start by finding a set of relations that are required in every semi­
group presentation which defines a monoid or a group. In fact, we give a more 
general result, in which 5'^  denotes the set { SiS2 : Si, S2  G 5  }.
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P ro p o sitio n  1.18 Let S  be a semigroup with presentation ( A | i î ) .  I f  = S  
(in particular, if S  is a monoid or a group) then for every a E A there exists 
Wa G A+ such that {a, Wa) G R.
P r o o f .  Let a e  A be arbitrary. Since A C 5  =  5^ there exists w i , W 2 E A+ such 
that
W1W2 — a
holds in S. It follows that this equality is a consequence of the relations in R, 
and so there is a sequence:
a =  « 1  =  0 : 2  — • • • =  o/j =  W1W2
where Oj is obtained from by one application of a relation from R. The 
relation {a, 0 2 ) G i î  is the required relation. □
An immediate corollary of this result is that the semigroup deficiency of any 
(possible infinite) group or monoid is always non-negative.
C orollary  1.19 I f  G is a group (respectively monoid) then defg (G) > 0.
The following elementary result relates the semigroup deficiency of a finitely 
presented group G to the group deficiency of G.
P ro p o sitio n  1.20 Let G be a finitely presented group. Then
defG(C) < defg(G).
P r o o f . Prom Proposition 1.11 every semigroup presentation for a group G is 
also a group presentation for G. The result follows from the definition of defg 
and defc- O
The analogous inequality for finitely presented monoids was given in [11]. 
However, the proof of this result is less elementary and must wait until Chapter
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4. Given a semigroup defined by a semigroup presentation we establish a natural 
sufficient condition for a subsemigroup to be defined by a subpresentation. This 
result is required in the proof of the monoid analogue of Proposition 1.20.
P ro p o sitio n  1.21 Let S  be the semigroup (respectively monoid) defined by the 
finite semigroup (respectively monoid) presentation (A |iî) and le tT  be a subsemi­
group (respectively submonoid) of S. I f S \ T  is an ideal o fS , then the presentation 
{ A n T \ R n { { A n T Y  X ( AnT) *) )  defines T.
P r o o f . Let t 6  T  be arbitrary, we m ay write
t   * * • 7^1)
for some n G N and where G A for each i G { 1 ,2 ,. . .,n} . Since S \T  is an 
ideal it follows that G A n T ,  for each z, which implies that A n T  generates T. 
Every relation in i î  n ((A n T)* x (A n T)*) must hold in T, since it holds in S. 
On the other hand, every equality u = v that holds in T must be a consequence 
of relations from R. It follows that there exists a sequence
u = ai = a2 ~  ’ ' • = = V
where ai is obtained from cti-i by one application of a relation from R. Note 
that, since no element of S  may lie in both S \T  and T, u may only be obtained 
from V  by applications of relations from R  which contain elements of A fi T, and 
no other elements. In other words, a{ E RC\ ((A n T)* x (A ft T)*) for each 
i E {1,2,...,7 ;}. We have shown that the semigroup defined by the presentation
( A n T | i î n ( ( A n T ) *  x (AnT)*)>
is isomorphic to T. □
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5 Graphs
In this section we introduce some notation, which we shall use in Chapter 7, 
concerning graphs and directed graphs (digraphs). In the following definitions 
we shall say graph to mean both graph and digraph, unless stated otherwise.
We shall assume throughout that we are only dealing with finite graphs, i.e. 
graphs with finite sets of vertices and edges. For a graph F we shall denote by 
V{T) the set of vertices of F and by E{T) the set of edges of P. We say that two 
vertices u, n in a graph F are adjacent if there is an edge connecting u to v (or 
vice versa). Similarly, an edge (x,y) E EÇT) is incident to a vertex u G y(F) if 
either x = v oi y = v. We refer to the number of edges incident to a vertex v as 
the degree of v and denote this value by d{v).
A simple graph is a graph without loops or multiple edges. We shall denote by 
Kn the complete simple (undirected) graph with n vertices and n {n ~  l) /2  edges. 
A bipartite graph F is a graph whose vertex set V(F) can be partitioned in two 
subsets Vq and V\ such that every edge of F connects a vertex in I/Q to a vertex in 
. A bipartite graph is called complete if every vertex of Vq is connected to every 
vertex of VÎ. It is easy to see that the number of edges in a complete bipartite 
graph is
l%l|U|. (1-7)
D efinition 1.22 A path in a graph F is an alternating sequence of vertices Vi 
and edges Cj
0^) 1^) ) ^2j • • • ^n—1} '^ n
where each edge is incident to the two vertices immediately preceding it and 
following it, and where each edge is distinct. (Note that the last condition is not 
normally included in the definition of a path).
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D efinition 1.23 A path uq, ei, z;i, e2 , . •. Vn in a graph T is called a cycle
if Vn = Vq.
For a graph F with z; G V (F) we denote by F \  {n} the graph obtained from F 
by removing the vertex v and all the edges incident to v. Similarly, for e G F'(F) 
we denote by F \  {e} the graph obtained from F by removing the edge e.
For a digraph F we call the undirected graph obtained from F by replacing each 
directed edge with an undirected edge the underlying graph of F. The degree of 
a vertex in a directed graph is taken to be the degree of the corresponding vertex 
in the underlying graph.
For a vertex u in a digraph F we call any edge (%,u) G E{p) an in-edge and 
any edge (u,u) G E{V) an out-edge.
2. Semigroup presentations for groups
In this chapter, we consider the relationship between semigroup and group presen­
tations. This relationship has been studied for a number of years. For example, 
Conway [22] posed the following problem:
“Show that the group generated by five generators a, b, c, d, e, sub­
ject only to the relations ab = c, be = d, cd = e, de = a, ea = 6, is 
cyclic of order 11.”
A solution was furnished by M.J. Wicks, among other illustrious young mathe­
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maticians of the time including C,M. Campbell, about which the editors made 
the following comment:
“...no use is made of inverses or of cancellation laws, and he [Wicks] 
observes that the semigroup with the given generators and relations 
is cyclic and of order 11.”
This led to a more detailed study of Fibonacci groups and semigroups in [16]. 
The Fibonacci groups F{r, n) are defined by the (balanced) group presentations
F  ~  1^) ^2) ‘ 1 ^1^2 ■ • • ~  ^r+l> ^2^3 • • • ; • * • > , ^
(2 ,1)
Û/JJ—2 . . .  Oip—2 —  a,'.—2 ,  —1 n , . ) ,
where r  > 0, n > 0 and all subscripts are assumed to be reduced modulo n (to 
fall into the range 1,2 , . . . ,  n).
It was shown in [16] that the semigroup S{r,n) defined by this presentation 
is a disjoint union of gcd(r, n) right ideals each isomorphic to F{r,n). It follows 
in the case that r  and n  are coprime that the semigroup and the group defined 
by the presentation are isomorphic. Since the presentation is of deficiency zero it 
is both a minimal semigroup presentation and a minimal group presentation. A 
consequence of this is that deÎG{F{r,n)) =  defg (F  (r, n,)) whenever gcd(r, n) =  1. 
The question which we address in this chapter is: how can we classify the groups 
G for which the equality defs(C) =  defg (G) holds?
There are many examples of groups G for which this equality holds. For ex­
ample finite abelian groups, dihedral groups, the generalised quaternion groups, 
PSL{2,p) with p an odd prime, see [8] and [11] for details. To classify all groups 
with the required property, we start by showing how to find a semigroup presen­
tation for an arbitrary group. Given a group G defined by a group presentation 
T  =  ( A I i î  ) it is straightforward to find a semigroup presentation which defines 
G, but at the cost of increasing the deficiency. This is done by adding a new set
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of generators A! U {e} and the relations ae =  ea =  a, aa' =  a!a — e, for every 
a E A  and a' E A', and e^  =  e to the presentation V. These new generators 
represent the inverses of the generators A  and the identity of G.
A naïve attempt to find a minimal semigroup presentation for a group may 
lead to simply considering a minimal group presentation, without use of inverses
or the identity, as a semigroup presentation. The example of the Fibonacci groups
shows that this will not, in general, yield a semigroup presentation which defines 
the original group (or which even defines a group). To avoid confusion we in­
troduce some notation. For a semigroup presentation Q we denote by Sgp(Q) 
(respectively Gp(Q)) the semigroup (respectively group) defined by Q when con­
sidered as a semigroup (respectively group) presentation. In this notation, if V  
is the presentation given in (2.1) then Gp{V) — F{r,n), Sgp('P) =  S{r,n) and 
Sgp(T) =  Gp{V) if and only if gcd(r, n) = 1. We give two more simple examples 
to illustrate this distinction.
Example 2.1 For an arbitrary n G N, the presentation V  = (a  \ a"+^ =  a ) is, 
at the same time, both a semigroup and group presentation. It is easy to verify 
that
Gp(P) =  =  Sgp(P),
where denotes the cyclic group of order n.
Example 2.2 The presentation T =  ( a | a  ^ =  a  ^ ) is again, at the same time, 
both a semigroup and group presentation. It is easy to verify that Gp{V) is 
the trivial group but that Sgp(T) =  {a, a^}, the monogenic semigroup with two 
elements.
The relationship between Gp{V) and Sgp{V) has been studied extensively. 
Adian [1] initiated the investigation of conditions under which a semigroup S  can
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be embedded into a group G defined by the same presentation. A dual question 
as to when S  contains G as a subsemigroup was considered in [18]. Finally, 
recent developments in computational group theory based on the use of rewriting 
systems, as well as the theory of automatic groups, rely on considering semigroup 
generating sets and semigroup presentations for groups. The use of semigroup 
generating sets in the context of the word problem, and the use of semigroup 
presentations in determining properties of automatic structures is discussed in 
[26, Chapter 2 and Chapter 6].
The relationship between the monoid deficiency defn and the group deficiency 
defo of a group was found in [11]. For completeness, we state the main result of 
[11].
P ro p o sitio n  2.3 Let V  = {A  \ R )  be a finite group presentation for a group G. 
Consider the presentation
Q = {A ,A '\R !,ao !a  = l  (a G A)),  (2.2)
where A' =  { a' : a E A }  is a copy of A  and R! is obtained from R  by replacing 
every occurrence of a~^ by aa'. The presentation Q defines G and is a monoid 
presentation. In particular,
defQ(G) =  defM(G)
for every finitely presented group G . □
For a proof see [11, Theorem 2.1].
C orollary  2.4 A finitely presented group is efficient as a group if and only if it 
is efficient as a monoid.
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The monoid presentation (2.2) is defined on twice as many generators as the 
original presentation. It was shown in [10, Theorem 2.2] that a minimal monoid 
presentation could be constructed from a minimal group presentation by adding 
only a single generator and a single relation. In this chapter, we find similar 
results which connect defg (G) and defQ(G) for a finitely presented group G.
Proposition 1.19 tells us that defg (G) > 0 and hence the strict inequality 
defo(G) < defg (G) holds for every group G with defQ(G) < 0. An example of 
such a group is the free group F  {A) over the alphabet A.
The main result of this chapter states that, slightly surprisingly, the equality 
defg (G) =  defo(G) holds for all groups G of non-negative deficiency. In fact, 
we prove more: given a group presentation of non-negative deficiency defining a 
group G, we show how to construct a semigroup presentation for G of the same 
deficiency, either on the same generating set or on the same generating set plus 
one additional generator.
1 Semigroup presentations that define groups
We find a family of semigroup presentations which define groups, and then show 
how to transform a group presentation of non-negative deficiency defining a given 
group G into a semigroup presentation from this family which has the same defi­
ciency and which also defines G. The first step is accomplished in the following.
Lem m a 2.5 Let S  be a non-monogenic semigroup and let A  be a generating set 
for S.
(i) I f  ablta (respectively abCb) for all a,b E A then awTZa (respectively wbCb) 
for all a E A and w E S.
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(ii) I f  for every a,b E A  there exists s E S  such that as = b (respectively 
sa = b) then S  has only one TZ-class (respectively C-class).
P ro o f ,  (i) Let aE  A  and w E S  he arbitrary. We may express w as a product:
'ID — Qi'^ CL^ m •  •
for some n G H and where ai E A  for each i E {1,2, . . . ,  n}. We proceed by 
induction on n. By assumption an~i0.nF0"a-\ and a a i . . .  an-iFa. It follows that:
avj — aa~i. . .  a^ i—laAR^aai. . .  —.\T^a,
as required. The corresponding result for Green’s T-relation holds by symmetry.
(ii) Let a, 6 G A be arbitrary. By assumption there exists u E S  such that a = au. 
l î  u = C1 C2  . . .  Cjt (A; > 1, Cj G A) then write ci — bv so that a — an = abvc^ . . .  C&. 
Therefore a G abS and since obviously ab E aS  it follows that ablZa. It follows 
from (i) that awIZa for any a E A  and w E S. By assumption, for any b E A  
there exists u' E S  such that b =  au'. Therefore aRau' =  b and the result follows. 
The corresponding result for Green’s T-relation holds by symmetry. □
We use the last result to find a class of semigroup presentations that define 
groups.
T heorem  2.6 The semigroup presentation
V  = {ai, 02, . . .  ,an\ai = 02^ 10201,02 =  OsA&s, A3 =  A4  A  A4 , . . . ,On = Ai^^Oi, R)
where n >  1, ^ 2, • ■ • fin Are arbitrary words over {ai, a2 , . . . ,  An} Arzd R  is an
arbitrary set of relations, defines a group.
R em ark  2.7 For n =  1 the above presentation is taken to be of the form (a|a^ =  
a , R )  {k >2),  i.e. it is a semigroup presentation for a finite cyclic group.
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P ro o f .  Let S  denote the semigroup defined by the presentation V  and let A = 
{aij A2 , . . . ,  An}. We prove the theorem by showing that S  has a single 7î.-class 
and a single £-class, and hence by Proposition 1.5 is a group. Pi’om the first n 
relations in V  we see that for every i G {1 , 2 ,. . . , n}  there exists a word U{ such 
that A*_i =  üiUi (we reduce subscripts modulo n, if necessary, so that for z =  1 , 
we have A^  =  aizzi). But then, for a ,^ aj G A we have
CLi — C L jU jU j—2 * ‘ ‘ ;
and it follows from Lemma 2.5(ii) that S  has only one 7î--class. In other words, 
S  has no proper right ideals. Therefore S  is right simple. Note that
(A2^1 A2) Aj =  A2^ i A 2Aj^ZZjWn • • > — Q iiU iU ji  . . . U j ^ i  =  CLj
for j  =  1 , . . . ,  n. But then
Oj = A2^i(a2)Aj =  A2/5l(A3^ 2A3)Ay = : • • •=  (a2 i^A3/?2 • • • fii-20>ifii-l)o>iaj,
and so aiOjCaj for any A*, Oj G A. We have not yet shown that aiCoj but from 
Lemma 2.5(i) it follows that there are only finitely many ^-classes in S  and hence 
only finitely many left ideals. Since any 2 -sided ideal must also be a right ideal 
we see that the only 2-sided ideal of 5  is 5; in other words S  is simple. In 
addition, we see that S  has both a minimal right ideal and, since there are only 
finitely many left ideals, at least one minimal left ideal. It follows, from [55, 
Theorem 3.3.2], that ^  is a completely simple right simple semigroup. It follows 
from Proposition 1.1 that 5  is a right group; in other words left cancellative and 
right simple. By Proposition 1.2 a semigroup is a right group if and only if it is 
isomorphic to a direct product of a group and a right zero semigroup. It follows 
that S  = G X Z ,  where G is a group and .Z is a right zero semigroup. Now Z  is 
a natural homomorphic image of S, and is defined by
( Ai, A2 , . . . , A„ I Ai =  A2 /?iA2 Ai, A2  =  A3 ^ 2 A3 , A3 =  A4 ,0 3 A4 , . . . , A^, =  Ai/3,j,Ai, R, 
aiOj — Oj ( 1  < z, j  < n)).
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Indeed, clearly Z  satisfies the relations given in this presentation. On the other 
hand any relation that holds in Z  must be a consequence of the relations R  and 
the relations (1 < i , j  < n). The last presentation is clearly equivalent
to
{ ai, Ü2, . . . , On \ al = ai = Ü2 = "  ' = On);
in other words Z  is trivial. This implies that 5  is a group, as required. □
We are now in a position to prove the main result. In the proof we show 
how to transform a group presentation into a semigroup presentation defining 
the same group, with the same deficiency. As a special case, we show that under 
certain conditions the new presentation can be defined on the same generating 
set.
T heorem  2.8 I f{A\R)  is a finite presentation for a group G such that |iî| > |A|, 
then there exists a semigroup presentation { B  \ Q ) which also defines G and 
satisfies \Q\ — |R| =  |iî| — |A|.
P r o o f .  Let 'P =  ( A | j R ) b e a  finite group presentation that defines G, where 
\R\ > \A\ and let A be a semigroup generating set for G. Then there are two 
cases to consider.
Case 1: R contains a relation of the form E  = 1, where E  is a word 
which contains no inverses of generators, but which contains every generator 
at least once, and also contains the square of at least one generator. Let A =  
{ai, A2 , . . . ,  On} and without loss of generality let
PI — {E =  1, Zi2 =  1 , . . . ,  =  1, R'}.
Also without loss of generality assume that E  contains the subword a^. For i = 
1 , . . . ,  n let e P  (respectively E  ^ )^ denote the cyclic permutation of E  beginning
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(respectively ending) with a .^ Let denote the permutation of E  beginning 
and ending with A2 - We replace the relation E  = I h y  the relation
E^^ai ~  ai 
and each of the relations zz* =  1 by
=  Oi,
where zz* is obtained from zz% by replacing every occurrence of an inverse by a 
specific word that contains no inverses and every occurrence of the empty word 
by E. More precisely, we replace aA  by which contains no inverses since
the last two letters cancel. This gives the presentation
V' = {ai, 02, . . .  ,an I T^ 2*^ Ai =  Oi, Ef^Ü202E^"  ^ =  02, Ef^üzOzE^p = 03, . . . ,
E^^Ün-lOn-lEY^ = On-1, E^ ZZ^ ^A^ E^ ''  ^ =  A^ , iî")
where R" is obtained from R' by replacing every occurrence of an inverse by a 
word that contains no inverses and every occurrence of the empty word by E, in 
the same way as zz% was obtained from zz*. Considering V' as a group presentation 
we see that we can obtain all the original relations R  from the relations of V  and 
vice versa, and so V' as a group presentation still defines G. On the other hand, 
V' contains no inverses, i.e. it is a semigroup presentation. Moreover, it has the 
form given in Theorem 2.6, and hence the semigroup defined by it is a group, 
which is then, by Corollary 1.11, isomorphic to G.
Case 2: R  does not contain a relation E  = 1, where E  is described as in 
Case 1. In this case, we transform the original presentation into a presentation 
that does include such a relation by adding one generator and one relation.
Let V  = { 02, 03, . . .  , 0n \ R )  be a group presentation of non-negative defi­
ciency which defines a group G. We find a semigroup presentation Q that defines 
G, such that def(Q) =  def(T).
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We first obtain a new group presentation V' by adding the generator ai, which 
represents the product and the relation aia^as . . .  ün-iOn — 1
to the presentation V. Note that the set {ai, Ag,. . . ,  A,^ } is a semigroup generating 
set for G. The presentation V  clearly defines G and the relations of V  satisfy the 
conditions of the previous case. Hence we may find the semigroup presentation 
Q using the construction in the previous case, as required. □
C orollary  2.9 Let ( A | R) be a finite group presentation for a group G such that 
|iî| > |A| and R  contains a relation of the form E  = 1, where E  is a word which 
contains no inverses of generators, but which contains every generator at least 
once, and also contains the square of at least one generator. Then there exists a 
semigroup presentation {A \ Q) ,  on the same generating set, which defines G and 
satisfies \Q\ — |A| =  \R\ — \A\.
We can restate Theorem 2.8 in terms of deficiency.
T heorem  2.10 Let G be a finitely presented group. J/defG(G) >  0 (in particular 
if G is finite) then defg(G) =  defa(G). Otherwise, zf defo(G) < 0 then defg (G) > 
0 > defG(G). □
An important corollary of this result is:
C orollary  2.11 A finite group is efficient as a group if and only if it is efficient 
as a semigroup.
Note that every finite group has non-negative deficiency (see Proposition 1.14), 
and that every group generating set for a finite group G is also a semigroup 
generating set for G (see Proposition 1.7). However, it is not known whether, 
given a group presentation ( A | i î  ) for G, one can always find a semigroup
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presentation for G on the same generating set and of the same deficiency. In 
particular, it is not known whether there is a group presentation for G on the 
generators A, having the same deficiency as ( A | i? ) and containing a relation 
E  = 1 0Î the form described above.
O pen P ro b lem  2,12 Let ( A | ) be a finite group presentation that defines
a group G, where |J?| > |A|. Does there exist a semigroup presentation which 
defines G, with generators A  and deficiency |iî| — \A\?
2 From group to semigroup presentations, some examples
In [8], [10] and [11], efficient semigroup presentations for various groups are found. 
The groups considered include the finite abelian groups, dihedral groups, gener­
alised quaternion groups, special linear groups, specifically PSL{2,p), SL{2,p) 
{p an odd prime) and 5L(2, 2^), and wreath products of some groups, including 
Ijn I odd or both m  and n  even). Here we illustrate the constructions
described in the proof of Theorem 2.8 by giving two new examples: the wreath 
products Zn I (n odd, m  even) of two cyclic groups and the projective special 
unitary group P5'C/(3,3).
E xam ple 2.13 An efficient group presentation for I ’Em with n  odd and m 
even is
( Ui, U2 I =  1, ( u i )^ ^ ^ U g  =  1,
=  1 (1 <  % <  (m -  2)/2));
see [7] or [10] for details. Observe that this presentation satisfies the conditions 
given in Corollary 2.9; more precisely the relation a^ol  ^ =  1 contains no inverses.
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contains both generators and contains the square of a generator. We let P  =  Oid^ 
and take
P P  =  = E, P f  =  P f  =  and =  a^'^a^ai.
Using the prescription in Theorem 2,8, we first replace every occurrence of 
by
and every occurrence of by
Our presentation becomes:
( Ui,U2 I a ^a f =  1, ((*1 ^ ^ ^ ^ =  1,
ai~^a^{àia^~^yai~^a^a2ai{aia^~^yaia2 =  1 (1 <  ^ — 2)/2)).
We now replace the relation P  =  a” =  1 by E^^ai =  a2 ftiU™“ ^ai =  ai and the 
relation U2 =  =  1 by
^  =  a i a ^ ( a i a g ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ) ^ a j “ ^ a 2” ^ ^ ^ a y “ ^ a ^ ( a i a ^ ~ ^ ) ” ^ / ^ a 2 a î “ ^ a j ^ a i  =  u g -
In the final relation, we replace the identity by This gives us the final
semigroup presentation:
(  a i ,  U 2 I  =  a i ,
(&! ^ ^ ^ ( u "   ^ U2(^ 1 " ^ (^ 1 =  ^2 ,
fli~^a^(ayaj^“^)*ay“^a^agai(a”aj^~^)*aiag =  a”a^  (1 <  ^ — 2)/2))
which defines EnlEm (n odd, m even). It is worth noting that the above prescrip­
tion could be applied in a number of different ways to give different semigroup 
presentations; for example the presentation:
( ui, U2 I =  ai, a ia ^ a i“ ^aj^^^(a^a”“^)^(aiaj^^^)^a2ai“^a^ai =  0 2 ,
ai~^a^aia^~'^ai~^a^'^‘^ o,i'^^a^~^aia2 =  (1 < % < (?n — 2)/2))
also defines Z„ I { n  odd, m  even).
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E xam ple 2,14 An efficient group presentation for P5Z7(3,3) is
{ 0,2, 0,^  I “  3^» (^3 ^2 ) ^3^2 ®3 Ug ~  1 )i
see Kenne [62). Since we have no relation of the type given in Corollary 2.9 we 
add a new generator ai which represents the product % and the relation 
aiUgUs =  1 =  P  to the above presentation. The presentation
( ai, ag, as | uiUgUg =  1, UgUgUgU^  ^=  1, (a3ag)^a3ag ^agU^^Ug  ^ =  1 );
is then a minimal group presentation for PPP(3,3) which satisfies the condition 
in Corollary 2.9. We proceed as before, first we let
=  P^ *"^  =  P , Pg  ^ =  aga3 ai =  P f ’\  Pg^ =  a^a ia l =  Pg^ and =  ugGgUiGg.
Next we replace every occurrence of Og  ^ by
.Pg flg — C!>3^ 1®2^ 2 — U3^1^2
and every occurrence of by
P 3  “  U^ UgU3  ( ^ 3  ~  UiOg.
Our presentation is then:
( a i, ag, U3  I a ia |a 3  =  1, a |a 3 a |(a ia |)^  =  1,
(a3ag)^a|(a3aiag)(aia|)^agaiag(a3aiag)^ =  1 ).
We now replace the relation aiaga3  =  1 by
■Pg a 2 — Uga3a%aga]^  — a% 
and ug =  aga3 ag(aiag)^ =  1  by
Pg ^ugUgPg  ^ — U3 a%UgUgU3 Ug^ a%ag) aga%aga3  — ag.
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Finally, we replace the relation Us — {asa2)^al(asaia2){aia2y a 2aia2{asaia2Y  =  1 
by
= aia2a3(a3a2)^a3(a3aia2)(aia2)^a2aia2(a30ia2)^a3a2a3Cii =
This gives the minimal semigroup presentation
( 01, 02) 0,3 I  O2O3O1O2O1 =  O i,  O3OiO2O3O ^ (o iO g ) ^02OiO203 — 02 ,
0 i 0 g 0 3 ( o 3 0 2 ) ^ 0 3 ( o 3 0 i 0 2 ) ( o i 0 2 ) ^ 0 2 0 i 0 g ( o 3 0 i 0 2 ) ^ 0 3 0 2 0 3 0 i  =  O 3  )
for P5'P(3,3).
Although this is an efficient semigroup presentation for PSU {3,3) it is defined on 
three generators. Next, we find a minimal semigroup presentation for PSU {3,3) 
with two generators by giving an alternative group presentation which contains 
a relation of the type required by Corollary 2.9.
E xam ple 2.15 An efficient presentation for PSU{3,3) is
( oi, 0 2  I ofog =  1 , 0 7 O^g ^OiOgOiOg0 7 ^o^^ =  1  );
see [43]. We see that, unlike the previous example, this presentation contains the 
relation ofog =  1 which is of the type required by Corollary 2.9. We let P  =  ofog 
and take
=  Pg'^ =  P , Pg*^  - : ogO^ Og =  Pg^ and Pf^ =  o^o^oi.
Again using Theorem 2.8, we first replace every occurrence of o[^ by:
Ei^aï^  = o^ Og
and every occurrence of Og  ^ by:
Pg'^Og  ^ =  ofog.
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At this stage our presentation is:
( 0 1 , 0 2  I  o f O g  =  1, O i  O g  O i  O g  O i  O g  o ^  O g  O i  0 2 ( 0 ^ 0 2 ) ^  = 1 )
Next, we replace ofog =  1 by
Pg*^ Oi =  OgofOgOi =  Oi
and U2 =  ofogofogOiOgofogO^oKojOg)^ =  1 by
P f ^ U g O g P ? ^  =  O i  O g  O i  O g  O i  O g  O i  O g  O i  O g  O i  O g  ( O i  O g  )  ^  O 2  O i  O g  O i  =  O g .
This gives us the minimal semigroup presentation:
(  O i ,  O g  I  O g O ^ O g O i  =  O i ,  O ^ O g O ^ O g O ^ O g O i O g O ^ O g O i O g ( o ^ O g ) ^ O 2 O ^ O g O i  =  0 2  ) ,
for PS'?7(3,3), this time using the original generating set.
3. Minimal presentations for Rees matrix
semigroups
In this chapter we combine results from the previous chapter and [9] in order to 
determine the relationship between the deficiency of a group G and the deficiency 
of a Rees matrix semigroup S  over G\ in particular, we investigate how the 
efficiency of S  depends on the efiiciency of G.
E xam ple 3.1 We return to the example of the Fibonacci groups P (r, o), defined 
by presentation (2.1). It follows from [16, Theorem 1.1] that 5(r, n) has a unique
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P-class and only finitely many 7^-classes. Hence S(r,n) is simple and contains a 
minimal left ideal and at least one minimal right ideal, which, by [55, Theorem 
3.3.2], implies that S{r,n)  is completely simple. It is easy to verify that S{r,n)  
can be represented as a Rees matrix semigroup M[F{r,  n); / ,  J; P] where \J\ = 1 
and |/ | =  gcd(r, n). Since S{r,n)  is defined by a balanced presentation, it is 
efficient whenever it is finite, which happens, of course, if and only if P (r, n) is 
finite.
E xam ple 3.2 Let 5  be a finite I  x J  rectangular band, where /  =  { ! , . . . ,  m}, 
J  =  {1, . . . ,  n} {nyiTi > 1) and I) =  (i, I). Of course, 5  is a Rees matrix
semigroup over the trivial group. In [8] the second homology of S  was given as
H2{S) = z(lfi-i)(l'/|-i).
In the same paper, it was shown that the presentation:
(  1/2} ' ’ ' } Vm} ^2} ' ' ' } | ‘2 'n .2 /m ?/2  ~  ^nVm} V iV i+ l ~  Vi ^  . . . , 7 7 1  l } ) )
^nym^2 — ^2} ^ j^ j+ 1  ~  ^ j+ 1  0  ^ {^, . . . , 71 l } ) ,
ym ^n^nU m  ~
^ jy i  —  ^ny-nx
{i E {2, . . . , 77 i } , ;  e  ^  (777, 71)))
defines S, in terms of the generators
{  ( i ,  1 )  : z G { 2 ,  . . . , 7 7 i }  }  U  {  ( l , i )  : j  E  { 2 ,  . . . , 71} } .
The deficiency of this presentation i s ( | / |  — 1)(|J| — 1), and hence S  is efficient.
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1 Presentations and homology
In this section we give a presentation for an arbitrary finite Rees matrix semigroup 
S  — M[G; I , J] P], where G is a group and P  = (pji) is a normal | J | x \I\ matrix 
with entries in G. Throughout we take I  =  {1,2, . . . ,  m} and J  =  {1,2, . . . ,
(n, m > 1). Let ( A | P )  be a minimal semigroup presentation defining G, and let
y  =  { ?/i : i e  {2 , . . . ,  m} }
Z  =  [ Zj : j  G {2, . . . ,  71 j- }
be two new alphabets. It is easy to verify that the set X  = A u Y u Z  generates S,
where a E A represents (1, a, 1) E 5, E F  represents (z, 1^, 1) E 5  and zj E Z
represents (1, Ic , j)  E 5*. If e E A+ is any word representing 1^ the identity of 
G, then we have the following presentation for S
( A I P, Pie = Pi, epi =  e, Zje ~  e, ezj — Zj,
(o.zj
ZjVi =  Pji (% G {2, . . . ,  m}, j  E {2, . . . ,  n}) ).
For further details see [9] and [54]. Since the presentation for G is minimal, the 
deficiency of (3.2) is defs(G) +  ( |/ | —1)(|J| —1) +  ( |/ | — 1) +  (| J | —1). A presentation 
for S  with smaller deficiency was derived from (3.2) in [9, Proposition 4.1]
( A  I P , ep2 = e, PiPiJ^ i = pi (z E {2, . . . ,  m -  1}),
eZ2 =  Zg, ZjZj-^i =  Zj^i [j E {2, . . . , 71 — 1}), /o o\
(3.3)
Vm^nO — Pm}
[i e  {2,..  .,77i}, j  E {2,..  .,71})).
The deficiency of this presentation is defs(G) +  ( |/ | —1)(| J | —1)+1. It is important 
to note that this presentation has only been shown to define S  for finite G; see 
[9] for further details.
We end this section by giving the second integral homology of an arbitrary 
Rees matrix semigroup S  =  Af[G;J, J ;P ] . Presentation (3.2) can be used to
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obtain a rewriting system, which in turn can be used to compute H2{S) as de­
scribed in Chapter 1; see [81] for further details. This method was employed in 
the proof of the following proposition.
P ro p o sitio n  3.3 The second integral homology of the finite Rees matrix semi­
group S  =  A4[G; / ,  J; P] is given by
H ï(S) =  Hi{G) X
The proof of this result may be found in [9].
As a consequence of this result and (1.4), it follows that 
defs(P) > rank(P 2 (G)) -b ( |/ | -  1 )(| J | -  1 ).
2 Deficiency and efficiency
□
We now consider the following question: is it possible to eliminate one relation 
from presentation (3.3)? As observed above the deficiency of presentation (3.3) is 
defs(G) 4 - (|J| — 1)(| J | -  1) -b 1. Hence for an efficient group G with defo(G) > 0  
it follows from Theorem 2.10, that
defg(G) +  ( |/ | — l)(j J | —1) +  1 =  def(3 (G) +  (|7| —1)(| J | —1) +  1 =  rank(iÏ2 ('S')) +  l.
Hence removing a single relation from the presentation will yield an efiicient 
presentation. We have seen, in the special cases of the Fibonacci semigroups and 
rectangular bands, that this is possible. We show that it is possible to remove 
one relation from presentation (3.3), so that 5  =  A4[G; / ,  J; P] is efficient for any 
efiicient finite group G. First, we establish that every finite group may be defined 
by a semigroup presentation which satisfies a particular property.
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Lemma 3.4 Let G be a finite group. There exists a minimal semigroup presen­
tation P  =  ( A I P  ) that defines G, such that R  contains a relation of the form  
a = ana, where a G A and u E A+.
P r o o f . Prom Theorem 2.8 we may find a minimal semigroup presentation Q 
that defines G of the type given in Theorem 2.6. Let V  denote the presentation 
obtained from Q by removing the relation ai =  a,nd replacing it with
the relation
Ü I  =  a i P n O i f i n - i  '  •  ■ 0 , 5 ^ ^ 0 4 ^ 2 0 - 5 /3i a 2a , i .
The following sequence of equalities may be obtained as a consequence of the 
relations in Q, without using the relation ai =  0 2 ^ 0 2 ^1 . Similarly, the sequence 
can be obtained as a consequence of the relations in P , without using the relation 
a± = aifinO-lfin-l • • • 05^ 304^ 20,3^ 10,201'.
{ai finai)fin-lOn  • • • ^ 5 / ^ 3 0 4 / ^ 2 U 3 ^ 1 ^ * 2 ® !  =  (Onfin-lOn)  • • • U 5 j 0 3 < ^ 4 / ? 2 Û 3 ^ i Û 2 Û i
=  • • • =  {04/3304)^203^10201 
=  {03/3203)I3i020i =  0 2 p l0 2 0 i ,
We see from this that P  and Q define the same semigroup. We let a =  Ui and 
u =  finOiPn-i ’ ' • 0 .5 ^ 3 0 4 /5 2 0 .3 / 3 1  ag. It follows that P  is the desired presentation. □
We now return to a finite Rees matrix semigroup S  =  A4[G;7, J ;P ]  where 
G is an efficient group. Modifying the method of [9] we show that it is possible 
to replace two of the relations in (3.3) with a single relation, hence reducing the 
deficiency by one. Let us choose our minimal semigroup presentation ( A | P  ) for 
G in accordance with Lemma 3.4. Let X  denote the generating set used in (3.3).
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Theorem 3.5 The presentation 
( X  I R\{aua  =  a},
auy z^ f^iO =  a, (2 ^  z ^  ttz 1), ,
a u z 2  =  Z 2 ,  Z j Z j ^ i  =  Z j ^ i  {2 < j  < n - l ) ,
VmZnOU — Pm} Z j P i  — P j i  (2 ^  Z ^  771, 2 ^  J  ^  77.) )
defines S  and has deficiency defg(G) 4 - ( |/ | — 1)(| J | — 1) =  rank(%(;$')).
P r o o f . We begin by showing that the relation any2 Z„a =  a is a consequence of 
the relations in (3.3). First, we let e =  au in (3.3), so that
auy2 — au, aUZg — Z2, ym^nOU — Pm- 
Observe that by repeatedly applying the relation PiPi^ -i — y* we obtain
P2 =  P2P3 =  P2P3P4 =  -  ' =  P2P3PA • • . Pm-3 {ym~2Pm-l)Pm
— P2P3P4 •  •  •  {Pm—3Pm—2 )Pm ~  P2P3P4 •  • • Pm—3Pm  =  ‘ ‘  * =  P2Pm-
In the same way, by repeatedly applying the relation zjZj+i = we obtain 
the relation z„ =  Z2 n^* We use these five new relations to show
ZnO =  Z2ZnO  =  aUZ2ZnO  =  OUZnO =  aU p2ZnO  =  a u y2 P m ^ n O  =  au y2P m ^ n O U a  
— auy2pmO — auy20 — aua =  a.
It follows that
aup2Zna =  aup20 — aua =  a.
We have proved that the semigroup defined by (3.4) is a homomorphic image 
of S. We now show the converse, in other words that the relations in (3.3) are 
consequences of the relations in (3.4). First we see that
auy2 =  aup2Pm = ouy2PmZnOu = (auy2 Zna)u =  au.
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It follows that
aua = au{auy2Zna) =  auauzna — auauz2Zna =  auz2Zna = auzna = aup2Zna =  a.
The final part of the result follows from our discussion at the beginning of the 
section. □
As an immediate corollary of the last result we obtain the main result of this 
section, which relates the efficiency of G to the efficiency of S.
T heorem  3.6 Let S' =  Af [G;/ ,  J; P] be a finite Rees matrix semigroup over a 
group G with index sets I  and J, and sandwich matrix P  with entries from G. I f 
G is efficient then S  is efficient.
3 Open questions and examples
We ask the natural question: does the converse of Theorem 3.6 hold?
O pen P ro b lem  3.7 Does there exist an efficient Rees matrix semigroup over 
an inefficient group?
Or, does the semigroup deficiency of G provide a better lower bound for the 
deficiency of a Rees matrix semigroup?
O pen P ro b lem  3.8 Does the inequality
defs(S') > defs(G) +  (|7| -  1 ) ( |J | -  1 )
hold for all Rees matrix semigroups?
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Note that if the answer to Open Problem 3.8 is yes then the answer to Open 
Problem 3.7 is no. Indeed, if G is inefficient then defg(G) > rank(iJ2 (< )^) and if 
Open Problem 3.8 were true then
defs(5) > defs(G) +  ( |/ | — 1 )( |J | — 1 ) > rank(JT2 (G)) +  ( |/ | — 1 ) ( |J | — 1 )
and every Rees matrix semigroup S  over an inefficient group G must necessarily 
be inefficient.
In the particular case of 1  x n Rees matrix semigroups we can show that the 
answer to Question 3.8 is indeed yes.
T heorem  3.9 Let S  — G x Z  be the direct product of a finite group G and a finite 
right zero semigroup Z. Then defg(S') =  defc(G). In particular, S  is efficient if 
and only if G is efficient
P ro o f .  Let ( A | P  ) be a minimal semigroup presentation for G of the type 
given in Lemma 3.4; so that P  contains a relation of the form a — aua, a E A, 
u E A^. Assume that \Z\ = n and let X  ~  {zg,. . . ,  z„} be a new alphabet. The 
presentation:
(A, X^  jP \{ au a  — a{, auZfia — a, auzg — Zg, ZgZg — Zg, Z3 Z4  — Z4 , . . . ,  Zj^ —iZn — z, )^
defines S, by Theorem 3.5, and has deficiency |P | — |A| =  defg(G), since (A |P )  is 
minimal. For the reverse inequality it is sufficient to note that any presentation 
for S, when treated as a group presentation, defines G; this follows from [17]. 
Finally, by Proposition 3.3, we have H2{S) =  PgCG), and the result follows. □
We conclude this chapter by stating some open questions about infinite Rees 
matrix semigroups. In the introduction we saw that in the case of infinite groups 
and semigroups the basic bounds for deficiency are:
defo(G) > rank(P 2 (G)) -  ranks(Pi(G)) 
defg(P) > rajik(P2(6'))-rankz(P i(P )).
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Recall that Hi{G) =  G /G ', the abelianisation of G, and if S  is defined by the 
presentation ( X  | P  ) then Hi{S) = H i{K), where K  is the group defined by 
(X  IP ). Note that K  is the largest group homomorphic image of S, if S  has one 
(which, of course, is the case for Rees matrix semigroups).
As observed above, the proof that presentation (3.3) defines S, relies on the 
finiteness of G, and this presentation was crucial in the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
However, neither the presentation (3.3) nor Theorem 3.5 hold for Rees matrix 
semigroups over infinite groups. To see this, let G be an infinite group which is 
efiicient both as a group and as a semigroup, and for which rankg(G/G') > 0 ; 
one such example is the free abelian group of any rank greater than 2. Let P  be
any normalised | J | x |/ | matrix, the entries of which form a generating set for G,
and form the Rees matrix semigroup S  = M.[G; I , J; P]. Now it is well known 
(and easy to verify) that the maximal group homomorphic image of S  is G /N , 
where N  is the normal subgroup of G generated by the entries of P , and hence 
it is trivial. Now we have
defs(P) > rank(Pg(^))-rankz(Pi(^)))
— rank(Pg(G)) +  ( |/ | — 1)(| J | — 1 ) — 0
> rank(P 2 (G)) +  ( |/ | -  1 )(| J | -  1 ) -  rankz(G/G')
=  defs(G) +  ( |L | - l ) ( | J | - l ) ,
and S  is inefficient.
This leads us to ask the following question;
Open Problem  3.10 What is the deficiency of a Rees matrix semigroup over 
an infinite group G?
A significant first step towards solving this question would be achieved by 
answering:
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O pen P ro b lem  3.11 Is it possible to find a presentation V  that defines S  =  
M [G \I, J] P], for arbitrary G, where def(P) is smaller than the deficiency of 
presentation (3.2)9
4. Semigroup presentations for monoids
In the last chapter, we discussed the relationship between group and monoid, and 
group and semigroup presentations. The only relationship not yet considered is 
that between monoid and semigroup presentations. The aim of this chapter is 
to give a necessary and sufficient condition under which a finite monoid given 
by a monoid presentation can be defined by a semigroup presentation without 
changing the balance (i.e. difference) between the number of generators and 
relations.
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As mentioned in the introduction to Chapter 2 , converting a monoid presen­
tation to a semigroup presentation is straightforward, but the most immediate 
method of performing this conversion will increase the deficiency. Let V  — (A |P ) 
be a finite monoid presentation defining a monoid M. We form a semigroup pre­
sentation from V  by adding the implicit generators and relations. In the case of 
group presentations these implicit relations and generators are those concerning 
inverses and the identity. Here we will add a single generator representing the 
identity and relations which relate to the multiplication of the identity with the 
other elements of M. In this way the semigroup presentation:
{ A , e \ R , ^  = e,ae = ea = a (a € A) )
defines M. As in Chapter 2, we introduce some notation, to avoid confusion. For 
a semigroup presentation V  we denote by Md(P) the monoid defined by V  when 
considered as a monoid presentation.
E xam ple 4.1 Consider the presentation:
V  — { a \ o f  =  cX').
It is easy to see that Md(P) =  {1, a, a^} but that Sgp(P) =  {a, a^}.
In fact, we saw in Chapter 1 that, unlike with groups (see Example 2 .1 ) Sgp(P) 
is never equal to Md(P), for an arbitrary semigroup presentation V.
E xam ple 4.2 Let "P be a finite semigroup presentation defining a finite semi­
group S. The monoid defined by this presentation when considered as a monoid 
presentation is
Md(P) =
that is (S' U {1} the monoid made by adjoining an identity to S, regardless of 
whether or not S  already has one. It follows that Md(P) ^  Sgp(P). See Propo­
sition 1 . 1 2  for more details.
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This example tells us, as before, that simply considering a minimal monoid 
presentation, without use of the identity, as a semigroup presentation will not 
yield a semigroup presentation that defines our original monoid.
As mentioned in the introduction, there are two notions of deficiency for a 
finitely presented monoid M, namely defM(Af) and defs(M). The relationship 
between defjvi and defg was studied in [11]. Proposition 1.21 and Proposition 2.3 
can be used to prove the following result (given in [1 1 ]) that relates the semigroup 
and monoid deficiencies of a finite monoid.
Proposition 4.3 I f  M  is a finite monoid then def]vr(M) <  defg(M).
P r o o f ,  Let G be a the group of units of M . We begin by demonstrating that 
the finiteness of M  implies that M \G  is an ideal of M. Assume otherwise. Then 
there exists x e M  \  G and y E M  such that xy € G or yx e  G. We assume, 
without loss of generality, that xy E G. It follows that there exists z  E  G such 
that
zxy = 1 and xyz  =  1.
This implies that y is left invertible and that x  is right invertible. Consider the 
product zx, since M  is finite there exist m ,n >  1 such that (za;)"^+" =  (zx)^  but 
then
(zT)" =  (za;)""+"y"' =  (za;)"'y'^ =  1.
It follows that X  is both left and right invertible and hence æ E  G, a contradiction.
By Proposition 1.21, any semigroup presentation V  = { A \R )  for M  contains 
a subpresentation Vi — ( Ai | ), (Ai Ç  A, R i C R n  (A]^  n  Af)) defining
G. Since a semigroup presentation is just a special type of group presentation it 
follows that Vi is a group presentation for G. By Proposition 2.3, it follows that 
there exists a monoid presentation Pg =  ( A2  | i ? 2  ) for G with def(p2 ) =  def(Pi).
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For each a E let Wa E Ag be a word representing the same element of G,
and let B \R i  be the set of relations obtained by replacing every occurrence of 
every a E  Ai in every relation from R \R i  by the corresponding word Wa- The 
presentation
p3 =  ( ( /lW u A 2 |7 ^ \jR iU jR 2 )
defines M, def(Pg) =  def(Pi) and so defM(Af) < defs(M), as required. □
Corollary 4.4 I f  G is a finite group then defg(G) > defM(G).
Not surprisingly, these deficiencies do not coincide for all finite monoids. We 
illustrate this with an example.
Exam ple 4.5 Consider the monoid M  defined by the monoid presentation:
( a I ).
The deficiency of this presentation is 0 and clearly, def]vr(M) =  0. However, a 
minimal semigroup presentation that defines M  is:
( a, e 1 =  a^, eae = a,e^ = e).
It follows that defg(M) =  1 . In fact, the class of monoids M {m ,n) defined by
the monoid presentations:
( a I =  a" )
where m > 1 , n > 1  all have the property that
defM (M (m,n)) =  0 < 1  =  defg (M (m ,n)).
See Example 4.12 below for more details.
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1 Finding minimal semigroup presentations for finite 
monoids
The monoid and semigroup deficiencies of a finite monoid coincide for a large 
class of finite monoids, which is completely (and constructively) described in the 
main result of this chapter.
Theorem 4.6 Let M  he a finite monoid, let G be its group of units and let I  = 
M \G . Then defuiM ) = defg(M) if and only if \GaG\ < |Gp for all a G (T\7^).
P ro o f .  We begin by proving the reverse implication. That is, if |GaG| < |G|^ 
for every a G / \ / ^  then deiuiM ) =  defg(M). Since M  is finite, we have that 
defM(M) < defs(M), by Proposition 4.3. In order to prove the reverse inequality 
let P  =  ( A I i? ) be a monoid presentation for M  with def(P) =  defu{M).
We partition A into the sets A  ^ =  A n  G, Ag =  A n  ( i\ /^ )  and Ag =  A n  
The finiteness of M  implies that M \G  is an ideal. Thus, if we define the set P i =  
R n { A l  X Ai) then, by Proposition 1.21, the monoid presentation P i =  ( Ai | P i ) 
defines G. Every monoid presentation for a group is also a group presentation for 
that group, by Proposition 1.11. Hence we may apply Theorem 2.8 to convert Pi 
into a semigroup presentation Qi =  ( P i | Qi ) for G with def(Qi) =  def(Pi).
Claim 4.7 For each generator a G AgUAg, there is a relation {ua ~  Va) G R \R i,  
where Ua =  cxaofia with a a ,fia ^ A l.
P r o o f . For a G Ag, by assumption we have |GaG| < |Gp. In other words, not 
every pair of products in GaG is distinct. It follows that there exist yi,p 2 ,^ 3 , ^ 4  € 
AJ, with gi ^  yg or yg ^  y  ^ in G, and yiayg =  yguy  ^ in M. Since a 0 Ai, any
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sequence of applications of relations from Ri
9iog2 =  0!i =  «2 =  • • * =  «A: =
must not involve the letter a. It follows that y(,yg G A* and that yi =  g[ and 
92 — 92 G. Consider the sequence
91092 = — fii = 93094,
where fii  is obtained from by one application of a relation from R .  Since 
yi ^  gs or yg #  9a in G and by our comments above we see that at least one 
of the relations applied in the sequence must be in P \P i .  Let =  W1UW2 
and /3j =  wivw2, where {u,v) G P \P i  be the first such occurrence, from the left. 
Now since /3j-i is obtained from by application of relations from Ri alone, it 
follows that j3j-i =  WiUiau2W2, where WiUi,U2W2 G AJ. We have shown that the 
relation ( u ,  v) = (uiaug, v) G P \P i  has the required form.
For a G A3  Ç  / ^ ,  the equality a = ôj  holds in M, for some <5 , 7  G A*, which 
represent elements of I. As observed before, a sequence of applications of relations 
from P i cannot involve elements not in Ai. Consider the sequence
a = 61 ~  Ô2 — ’ ' ' ~  ôfji = d'y.
Since both 5 and 7  do not represent elements of G, they must both contain at least 
one letter not in Ai. Hence there is more than one letter not in Ai in the product 
( ^ 7  but only one such letter in a (namely, a). It follows that at least one of the 
relations applied in the sequence is not from P i, since no relation in P i will alter 
the number of elements of A\Ai in the product. Hence there exists a smallest j  
such that ôj =  W1VW2 and Sj-i =  WiUWg, where (u,v) G P \P i .  Since this is the 
first such relation, all previous relations in the product must be from P i. Hence 
u =  uiaug. We have shown that the relation ( u ,  u) =  (uiuug,u) G P \P i  has the 
required form. □
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Since ota f^ia G A* are invertible as a consequence of P i, we may assume 
without loss of generality that Ua =  a. We now denote the set of these relations 
as Pg =  {  a  — Ua : a  G Ag U  A3 }  and the remaining relations in the presentation 
as P 3  =  P \(P i  U  Pg). In addition, let e G B f  represent the identity (of G and 
M ). Let Va be Va with every occurrence of every x E Ai replaced by a word 
Wx E El representing the same element of G. Let Q3 be the set obtained from 
P 3 by performing the same substitutions.
We claim that the presentation
Q — { El, Ag, A3  I Qi, a =  eVaO (a G Ag U  A3 ), Q3 )
is a semigroup presentation for M  and that def(Q) =  defuiM ). The former may 
be seen by turning Q into a monoid presentation using Proposition 1 .1 2 :
( Pi) Ag, A3 I Qi, a =  eVaO (o G Ag U A3), Qg, e =  1 ).
This presentation is equivalent to
( P i, Ag, Ag I Qi, a =  üa (a G Ag U Ag), Qg, e =  1 ).
Note that ( P i  | Q i,e =  1 ) is a monoid presentation for G (by Proposition 
1 .1 2 ), and so it can be transformed into ( Ai | P i ) using Tietze transformations. 
Subwords (re G Ai) can now be replaced by x in all % (a G Ag U Ag) and all 
relations of Q3, yielding the presentation
( Ai, Ag, Ag I P i, a = Va {a E Ag U Ag), Pg ) =  ( A j P ) = ‘P
which defines M. It follows that Q indeed defines M, and direct inspection shows 
that def(Q) =  def(P) =  defM(M).
We now prove the direct implication by contradiction. Assume that there 
exists s E ( /\/^ )  such that jGsG| =  and that there exists a semigroup
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presentation V  — { A \ R )  for M  such that def('P) =  defM(M). Define the sets 
Ai, Ag and A3  as above. We start by showing that s can be taken to be an 
element a G Ag. We may write s =  uiug . . .  ak, ai E A. In fact, G Ai U Ag for 
all z G { 1 ,2 ,... ,  Otherwise there exists aj such that aj G A3  C and hence 
s G a contradiction. It is clear that there is at least one element of Ag in the 
decomposition, since s ^  G =  ( Ai ). In fact, we see that there is exactly one 
aj E Ag. Indeed, if there exist G Ag, where 1 < j i  < jg < k, then we may
write
s =
where E AJ. But then aaj^jfiaj^ô G I, and so a G a contradiction. It
follows that
|Gp =  jGsGj =  jGaiUg. . .  aj . . .  a^G] — |GaG|,
where a = aj.
Let e G A f be a word representing the identity of M . Prom Proposition 1.18 
it follows that R  contains a relation of the form a — Va-> for each a G Ag. By 
Proposition 1.13 we may assume without loss of generality that Va contains a. If 
we write Uq =  yaô then 7 , 6  G AJ (with at least one of them non-empty) because 
a E I \ P  since, otherwise, there exists & G Ag such that Ug =  aiaa'gôcKg, which 
implies that a E P , &. contradiction. The equality a = eiaeg holds in M, where 
both Cl and eg are representatives of the identity. Since |GaG| =  |Gp, no two 
distinct products in GaG are equal in G (or M). It follows that 7  =  ei and 5 =  eg 
and hence 7  and are representatives of the identity.
We are going to convert V  into a monoid presentation for M. To this end, 
let P i =  P  n  (Af X Ai"). Then ( Ai | P i ) is a semigroup presentation for G, and 
hence (again by Proposition 1 .1 1 ) also a group presentation for G. This may be 
converted into a monoid presentation ( P i | Qi ) for G with equal deficiency by 
Proposition 2.3. For each a; G Ai let Æ G PJ be a word representing the same
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element of G. For a word w € A+ let w denote the result of replacing every
occurrence of every re G Ai by rr. Also let P \P i  =  {n =  u | (w =  u) G P \P i} . 
Then it is easy to verify that the monoid presentation
P i =  (P i,A 2 ,A 3 |Q i ,P \P i)
defines M  and has deficiency equal to def(P) =  deiu{M). But note that P \P i  
contains the relation a = ja Ÿ  Since j ,5  E represent the identity, the relations 
7  =  1  and 5 =  1  are consequences of Qi. Therefore a =  jaÔ is redundant and 
can be removed from Vi, yielding a monoid presentation of deficiency one less 
than defuiM ), a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. □
One important consequence of our main result, together with the fact that 
defM(M) < defs(M) for a finite monoid M, see Proposition 4.3, concerns the 
semigroup efficiency of monoids.
C orollary  4.8 Let M  he a finite monoid, let G be its group of units and let 
I  =  M \G . Then M  is efficient as a semigroup if and only if M  is efficient as a 
monoid and \GaG\ < |Gp for all a E {I\I^).
It was shown in Chapter 2  that the semigroup and group deficiency coincide 
for all finitely presented groups of non-negative deficiency (in particular for all 
finite groups). In contrast, we see that the semigroup and monoid deficiencies do 
not coincide for some finite monoids.
2 Examples and remarks
We begin this section by giving some examples that illustrate Theorem 4.6.
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Example 4.9 Consider the monoid Mi defined by the presentation
{a ,b \a^  — ~  P, ab = ba).
We shall show that this is a minimal presentation and so defM(Mi) =  1, Let 
P  =  ( A I P )  be any (monoid) presentation that defines Mi. By Proposition 1 .2 1 , 
there exists a siibpresentation ( Ai | P i ) of {A | P )  which defines Zg, without loss 
of generality we may assume that Ai =  {a} and P i =  {a^ =  1}. Next, we see 
that there must exist a generator in A \  {a} that represents either ab or b since 
I  = {b'^,aP} is an ideal. Note that if A \  {a} contains any other generators then 
they are redundant since ( a, 6  ) =  (a ,a b )  =  Mi. The relation ab — ba holds in 
Ml and hence there exists a sequence:
ab =  (To, cvi,. . .  ; (Xk =  ba
such that ai+i is obtained from by one application of a relation from P. It is 
clear that there exists at least one j  € { l , 2 , . . . , fc — 1 } such that a^+i is obtained 
from Œj by one application of a relation from P \  P i, In fact, since I  is an ideal 
no subword of any represents an element of I. In other words, there exists
at least one relation (uo,uo) G P  which contains an equal number of 6 ’s on both
sides. But the relation b^  — P  holds in Mi, and is not a consequence of Uq =  Vq 
and — 1 . It follows that def(P) =  1 , and hence defu{Mi) =  1 . The second 
integral homology of Mi is trivial. This was determined using the GAP code in 
Appendix B. It follows that Mi is an example of an inefiicient monoid.
Note that
Ml =  {1, a, b, ab, P , aP}.
In the notation of the Theorem 4.6 we have
Gi =  {1 , a} (the group of units), A =  {b, ab, P , aP}, I i \ l f  =  {b, ab}
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and
GibGi = GicibGi = {6, a6}.
Hence defM(Mi) 7  ^defs(Mi). For completeness a minimal semigroup presentation 
for Ml is
{a^b \ = a,b^ — 6^ , ab =  ba, c^bc? — h).
Example 4.10 By way of contrast with the last example, consider the monoid 
M2 defined by
( a , 6  I =  1 , 6  ^ =  6 ^,ab = ba = b).
By a similar argument to the last example we see that this presentation is mini­
mal. Using the GAP code in Appendix B we determined that the second integral 
homology of M2 is trivial and hence M2  is another example of an inefficient 
monoid. It is easy to verify that
M2  =  {1,0., 6,6^}; G2 &G2  =  {6}
and hence deîu{M2) = defg(M2 ) =  2. Moreover, from the proof of Theorem 4.6 
we see that
(a ,b  \ a  ^= a,b^ = 6^,abc? =  c^ba = b) 
is a minimal semigroup presentation for M2 .
Next we mention two special cases of Theorem 4.6.
Corollary 4.11 Let S  be a semigroup, and let M  = . Then deîu{M) =
defs(M) if and only if S ‘^ = S.
P r o o f .  It is clear that the only unit in M is the identity element, and so I  — S. 
For the direct implication, if J  \  /^ 7  ^ 0 then fox a E I  \  P  = S  \  \GaG\ =  
|la l | =  1 =  |Gp and by Theorem 4.6, deîu{M) 7  ^ defg(M), a contradiction. 
Conversely, ~  S  and so /  \  /^ =  0. It follows that defM(M) =  defg(M). □
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Example 4.12 Consider the monogenic monoid M {m ,n) defined by
(m > 1, n > 0). For n =  0, M(m, n) is isomorphic to the cyclic group and so 
defM(M(m, 0)) =  defs(M(m, 0)). For n > 0 we have M(m, n) — S{m, nY , where 
S{m ,n) is semigroup defined by the presentation ( a | =  a” ). Note that
S { m ,lY  =  5(m, 1) and S {m ,n Y  Q . . . ,  C  5'(m, n) for n > 1. We
conclude that defM(M(m, n)) =  defg(M(?ri, n)) if and only if n =  0 or n =  1.
Corollary 4.13 I f  M, G and I  are as in Theorem f.6  and if, in addition, P  = I, 
then deiuiM ) =  defs(M ).
Example 4.14 Consider the monoid Ox  of order preserving mappings on a finite 
chain X  of size n. It is easy to see that O x  satisfies the conditions of Corollary 
4.13. Indeed, the only invertible element of Ox is the identity map 1%, and so 
G =  {1%} and I  = O x  Then for arbitrary a E I  we find j3 E I  such
that a — I3a. Since a  is non-injective there exist i , j  E such that
( i,j)  E ker(a) and i ^  j .  If /5 is defined by
k k < i 
k k > j
then xp a  = xa  and so a  € P . It follows that defM(%) =  defg(0%). However, 
the exact value for defM(0%) is not known. A small monoid presentation for Ox 
given in [6] is
V  { a , t \  =  1, t  ^ =  t, { ta Y  =  ta, a{ta^~Y^~^ =  {ta^~^Y~^,
t{a^{taY~^a^~^) =  (2 < î < n — 1)).
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The proof of Theorem 4.6 gives us the following semigroup presentation for Ox
Q =  { a ,t \  =  a, a"(^a" =  t, (ta)" =  ta, =  (ta"~^)"~^,
t(a*(ta)"“^a"“*) =  (a*(ta)"~^a"~*)t ( 2  < t < ?r — 1 ))
of the same deficiency.
Removing the finiteness condition from Theorem 4.6 we pose the following:
O pen P ro b lem  4.15 Find a necessary and sufficient condition for an infinite 
monoid M  to satisfy defM(M) =  defs(M).
We remark that our proof does work in the infinite case, provided that I  is an 
ideal. Note that we require our (infinite) monoid to have non-negative deficiency 
since Theorem 2.8, which is used in the proof of this result, only applies to groups 
of non-negative deficiency.
T heorem  4.16 Let M  be a finitely presented monoid with non-negative defi­
ciency, and group of units G, such that I  =  M \G  is an ideal of M , Then
deîyi{M) =  defs(M) if and only if \GaG\ < |G|^ for all a E {I\P)>
We may restate this theorem.
C oro llary  4.17 Let M  be a finitely presented monoid with non-negative defi­
ciency such that every element that is right invertible is also left invertible (and 
vice versaj. Let G denote the group of units of M  and I  =  M  \  G. Then
defM(M) =  defg(M) if and only if  |GaG| < |Gp for all a E { I \P ) ‘
P ro o f .  We show that for a finitely presented monoid M , with non-negative 
deficiency, every element in M  that is right invertible is also left invertible if and 
only if M \  G is an ideal. For the forward implication let a: G M  \  G be arbitrary
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and let y E M . lï xy E G then there exists z E G such that xyz  =  1, it follows 
that X  is right invertible and so by assumption left invertible. This implies that 
X E G, a, contradiction.
Conversely, let a; G M  \  G be left invertible but not right invertible. It follows 
that there exists x' E M  \  G such that x'x  =  1 G G, a contradiction to the 
assumption that M  \  G is an ideal. It follows that every left invertible element is 
also right invertible. The result then follows from Theorem 4.16. □
Proposition 1.12 implies that deîu{M) < defg(M) +  1 . So, on the face of 
it, there is an intriguing possibility of semigroup presentations sometimes being 
more powerful than monoid presentations.
O pen P ro b lem  4.18 Does there exist a monoid M  with defg(M) < deiuiM ) ?
Theorem 4.6 and Chapter 2  completely describe the relationships (with regard to 
minimal presentations) between semigroup, monoid and group presentations for 
finite monoids and groups. It seems interesting to extend the above list of types 
of presentation by some more exotic ones such as inverse/Clifford semigroup or 
monoid presentations. For definitions and some links see [5], [70], [77] and [79].
5, Relative rank in infinite semigroups of 
transformations and relations
In this and the following chapters we shall consider some rank properties of stan­
dard infinite semigroups of transformations and relations. For a semigroup S, the 
lower rank is defined by:
r2{S) = min{ \A\ : A C S, ( A )  = S } ,
i.e. the minimum size of a generating set. This rank has been studied extensively 
for many standard semigroups and groups, see Chapter 7 for a more detailed
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introduction to this topic. We start by giving an elementary example, which we 
shall refer to later.
Example 5.1 Let S x  denote the symmetric group over a finite set X, i.e. the set 
of all bijections from X  to X. For convenience, we assume that X  =  {1 ,2 ,. . . ,n } ,  
where n > 3. It is an elementary exercise to show that this group is generated 
by the elements
r  =  (1 2), (  =  (1 2 . . .7%),
in the standard disjoint cycle notation. Since S x  is not cyclic, it follows that 
=  2, for any finite set X. We now consider the full transformation semi­
group Tx of all maps from X to X, with the usual composition of maps. We 
define a map tt G 7x by
ItT — 2, X 7T — X  (S/ — 2, 3, . « . , Tt).
It can be shown (see, for example, [55, Example 1.9.6 & 1.9.7]) that ( T , (, vr ) =  
Tx- In fact, it is easy to see that this is a minimum generating set and hence 
f'2{Tx) = 3.
Finding the minimum number of generators for a finitely generated semigroup 
or group is a natural question. However, in this chapter we are mainly concerned 
with infinite semigroups, which may or may not be finitely generated. If a set 
A  generates a semigroup S  then it is possible to express every element of 5  as a 
finite sequence of elements of A. It follows that the size of S  is bounded above 
by the number of such finite sequences, in other words
\S\ < \A\ -f |A.p +  |A|^ . . .  =  max{Ho, |A|}, (5.1)
where Kq is the cardinality of the natural numbers N. For a non-finitely generated 
infinite semigroup 5, it is easy to see that the lower rank is redundant and provides
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us with little insight. In particular, if we consider any uncountable semigroup S, 
then r2{S) =  \S\ from (5.1). In the same way, for a subsemigroup T  of a non- 
finitely generated semigroup S, the lower rank does not allow us to comment 
on the relative “size” of T in S. We define a rank property of an arbitrary 
subsemigroup T  of a non-finitely generated semigroup S  which allows us to study 
the relative “size” of T  in 5  in a more meaningful way.
D efinition 5.2 Let 5  be a semigroup and let A C S ,  We call the minimum 
cardinality of a set S  Ç 5  such that ( A U B )  = S, the relative rank of S  modulo 
A. We may also allow ourselves to call this the relative rank of A in 5". We denote 
this by rank(5 : A).
R em ark  5.3 In the last definition the notation (A U  B )  is potentially ambigu­
ous. Here we mean the subsemigroup generated by the union A U  B. This is 
important when considering subsets of groups or inverse semigroups, as we shall 
see in Section 6. In the case of inverse semigroups ( A U B ) means the inverse 
subsemigroup generated by A  U B, that is the subsemigroup generated by the 
elements of A U B and their inverses (in a semigroup theoretic sense). This leads 
to a different definition of relative rank for inverse semigroups.
Relative rank was first considered in [76], where the lower rank of a Rees 
matrix semigroup S  = M[G; I, J; B], for a group G, index sets I , J  and | J | x |/ | 
sandwich matrix P  with entries in G, was determined to be
r2{S) =  max{|J|, |J |,rank(G  : B)},
where H  is the subgroup of G generated by the entries of the matrix P, The 
relative rank of various standard subsemigroups of the full transformation semi­
group 7x, where X  is infinite, were first considered in [46] and then in [56]. We
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shall summarise the main results from these papers in Section 1. In this chap­
ter, we prove some general results about the relative rank of subsets of Tx-, with 
X  infinite. In addition, we generalise many of the results concerning Tx to the 
semigroup of all binary relations Bx  and the symmetric inverse semigroup 2%.
Example 5.4 For an arbitrary semigroup S  with B  Ç. A  Ç S, the following 
hold:
(i) rank(B : =  0;
(ii) rank(5' : 0) =  r2{S)]
(iii) rank(5 : A) =  0 if and only if ( A ) =
(iv) rank(S' : A) < rank(S' : B).
We give an example of a finite semigroup S  for which determining the relative 
rank of a subsemigroup T in 5  is equivalent to determining the lower rank of 
both S  and T.
Example 5.5 Let X  =  {1 ,2 , , . . , n}  and consider the relative rank of S x  in Tx- 
Let r, C and tt be defined as in Example 5.1. Then we see that Tx = ( r, (,7r ) =  
( ). Since { S x )  Y  Xyj we have shown that rank (7% \ Sx )  ~ ^ -
We shall now give some previously known results concerning the relative rank 
of some standard subsets of the full transformation semigroup. We start by mak­
ing some observations about the cardinalities of the various semigroups we shall 
consider. These semigroups are: the symmetric group the symmetric inverse 
semigroup Xx,  the full transformation semigroup Tx,  the partial transformation 
semigroup V x  and the semigroup of all binary relations Bx-
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For an arbitrary finite set X  with |X | =  n G N we have:
\Sx\ = nl, \Xx\ ~  ^  r!, |7x| =  n” , \Vx\ ~  {n-{-1)", \Bx\ =
r= o
for more details see [55]. For an arbitrary infinite set X  we have:
|Bx| =  2l^l and \Bx\ =  2 l^ '\
the first of these equalities is well-known, see [25, Exercise 1.2.3], and the second 
follows by the same argument as the finite case. For an arbitrary infinite set X  
it is well-known that |X|^ =  |X |, see [59, Theorem 8], in particular, 2l^l =  2l l^  ^
and so |B%| =  \Bx\- From the definition of these semigroups we have S x  Ç Xx Ç 
V x Q Bx- It is also possible to embed V x  into Tx+i, where X  -I-1 is any set 
which contains X  and one additional element, see [55, Exercise 1.9.12]. It follows 
that
\Bx\ = \Tx\ = \Tx\ = \Vx\ =  \Bx\-
Now, if X  is infinite, then each of these semigroups is uncountable and, as noted 
above, for any semigroup S  G { S x ,X x ,T x ,V x ,B x }  we have r2{S) =  |5|.
Next, we state some results concerning these semigroups when X  is finite. 
Let X  =  { 1 ,... ,n} where n > 3. The lower rank of each of the semigroups in 
question is given by:
T2iBx) — 2, r2{Xx) =  3, T2{Tx ) =  3, f2(Bx) =  4.
These results combined with [56, Proposition 1.2] allow us to show that:
rank(%x : <5^ ) =  1, rank(7x : S x) — 1, rank (%  : S x) = 2, ran k (%  • %x) =  1,
rank (%  : Tx) =  1, rank(7x • T S x )  = 2, rank (%  : V S x )  > 3,
where T S x  (respectively V S x )  denote the set of idempotent elements of Tx 
(respectively Vx)-  For further details see [55] or [56].
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E xam ple 5.6 For finite X ,  the lower rank of the semigroup of all binary relations 
Bx  is, surprisingly, unknown. However, it is known that r2{Bx) > n +  1 where 
|X| =  n, see [23]. It follows that for any n G N, there exists 77 G N such that for 
|X | > X, we have rank(B% - S) > n, for each S  G Note that
the exact value of rank(B% : S) for S  G {Sx^Xx^Tx^Vx}  is unknown.
1 Preliminary results
We now state some results corresponding to the results of the previous section 
regarding Tx where X  is infinite. These results, and their proofs, may be found 
in [56]. In this and later sections we shall require some notions of naïve set theory 
and cardinal arithmetic; see [40], [59] or [66].
Recall that a cardinal k is singular if there exist sets Y  and Zy for y E Y  such 
that |y | < K and \Zy\ < k, {y E Y) but
I U  ~
y e Y
A cardinal is called regular if it is not singular.
We start by defining a number of parameters of elements of Tx- For other 
standard definitions see [55]. These parameters will allow us to determine how 
similar to (or dissimilar from) a map with a standard special property, such as 
injectivity or surjectivity, an arbitrary map is. The first such parameter for a 
mapping a  G Tx is the size of the image of a, called the rank of œ.
rank(o;) =  | im(o:)|.
For finite X, if a  G Tx with rank (a) =  |X | then a  is a surjection (in fact, a 
bijection). However, for infinite X  this is not the case: it is possible to have
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non-surjective maps a  E Tx for which rank (a:) =  |X |. We therefore introduce a 
parameter which will allow us to determine how far from being a surjection any 
given map is. The defect of a map a: G Tx is the cardinality of the complement 
of the image of the map; we denote this by d{a) =  |X \im (o:)|. This was first 
introduced by Vorob’ev in [83] and was also used in [50].
It is possible to determine how similar a map a  E Tx is to an injective map 
with the following parameter. Let Ta be a transversal of the kernel of a  (a set 
containing a unique element from each kernel class of a). Then the collapse of a  
is defined to be the cardinality of the complement of Tk in X ; we denote this by 
c(a') =  |X \  Ta|.
For a mapping a  G Tx, we define the infinite contraction index k(a) of a  to
be
k{a) =  |{ rc G X  : =  |X| }|.
It is clear that for any t t  G S x  the infinite contraction index of t t  is 0, A;(7r) =  0. 
Hence we may use this parameter to differentiate between bijections and mappings 
which are not bijections. In some sense, a mapping a E Tx with k{a) — |X | is 
as different from a bijection as it is possible in Tx*
The defect of a composite map is related to the defect of each of its factors 
by the following lemma. This result appears as Lemma 2.1(i) in [56]. However, 
we include the proof of the lemma in order to prove a corollary relating to partial 
bijections.
Lemma 5.7 For ol,P e T x  we have d(a^) <  d{a) +  d{fi).
P r o o f . We see that X  \  Xaf i  =  (X \  X/5) U  {Xfi \  Xafi) .  Clearly, Xf i  — 
{ X \ X a ) P i J { X a ) j 3  and so X ( 3 \ X a f i  = { X \ X a ) f i .  It follows that X \ X a f i  =
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(X \  X/3) U (X \  XcK))0, and so
=  |X\XcKj9| =  |X \X ;0 | +  |(X \X a!);0 |
< |X \X /? | +  |X \X a |= d (a )4 -d (,9 ) ,
as required. □
Note that the proof of this result does not rely on the maps a  and being 
full transformations. In particular, the result still holds when a  and /3 are partial 
bijections.
C orollary  5.8 For a, /3 G Xx we have d{afi) < d{a) +  d{/3).
Now, we state the main results of [56].
P ro p o sitio n  5.9 Let X  he an arbitrary infinite set. Then the relative rank of 
Tx modulo S x  is two:
rank(7x : Bx) =  2 .
□
For a proof see [56, Theorem 3.3].
R em ark  5.10 This result is different from the finite case, given in Example 5.5.
In the case that |X | is a regular cardinal it is possible to characterise the two 
extra mappings that together with <Sx generate T x’
P ro p o sitio n  5.11 Let X  be an infinite set of regular cardinality, and let E 
Tx • Then the set S x  U {y., u} generates Tx if o.nd only if one of the two mappings 
is an injection of defect |X | and the other is a surjection of infinite contraction 
index |X |. □
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For a proof see [56, Theorem 4.1].
The relative rank of the set of idempotent maps Ex is also determined, and in 
fact the generating pairs may be characterised when |X | is an arbitrary infinite 
cardinal.
P ro p o sitio n  5.12 The relative rank o fT x  modulo Ex is two:
rank(7x ' Ex) =
Furthermore, if i i ,u  E T x  are any mappings, then { E x ,  = T x  if and only if 
one of the two mappings is an injection of defect \X\ and the other is a surjection 
with collapse \X\. □
For a proof see [56, Theorem 6.1].
2 On a theorem of M. Sierpihski
In this section we prove some general results about the relative ranks of subsets 
of Tx-  These results permit us to give some conditions under which the relative 
rank is countable or, conversely, uncountable. The two examples given so far, 
in Proposition 5.9 and Proposition 5.12, both have relative rank 2  in Tx-  We 
ask whether it is possible to find a subset with finite relative rank larger than 
2? Surprisingly, the answer turns out to be no. The following result was first 
published by W. Sierpinski in [78]. A shorter proof, given almost immediately, 
by S. Banach appeared in [1 2 ]. In order to prove some generalisations of this 
theorem to the semigroup of all binary relations Bx  and the symmetric inverse 
semigroup %% we include Banach’s short proof of the result.
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Lemma 5.13 (Sierpinski) Let X  be an infinite set. Then any countable subset 
S  of Tx is contained in a two-generated subsemigroup of Tx •
P r o o f .  (Banach) Let . . .  }  be the countably many members of S. We
find two maps e Tx  that allow us to generate all of the maps in S. In order 
to do this we first partition X  into a countable disjoint union of infinitely many 
sets: Xqj X i , . . . ,  , with |X^| — |X| for all i. We similarly partition Xq into
a countable disjoint union of infinitely many sets: Xo,i, Xq,2 , • • •, Xo,n,. . . ,  again 
with |Xo,j| =  |X | for all i.
We define fi G Tx to be any mapping which maps X„ bijectively onto X„+i 
for all n G M U {0}. We define the second mapping 7  G Tx to be any mapping 
that maps X„ bijectively onto Xg,» for all n > 1 . Although we have yet to define 
7  on Xq, we see that the mapping 6n =  is a well-defined bijection of X
onto Xo,n- We complete the definition of 7 . Since 5n is a bijection every element
of Xo^n is the image of a unique element x E X .  Hence for each n G N and
x5n E Xo,R we define xôn'y =  xrjn- Since rjn =  5 „ 7  we may write:
Tn =  (n G N),
and so S  Ç ( /3, 7  ), as required. □
An immediate corollary of this result answers our question:
Corollary 5.14 The relative rank of a subset S  o fT x , where X  is infinite, is 
either uncountable or at most 2 ,
P r o o f .  If S  is of countable relative rank then there is a countable set A  such 
that (S' U A) =  Tx. By Lemma 5.13 there are two mappings fi,'y E Tx such that 
A Ç (/3,7 ) and so:
T3r =  ( B U A ) Ç ( S , , g , 7 ) Ç ' &
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giving equality throughout. It follows that the relative rank of S  is at most 2 . □
Another corollary of Sierpihski’s Lemma is the following well-known result 
(for example see [27]).
C orollary  5.15 Any countable semigroup S  can be embedded in a two-generated 
semigroup.
P r o o f . By the semigroup analogue of Cayley’s theorem, see for example [55, 
Theorem 1 .1 .2 ], S  embeds into Tgi. Let T  denote the subsemigroup of 7gi which 
is isomorphic to S. Since S  is countable, T  is countable and the result follows by 
Lemma 5.13. □
Similar results may be shown for groups and inverse semigroups; any count­
able group (respectively inverse semigroup) may be embedded in a two-generated 
group [49] (respectively inverse semigroup; attributed to C.J. Ash in [39]). Note 
that Ash proved that every countable inverse semigroup can be embedded in a 
four-generated semigroup (as opposed to an inverse semigroup),
3 Subsets of the symmetric group
An explicit analogue of the Sierpihski Lemma for groups was given in [32, The­
orem 3.3], where it was shown that every countable subset A  of the symmetric 
group S x  on an infinite set X  is contained in a two-generated subgroup of Sx- 
Moreover, in the same paper it was proven that these generators may be chosen 
so that they have finite order. It follows that every countable subset A  of the 
symmetric group «Sx on an infinite set X  is contained in a two-generated sub­
semigroup of «Sx* Another result given in the same paper relates to the relative 
rank of an arbitrary subset of «Sx:
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Proposition 5.16 The relative rank of a subset S  of S x , where X  is infinite, is 
either uncountable or at most 1 . □
For more details see [32, Theorem 5.8].
It is natural to try and find a condition on a subset A  of S x  which will allow
us to determine whether or not the relative rank of A  in S x  is countable. One
such necessary condition is given in [32, Lemma 5.5 & 5.6]:
Lemma 5.17 I f  the relative rank of A  in S x  is 1, then there exist permutations 
Q!i, Ck2  G A such that
|{rr G X  : arcKi /  x ,x a 2 7  ^x and xa \ 7  ^x a 2 }| — |X |.
□
We give an example of a subset of S x  with relative rank 1 .
Example 5.18 Let G X  be arbitrary. Let F  denote the subgroup of S x  of 
all permutations that fix T o, i.e. for a  G F  we have tq q ; =  t q .  It is easy to see 
that ( F  ) ^  S x , since there are elements of S x  that do not fix Tq. We show 
how to generate any permutation ir E S x  \  F  using elements of F  and a single 
transposition. Let a E X  \  { t q }  be a fixed element and let 6  G X  \  { t q } ,  with 
a 7  ^ 5, be arbitrary. The transposition (a b) is an element of F  and since
{a b){xQ a) {a b) = (tq 6 ),
it follows that (tq 6 ) G ( F, (tq a) ), for every b E X \  {tq}. Since t t  ^  F  it follows 
that x q t t  =  y o  7  ^ T o , and there exists z q  E X  such that z q t t  =  t q .  Define a  E F  
by
T7T X ^ X o , Z q
xa Xq X — X q
V q X  =  Z q .
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Let fi be the transposition (tq yo)- Then for x E X ,  with x xq, zq, we have 
xafi =  XIVfi =  T7T, xoafi =  xofi =  7 /0  =  xo'x and zoafi =  yofi = Xq = Zqtt.
We have shown that ( F, (tq a) ) =  «Sx.
4 Countable relative rank
The results of this section are mainly due to P.M. Higgins, and they appear in 
[47], In view of the previous section and Corollary 5.14 it is natural to ask for a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a subset S  of Tx to be of countable rank. 
A sufficient condition is supplied by the following proposition.
P ro p o sitio n  5.19 Let S  ç T x  be arbitrary. I f  there exist Y , Z C X  with |X | =  
|y | =  \Z\ and, for every bijection fi : Y  Z, there exists a E S  such that 
CK|"y= fi, then rank(Tx ' S) < 2.
P r o o f .  We shall show that we can generate the symmetric group «Sx with S  and 
two other maps. Let 5, 7  be bijections from X  to Y  and from X to X  respectively 
and let tt E «Sx be arbitrary. Then fi =  5 “ 7^r7 ~^  is a bijection from Y  onto Z  and 
so by assumption there exists e E S  such that e ty= fi and so tt =  5fi^ — Sej. 
We extend 7  to an element ^ E Tx and so tt — &(". Since tt was an arbitrary 
permutation of X we have shown:
S x Q { S , S , 0 -
But «Sx is of relative rank 2  in Tx by Proposition 5.9 and so S  is of relative rank 
no more than four; by Corollary 5.14 we conclude that the relative rank of S  is 
in fact no more than two. □
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E xam ple 5.20 We shall now consider a subsemigroup of T x  which corresponds 
to the subgroup F  of S x  discussed in Example 5.18. Let Xq E X  he arbitrary. 
Let S  denote the subsemigroup of T x  of all maps which fix the point xq. As is 
well-known, S  is isomorphic to Bx\{a;o}) the semigroup of all partial mappings on 
X  \  {%o} with the usual composition of maps, see [55, Exercise 1.9.12]. For an 
arbitrary a E T x ,  we show how to generate a  with elements of S  and one other 
map. Now, let fi E Tx he any bijection from X  into X  \  {tq}. Next, we define 
(5 € 5  by
{xfi~Y^  ^ ^
X  — Tq •
Then for an arbitrary x E X  we have
{xfi)6 =  xfifi~^a — xa,
since xfi 7  ^To. It follows that Tx — { S ,f i )  and in particular, rank(7x : B) =  1 . 
□
We now give an example of another subsemigroup of T x  with countable rel­
ative rank. This example demonstrates that the condition of Proposition 5.19 is 
not necessary for the rank to be countable. Let X  be an ordered set. A mapping 
CK G Tx is called order preserving if whenever i < j  we have ia  < ja  {i,j E X ) .  
The set of all order preserving mappings on X  forms a subsemigroup of Tx', we 
denote this subsemigroup by O x -
Let N =  {1 , 2 , . . , }  with the natural order. We find the relative rank of <9^  in
T heorem  5.21 The relative rank ofTn modulo %  is one:
rank(TN : =  1.
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P r o o f . Since On Y  %  the relative rank of is at least 1. Consider the set 
of primes in the natural order {pi < P2 < • * •}. Let 6 £ Tn de any mapping 
satisfying:
{PkY =  k.
For an arbitrary a  G Tnj we are going to verify that a  may be generated using (5 
and elements of (9^. In order to do this we encode our arbitrary mapping of in 
an order preserving map e defined inductively by the rule:
=  P(fc)a. ^ e  N
where n is any function of k chosen so that A:e > (/c — l)e (> (A: — 2 )e > • • • > le). 
By construction e is order preserving and it only remains to observe that
and so eô — a. In other words, o; G ( 6 ) and hence 7n == ( d). □
This result, proved by P.M. Higgins and N. Ruskuc, which appears in [47], 
led to a new area of research which we shall consider in Chapter 6 .
R em ark  5.22 The subsemigroup of all order preserving maps does not sat­
isfy the condition in Lemma 5.19. This can be seen by observing that for any 
two subsets y, X Ç N with \Y\ =  |X| =  |N| there is a unique order preserving 
bijection from y  to X.
Recall that two elements a , f i E T x  are ^/-related if and only if rank(o;) — 
rank(/?). Let J  denote the maximum j7-class of Tx, i.e. those elements a E J  
such that rank(a) =  |X |. Let a  E J  and let a  =  7 1 7 2 . . .  7 , 1  be any factorisation 
of a, for some n G N and where 7 * G Tx for each % G {1,2, . . . ,  If there 
exists i E {1,2, . . . , n }  such that 7 % ^  J  then | im(7 )^| < |X | and so |im(o;)| =
I im(7 i 7 2  . . .  7 n)| < |X |, a contradiction. It follows that any factorisation of a  G J
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will only consist of other elements of J . It was shown in [56, Proposition 3.2] that 
( J  ) = Tx and so \J\ =  |7x|- This implies that every subset S  with countable 
relative rank in Tx must have the cardinality of its intersection with J  equal to 
|7x|; i.e. n  J | =  |7x|. In fact, we can say more.
P ro p o sitio n  5,23 I f S  is a subset o fT x  of countable relative rank then the set 
of restrictions:
Si =  { Of [r : a E S  C\ J ,T  a transversal of ker(o:) } 
has the same cardinality as Tx-
P ro o f .  Assume that A is a countable subset of Tx such that (SU A) =  Tx. Let 
7T E S x  be arbitrary. Then we may write t t  =  771772 - - - T}n, where 77  ^ G 5  U  A for 
every z G {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. Since rank(x) =  |X| we have rji E J  (z G {1, . . . ,  tz } )  and 
we see that rji is injective on the set T} =  im(?7 i . . .  77%_i) (we assume this is the 
identity mapping in the case z =  1 ). Hence the set T} is a partial transversal of 
ker(77i) and so can be extended to a full transversal T  of ker(?7i). It follows that 
any 7]i E S  that occurs in some factorisation of t t  can be replaced by a member of 
Si to yield a factorisation of t t  over Bi U  A. Since A is countable, |<Sx| — |7x| and 
we can generate S x  from the set 5i U  A, we infer that Si has the same cardinality 
as S x , and hence Tx- □
We now use this proposition to give an example of a subset of Tx with un­
countable relative rank.
E xam ple 5.24 Let X  be a countably infinite set and let T  and Z  be disjoint 
sets such that X  = Y  Z  and |X| =  \Y\ ~  \Z\. Let S  be the subsemigroup of 
Tx-
5 =  { q; G Tx : o:\z~ l \ z ,  To: Ç Y , |y a | is finite },
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where 1  denotes the identity map. Then S  Ç J  and IB] =  2 °^ =  =  |7x|- We
shall show that S  is of uncountable relative rank in Tx by verifying that the set 
Si of Proposition 5.23 is countable. Now the kernel transversals T of members 
of S  each have the form Z \J Y ',  where Y ' is a finite subset of Y  and so the set 
of kernel transversals of members of S  is countable; being the size of the set of 
finite subsets of N. Moreover, for each such kernel transversal T  there are only 
countably many mappings a  j'y (a; G 5). To see this observe that for each finite 
y  ^  y  there are only a countable number of choices for the pre-image of any 
element in W. It follows that Si is countable and so S  is of uncountable relative 
rank in Tx by Proposition 5.23.
The necessary condition on S  of Proposition 5.23 is not however sufficient for a 
subsemigroup S  of Tx to be of countable relative rank as is shown in Proposition 
5.32 of the next section. In other words, we find a subsemigroup of 7n which has 
uncountable relative rank but satisfies the condition of Proposition 5.23.
Dom inated subsets
We define a quasiorder (a reflexive and transitive relation) X on %  by saying 
that a ■< fi if ia  < ifi for all but a finite number of z G N . We call a subset S  of 
7n dominated if there exists a function /€ G 7n such that o; -< K for every a  E S.
Given such a dominating function k, for a set S  we may replace k by the 
function A, where k,' is defined recursively by
I k!  —  I k , (n +  1 )%' =  max{(n)/c' -f-1 , (n -h 1 )%},
and in this way ensure that the dominating function k  for S, if it exists, is strictly 
monotonically increasing. We assume throughout that our dominating functions 
are strictly monotonie in this way.
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Lemma 5.25 Let S  be a dominated subset of 7n let k be any dominating 
function for S. Then for every a E S  there exists Na E such that if i > 
then for all j  < i  we have j a  < Ik.
P r o o f . Let a  G 5  be arbitrary. By the definition of k, there exists a smallest 
K  e N  such that for i > K
ia  < ÎK.
Now there are only a finite number of values of {j)a for j  < K.  Let m  = 
max{ {j)a : j  < X  }. Since k is monotonie increasing (in particular, unbounded 
above) there exists Ak such that (Ak)^ > m, let i > Ak and let j  < i. If 
1 < j  < K  then
{j)a < m <  (Ak)/c < (%)K.
If X + l < y  <Ak then
(j)(% < (j)K <  (Ak)/c < (2 )K,
and the result follows. □
We are able to show that any subsemigroup generated by a countable collec­
tion of dominated subsets is itself dominated. This result is due to P.M. Higgins.
Theorem 5.26 Let Bi, B2, . . . ,  be a countable collection of dominated subsets 
of 7n- Then the subsemigroup U of Tn generated by the union of all the Si is 
dominated.
Remark 5.27 In particular, note that any countable subset of 7n is dominated.
P r o o f .  Let Ki be a dominating function for Si for each z G N. We define k e Tx  
by:
n
nt\> ~  ^   ^ntxii.
i - l
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Then k is strictly monotonie increasing (since each Ki is) and we see that k 
dominates the set B =  Bi U B2  U • • •. For any a  e S  we have a e Sk for some k, 
and so ja  < jKk for all j  > Ak; then for n  > max{A;, Ak} we have:
n
UK ~  uKi > riKk > na,
i=l
showing that k dominates S. Now take e e  7n given by
(n)e =  where = k o k oj - ' o
n iterates
We claim that e dominates U =  (5). To see this we show that e dominates 
an arbitrary product 7 71% . - - % G U, where 7 7 1, 7 7 2 , 77  ^ 6  S  and k > 1. Let 
n > max{Aki, AT,j2 , . . . ,  Ak*,, k}. From the definition of k it follows that
72771 <  U K .
Then for every l < z < A :  — I we  assume inductively that
M771772 . . .  77* <  72/{(*\ (5.2)
Now Ak{+i < 72 < 7iK,d) and so by inequality (5.2) and Lemma 5.25 applied to 
7 7 ^ + 1  we obtain:
(7 2 7 7 1 7 7 2 . ..r}i)rji+i < (?2Kfo)K,
and so
72771772 . . .  77ft < 726 for 72 > max{Aki, Aka, Ak*., k}.
We have shown that the subsemigroup U generated by the union of the sets Si is 
dominated by e. □
We now relate the property of domination to relative rank.
C orollary  5.28 A72^ dominated subset S  of In  is of uncountable relative rank.
P r o o f .  Let { 771, 772, . . . }  be a countable subset of Tn- Each singleton { 77^ } rep­
resents a dominated countable subset of 7 n, each mapping can be taken to be 
its own dominating function. Then 5, {7 7 1}, {7 7 2} , . . . represents a countable set 
of dominated sets in 7n and so by Theorem 5.26 the semigroup U generated by 
the union of this collection is dominated. Now 7n is itself not dominated as any 
candidate k G 7 n for a dominating function fails to dominate k + 1 E where 
K -1 - 1  is defined by {i){K + 1 ) =  (z)k -f 1 . Hence B is a proper subsemigroup of 
7n and we conclude that S  is of uncountable relative rank in Tn- O
R em ark  5.29 We conclude from the discussion above that a necessary condition 
for a subset S  to have countable relative rank in 7n is that S  is not a dominated 
subset of 7n.
We define the semigroup of all contraction mappings as follows.
D efinition 5.30 A mapping a  G %  is a contraction if \ia — joi\ < |z — j\ for all 
h 3 G N.
Clearly the collection Cn of all contraction mappings forms a submonoid of 
7n- Contraction mappings can be characterised in two other ways.
P ro p o sitio n  5.31 For a mapping a  G 7n the following are equivalent:
(i) a is a contraction;
(ii) |(z +  l)cK — za| < 1 for all i E N;
(iii) the image of an interval [z, z +  1 , . . . ,  j] under a  is also an interval.
P r o o f ,  (i) (ii) For all i , j E ' H  we have |za—ya| < \i—j\ hence |(z+ l)a;—za| < 
|z +  1 — z| =  1, for all z G N.
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(ii) => (iii) We proceed by induction on k = j  — i. If A; =  0, then i ~  j  and 
since a  is a (full) map we have that [z]o; is an interval. If A: — 1 then [z, z +  l]o; is 
either a single point or two adjacent points by part (ii). For A: > 2 we assume that 
[z,z +  1 , . . . ,  J — l]o; is an interval. By part (ii) j a  is either equal to or adjacent 
to {j — l) a  and so [i,i + I , . . . ,  j  — I, j ]a is an interval.
(iii) =>- (i) We complete the proof by assuming that a  ^  Then there exists 
i < j  such that \i — j\ < \ia — ja \, but the interval [z, z +  1 , . . . ,  j] is mapped to 
the interval [ia,i +  l a , . . .  , ja] by part (iii). But there are more points in the 
second interval than the first. Hence a  is not a map, a contradiction. □
The cardinality of equals that of 7n. Indeed, |7n| =  2^° and so there is a 
bijection from 7n to the set X  of all binary sequences, consisting of I ’s and 2’s. 
We can view an element of X  as an element a  of %  so that za =  1 or 2, for 
every z G H. It is clear that |za — ja \ < 1, for every i , j  G N, and so certainly 
|(z +  l ) a  — za| < 1. It follows by Proposition 5.31 (ii) that a  is a contraction. We 
have shown that |7 n| — |Cn|.
We now show that the semigroup Cn satisfies the condition of Proposition 
5.23. To see this we first construct a collection of distinct members of one for 
each infinite subset A of N. If A =  {zi < Z2 < ♦ • • < Zft < • • • } we take A to be 
a transversal of the set of kernel classes of a  G by taking these classes to be 
given by:
X i  {l, . . . , a}J A-2 1, . . . , Z2 }, . . . , Kk “t~ 1, . . . , Zft}; . . .
and then defining K}.a = k for each k G {1,2, . . .}.  Hence we have one member 
a  G n J  for each infinite subset A of H. This gives us 2^° distinct elements 
of n  J  each with a distinct set of representatives of a transversal of its kernel 
(i.e. the members of A), It follows that the set of restrictions Si of Proposition 
5.23 has cardinality equal to |7x|*
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P ro p o sitio n  5.32 The monoid of all contractions in 7n is of uncountable 
relative rank.
P r o o f . By Corollary 5.28 it only remains to observe that is dominated by 
the function k € 7n where = This follows from Proposition 5.31, since for 
any o E we have na < lo; +  (n — 1 ) < for all sufficiently large n. □
5 Binary relations
We now consider some of the problems from above and from [56] in a more 
general setting. It is possible to make modifications to the proof of the Sierpinsld 
Lemma (Lemma 5.13), so that it holds for the semigroup of all binary relations. 
Throughout the following, let X  be an infinite set and let Bx  denote the semigroup 
of all binary relations on X .
P ro p o sitio n  5.33 Any countable subset S  of the semigroup of all binary rela­
tions on X  is contained in a two-generated subsemigroup of B x ‘
P r o o f . The proof of this proposition is identical to the proof of Lemma 5.13. 
Note that since rjn G Bx  then defining
xSn'J =  xrjn
makes 7 , in general, a relation not a function. □
Using the same argument as in the proof of Corollary 5.14, we obtain:
C orollary  5.34 The relative rank of Bx modulo any subset S  is either uncount­
able or at most 2 .
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We note that the argument used to prove both the Sierpihski Lemma and its 
generalisation to the semigroup of all binary relations can, equally well, be used 
to prove the analogous result for partial maps. For completeness, we state this 
result.
Proposition 5.35 Any countable subset S  o f Vx  contained in a two-generated 
subsemigroup ofVx-  In particular, the relative rank o f V x  modulo any subset S  
is either uncountable or at most 2 . □
We now consider the relative rank of Bx  modulo some standard subsemi­
groups, emulating the results in [56]. We start by defining some analogues of 
standard properties of maps in terms of relations. For other standard definitions 
and more information see [55]. Firstly, we define the image of an element under 
a relation a  € 5%:
xa  — { y  e  X  : (x,y) E a  }.
Note that this is a set and not a single element as in the case of maps. Next we 
define the domain and image of the relation a  E Bx'-
dom(a) =  {  X E X  ; there exists y E X  such that (x, y) E a  }
im(a) =  { y E X  : there exists x E X  such that (x, y) E a  } =  [ J  xa.
æedom(a)
For a relation a  E Bx  we define the inverse a~^ of a  by:
a~^ =  { (x,y) : (y,x) E a} .
Note that by the inverse of a map we mean the inverse of the map considered as a 
relation. We let 1a {A C X) denote the partial identity relation {(x, x) : x E A}.
Next, we prove an elementary result that relates the domain and image of a 
composite relation to the domain and image of its factors. The analogous results 
for partial maps are well-known, see [55, Proposition 1.4.3].
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Lemma 5.36 Fora, P  € Bx we have
dom(Q:/3) =  (im(a) H dom{j3))a~^ 
im{aP) =  (im(û;) n  dom(j0 ))^.
P r o o f . We prove the first of these equalities, and note that the second equality 
follows by an analogous argument.
If X E  dom(a^) then there exists y such that (x, y) E  o;/3 which means there 
exists ^ E  dom(^) such that (x,z) E  a  and (z, y) E  /5. It follows that z E  
im(a) n  dom(/3) and so x E  (im(a) D  dom(/?))o!“ b
Conversely, if x  E (im(o;) Pi dom(/?))a”  ^ then x  E dom(o;) and there exists 
E im(a) n  dom{/3) such that ( x ,  z) E a. This implies that there exists y € X  
such that (%, y) E /3, and so ( x ,  y) E o;/3, and by definition, x  E  dom(a^). □
Much like with maps, we call a relation a  E Bx injective if for every distinct 
pair X, y E dom(of) we have x a  n  yo; =  0. For /3 E Bx, if im(^) =  X  then we 
call the relation surjective. As described in the introduction to this chapter and 
in [56], where the infinite contraction index is used as a means of distinguishing 
permutations from maps which are not permutations, we require a property of 
relations that distinguish maps from relations which are not maps. To this end, 
for an arbitrary relation a  E Bx, we define the infinite expansion index to be the 
cardinality of the set
P{a)  =  { X E dom(a) : |xa| =  |X | }
and we denote this cardinal by p(a). It is easy to see that p{a) =  0 for any 
a  E 7%, since |xa| =  1 for every x E X. Many of the well-known properties 
of maps require more justification when considered in terms of binary relations. 
The following lemma explicitly describes some of these common properties.
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Lemma 5.37 Let X  be an infinite set. Let a,j3,S be arbitrary binary relations 
on X . The following are true:
(i) if  afi is surjective then is surjective;
(ii) if a and fi are surjective then afi is surjective;
(iii) if 5 — afi is injective then the relation Ç a  ['dom(5 ) defined by:
y € xa ^  if and only i f y E x a  and y E dom(/?), 
has dom(a^) =  doin((J)(= dom(a[dom(j))); o,nd is injective;
(iv) if a  and fi are injective then afi is injective;
(v) if 6 = afi is injective, a  E Tx ond dom(^) =  X  then a~^ô =  fi tim(a) ^  
injective;
(vi) if  S is an injective idempotent then x G x6 for every x E dom(<5). In 
particular, ifdom{6)  =  X  then 5 = Ix-
P r o o f , (i) By assumption 5 is surjective, so it follows directly from the definition 
that im(^) =  X. In other words, — im(/9 l'im(a)) =  X. But im(/9 G
im(yd), hence im(/3) =  X  and fi is surjective,
(ii) By assumption im(a) =  im(/?) =  X  and so im{afi) = {im{a)r\dom{fi))l3 =  
(X n  dom(^))jd =  {dom{fi))/3 = im(/3) =  X, and afi is surjective.
(iii) First, dom(< )^ =  (im(a) D dom(/5))a~^ Ç dom(a), and so dom(a tdom(J)) 
=  dom(J). We will now show that dom(a^) =  dom(<5). Let x  E  dom(^), this 
implies that there exists y  E  X  such that y E xô = xafi. It follows that there 
exists z E  dom(^) such that z E xa  (and y  E  zfi). This implies that z E xa ^  
and X E  dom(a^), hence d o m ( J )  Ç  dom(a^).
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Let X G dom(a^). Then from the definition of there exists y E dom(^) 
such that y E xa. It follows that there exists z E X  such that 2: E yfi. This 
implies that 2: E xa/3 and so x  E dom(6 ). Hence dom(a^) Ç dom(<5) and so 
dom(a^) =  dom(^).
Next, we check that is injective. Let x, y E dom(a^) =  dom(J) such that 
x a^  n  ya^  ^  0. Let z E xa^  (1 y a * . Then by the definition of a ^  we have 
z E dom(/?) and z E x a  (1 ya. It follows that there exists t E X  such that 
t E z/3 and so t is an element of both xa/3 and yafi. Hence 6 is not injective, a 
contradiction.
(iv) The proof of this fact is routine.
(v) Since a  is a map and dom(^) =  X  we have a ^  — a, where a ^  is defined 
as in part (iii), and hence a  fdom(<î)= ot \x=  a  is injective. By assumption, a e Tx  
and so a~^ is injective. It follows by part (iv) that a “^5 is injective.
(vi) Assume otherwise, then there exists x E dom((5) such that x ^  x5. Now 
x6^ = x6 and so x6 H dom(5) ^  0. Let y E x<5 D dom((5), by assumption y ^  x 
but yô Ç x6^ =  xS. In other words, x^ fl y6  ^  0, a contradiction. □
Next, we give a routine result which we require to prove the main result of 
this section.
Lemma 5.38 Let a  E Bx be an arbitrary injective relation. For 71, 7 2 , • • •, 7 n G 
Bx, if a  = 7 i 72  . .  . 7 » then for any x ,y  E dom (a) and any î  E { 1 , . . . , n  — 1} we 
have
x7 i 72 . . .  7* n  dom(7i+i. . .  7n) n  y 7 i . . .  7 * =  0 .
P roof. Assume that
x7i72 . . .  7 i n  dom(7 i+ i . . .  7 ») H y 7 i . . .  7i 0
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then X7 i . . .  7 „ O y7 i . . .  7n #  0 which implies that xa  Pi ya ^  0 and a  is not 
injective, a contradiction. □
We now give a result, similar to [56, Lemma 2 .1 ], concerning the infinite 
expansion index of composite relations.
Lem m a 5.39 Let X  be a regular cardinal and let a i , a 2 , . . . ,  a^ E Bx be arbi­
trary. I f  a%a2 .. .an is injective and p{aia2 . . . a^) =  |X| then there exists an 
i E {1, . . . ,  n} such that p(a*) =  |X |.
P r o o f .  We proceed by induction. Let n = 2. Assume that p{a) < |X | and 
p{j3) = Xi < |X |. Let Y  Ç P{afi)\P{a) such that |y | =  A2  > Ai. Note that such 
a set exists since |P (a ^ ) \P (a ) | > p{aj3) - p { a )  =  |X |. For y e Y  since y ^  P (a) 
by definition |ya| ^  |X |, but since y E  P{aj5) we have that |ya^ | =  |X | or, in 
other words, ya  Pi P{fi) 7  ^ 0. (Note that this is only true for regular cardinals, 
see Remark 5.40). There are at least A2  elements in Lemma
5.37(iii). But
A2 =  I [ j i y a n P i m  =  K U  W n f ( ^ ) |  < |P(^)| =  A, < As,
yeY y&r
a contradiction.
We assume that the result holds for products of length n — 1. From the case 
n =  2 , either y ( a i . . .  a^-i) =  |X| or p(a„) =  |X|. Assume that p(a„) < |X| and 
so p { a i . . .  a„_i) =  |X |. Define the relation ( a i . . .  a^ -i)^  so that
(x, y) E ( a i . . .  an~i)^ if, and only if, (x, y) E a%...  a»_i and y E dom(a„)
(as in Lemma 5.37(iii)). For each x E P ( a ia 2  . . .  a») either
(i) | x a i . . .  an-i PI dom(a„)| =  |X |; or
(ii) x a i . . .  an-i H P(a„) f  0.
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By Lemma 5.38, for each x, y G dom(a'io:2 • • • o>n) the sets x a ia 2  . . .  H 
dom(an) and y a ia 2 . . .  a»_i H dom(an) are disjoint. It follows that
|{x € P(aiQ !2 . . .  an) : ocai. . .  an_i n  P(an) f  0 }| < |X|
since p{an) < |X |, and hence
|{x e  P ( a ia 2  .. .a») : | x a i . . .  a^ -i ndom(a^)|  =  |X |}| =  |X |.
But then p ( ( a i . . .  a„_i)^) =  |X |. For each z G {1, 2 , . . . ,  n  — 1} define a relation 
âi Ç ai so that
(x, y) G âi if, and only if, (x, y) G a% and y G dom(a%+i. . .  a»).
It is clear that (a%...  an-i)^  =  â i .. .ân -i. It follows by Lemma 5.37(iii) that 
â i .. .â n -i is injective and from above p {â i .. .â^ -i)  =  |X |. The inductive hy­
pothesis applies and so there exists z G {1, 2 , . . . ,  n — 1} such that p{âi) — |X|. 
It is easy to see that P(a*) Ç P(a*) and hence p ( a j  =  |X |. □
R em ark  5.40 If X  is a singular cardinal then there exist sets X, Ç X  (z G Z) 
such that \Z\, \Tz\ < |X | (for all z E Z) but
zez
For X G X, if x a  =  X G X  and if zfi =  for every z G X. Then x ^  P (a) 
since |xa| =  |X| < |X |, and z 0 P (^) for all z G X since |z^| =  |Pg| < |X |, but 
xafi = X  and so x G P{afi).
We are now able to determine the relative rank of the semigroup of all bi­
nary relations Bx  modulo the full transformation semigroup Tx- Note that we 
essentially reproduce the next result in the proof of the converse implication of 
Theorem 5.42, however we include this simpler proof to make this section more 
readable.
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T heorem  5.41 The relative rank of the full transformation semigroup T x in the 
semigroup of all binary relations B x  is one:
rank(5% : T x ) = 1-
P r o o f .  We define one relation A which together with elements of T x  will gen­
erate B x -  First, let xq €  X  be fixed and partition X  into an infinite disjoint 
union of sets with =  |X| for every x E X. We define a relation A G Bx  
such that dom(A) =  X  \  {xq} and for each x G dom(A) we have xA =  Let 
or G B x  be arbitrary, and let /3 e T x  he any bijection such that X/3 =  X  \  {xq}. 
We define a map 6 e T x  such that
Ix p  X G dom (a)Xo otherwise.
Finally, let 7  G 7 x  be any m apping such that for x  G X  \  {xq}:
note that finding such a map is possible since =  |X| > |(x/?“^)o;|. Then for 
an arbitrary x G dom(a), if x^ =  y then
X&A7 =  xj3A j  =  y A j  =  Yyj =  yfi~^a =  xa.
For X 0 dom(a) we have
xôA'j =  X0A7,
which is undefined since Xq ^  dom(A7 ), as required. We have shown that a  G 
( > and so ftc == ( []
When X  is a regular cardinal we are able to classify the extra generating 
relation. In order to prove this result we require the following routine lemma:
We are now in a position to prove:
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T heorem  5.42 Let X  he a regular cardinal and let A € Bx bo an arbitrary 
relation. Then Tx U {A} generates Bx if and only if A satisfies the following 
conditions:
(i) dom(A) C  X ;
(ii) A has infinite expansion index |X |, |P(A )| =  |X |;
(iii) there exists Y  Ç  P(A) such that |y | =  |X| and
|yoA\ I J  yA| =  |X|.
yEY
y^yo
for every yo G Y;
(iv) there exists a collection of subsets C dom(A) (x E X )  such that |Xa;A| =  
|X| and Z^A  D ZyA  =  0, for every x ,y  E X  whenever x ^  y.
P r o o f . ( ^ )  We begin by observing that a relation A with the properties required 
by the theorem exists. Indeed the relation A defined in the proof of Theorem
5.41 satisfies the necessary conditions. To see this first observe that dom(A) C X  
and that A has infinite expansion index |X |. Let Y  = dom(A). Then for every 
yo G y  we have
yoA \  y  yA =  yoA,
yeY
yÿ^ yo
since these sets are disjoint, and condition (iii) is satisfied. Finally, we see that 
the elements of Y  satisfy condition (iv), since A is injective and y E P(A) for 
every y E Y .
Let A E Bx be an arbitrary relation which satisfies conditions (i) to (iv) and 
let a E Bx  be an arbitrary relation. We define three maps which together with
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A generate a. Let xq G X\dom(A)  and let /? : X  — T  be any bijection. We 
define a map cr : X  -7 F  U {xo} such that for any x G X
I  x/3 X G dom(a)
Xo X 0  dom(a).
Next, we take 5 G Tx such that for each yo E Y  the set yoA \  U%/ey\w} 
mapped surjactively onto Zy^ and x<3 =  Xo, otherwise.
Finally, we define 7  G Tx to be any map such that for yo G Y  we have
Note that \Zy^A\ =  |X | by assumption and \yol3~^0’\ < |X |, and so such a map 7  
exists. Then for x G dom(a) with x/3 =  yo, we have
xaA ôA j =  xfiAôA^ =  (yoA )6A 7 =  {Zy^  U {xq })A 7  =  Z^j^Aj =  yoP~^o: ~  xa,
and for x ^  dom(a) we have
x c r A ô A j  =  XqA ôA j  =  0 =  xor.
We have shown that a  G ( 7x, A ), in other words Bx — ( 7x, A ) and so 
rank(Px : Tx) =  1 , as required.
( ^ )  We begin by assuming that Tx U {A} generates Bx  for some relation 
A G Bx- We shall show that A satisfies each of the four properties given in the 
theorem.
It is clear that dom(A) C X , since there are elements of Bx  with domains 
strictly contained in X, and so condition (i) is satisfied.
To show that the remaining conditions hold let p E B x \T x  be an arbitrary 
injective relation with dom(p) =  X  and P{p) — X.  We may write
P = lll2---'ym (5.3)
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for some n, where 7 i G Tx U {A} for each i G {1, . . .  ,n}. We see that at least 
one 7 i is equal to A. As noted above, for any a. G Tx we have p{a) =  0, and it 
follows from Lemma 5.39 that p(A) =  |X |, and hence condition (ii) is satisfied.
In order to demonstrate that A satisfies condition (iii) we define
Kj := { x  e X  : |x7 i7 2  . . . 7 j H dom(7 j+i7 j+2 . . . 7 „)| =  |X|
but |x7i72 . . .  7 j_i n  dom(7 j 7 j + i . . .  7 ,^ ) | < |X | }.
Let X G P(p). Then since |xp| =  |X | there exists a smallest j  such that
^7172 • • • 7i n  dom(7j+i7j+2 • 7n)| == |X|.
It follows that
|x7i . . .  7i n  dom(7 *+i. . .  7 „)| < |X |,
for every i < j ,  and so x G K j Ç Ki. We have shown that X  = P{p) Ç 
Ur=i 9 ,nd so P{p) =  Ur=i Since n is finite but P(p) is infinite there exists 
a largest j  such that \Kj\ — |X|. Of course, qy =  A. For x G Kj  if z G 
X7 i . . .  7 j - i  A n dom(7 j-|.i. . .  7 ^) then it follows that there exists y G X7 1 . . .  7 j_i 
such that z G y A. Now Z7 j + i . . .  7 n 7  ^ 0 and so yA ^j+ i. . .  7 ^^ 7  ^0, in other words
y G X7 i . . .  7 j_i n  dom(A7 j + i .. . 7 »)-
But z G y A  implies
z G (x7 i . . .  7 j_i n  dom(A7 j + i . . .  7 ^)) A
hence
X7 i . . .  7 j_i A n  dom(7 j+ i ...'%%) Ç: (x7 i . . .  7 j_% D dom(A 7 j + i . . .  7 »)) A.
It follows that
| (x7i . . .  7_y_i n  dom(A7j+i . . .  7n))A| =  |X |.
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Since X  is a regular cardinal and |x 7 i.. .7^-1 H dom(A7j+i.. .7n)| < |X |, we 
have that X71.. .  7^-1 D dom(A7j-+i. . .  7^) n  P(A) ^  0. We may hence take y  G 
X7i. . .  7j_i n  dom(A7j+i. . .  7n) H P(A) such that |yA fl dom(7^+i. . .  7^)| =  |X|, 
since x E Kj .  By Lemma 5.38, for x E K j  the sets
x7i72 . . .  j j - i  n  P(A ) n  dom(A7j+i. . .  7»)
are disjoint. Hence we may choose a unique element from each of these sets 
such that
IPazA n  dom(7j+i7j+2 . . .  7„)| =  |X |.
Since \Kj\ — |X | we have
\{Vx : X G K j  }| =  |X|.
Let Y  — { y x  : x E K j  }. We have shown that Y  C P(A ) and |y | =  |X |. Now 
from Lemma 5.38, it follows, for each yo E Y,  that
yoA n  dom(7j+i ...7* ) Ç: yoA \  | J  yA
y e Y
y¥^yo
and so
l%A\ U  yA\ = |%|,
y e Y
y¥^yo
We now show that A satisfies condition (iv) by finding a collection of subsets 
Xæ (x G X) with the required properties. We return to consider the decomposition 
(5.3) of the element p. We may assume that the last factor 7 „ is a map; 7  ^ G 7% 
(indeed if it is not then we may simply multiply the whole product on the right 
by 1%). Without loss of generality we may assume that any decomposition of 
p contains no products of maps of length greater than 1. Indeed, if such a 
product 7 i . . . 7 j exists then ' j i .. .'jj ~  J  E Tx and we simply replace 7 ^. . .  j j  
by 7 . It follows that 7 ^ - 1  =  A. Let =  X7 1 7 2 .. . jn - 2, for x G X  =  P(p).
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It is evident that there are |X | such sets For every x  G P{p) we have 
|xp| =  |x7 i .. <7 n| =  |X |, but in fact since 7 ^ G Tx we have |x7 i .. . 7 n-i|  =  |X |. 
Or, in other words, |x7 i . . .  7 ^- 2 A| =  |Xa,A| =  |X|. Since p is injective and since 
dom(7 „) =  X  we have that Z^A  fl ZyA =  0, for every x, y G X , whenever x 7  ^y. 
□
This proof does not explicitly rely on the fact that the maps we are considering 
are full maps. We may easily modify this result so that it holds for partial maps 
as well. Indeed in this case the conditions on the extra relation A are relaxed 
somewhat.
C orollary  5.43 The relative rank of Bx modulo V x  is one:
rank(Px - T x) — 1-
Furthermore, if X  is a regular cardinal and A  G Bx is an arbitrary relation, then 
V x  U {A} generates Bx if and only if A  satisfies the following conditions:
(i) dom(A) C X ;
(ii) A has infinite expansion index \X\,  |P(A )| =  |X |;
(iii) there exists Y  Ç P(A) such that |y | =  |X| and
|2/oA \  U  =  |X |,
y e Y
y¥^ yo
for every yo e Y .
P r o o f .  (4=) The proof is roughly the same as the proof of Theorem 5.42. Let 
a E Bx  be an arbitrary relation and let and <7 be defined as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.42. Let 6 E V x  denote the partial map, with
dom(5) =  I J  (yoA\ | J  yA),
yoSV yeY
y^yo
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defined by
(yoA \  IJ yA)ô =  you ^a.
yeY
yi^ yo
Then for an arbitrary x G dom(a) if x/3 =  yo then
xaAô =  xfiAô =  yoA^ =  (yoA \  J  yA)6 — yoa~^a =  yoj3~^a =  xa.
yeY
We have shown that a G ( V x,  A }, in other words Bx =  { T x ,  A  ) and rank(5% : 
V x)  =  1, as required.
(=>) The proof of the direct implication is the same as the first part of the 
proof of the direct implication of Theorem 5.42. □
In Proposition 5.9 and Proposition 5.12 the relative rank of the symmetric 
group S x  and of the set of idempotents Sx  in Tx are given for an infinite set X .  
Recall that:
rank(7x : S x )  — 2 and rank(7x  : Sx) — 2.
We use these results and Theorem 5.41 to show that the relative ranks of 
S x  and Sx  in Bx  are both countable. Indeed, from Proposition 5.9, we have 
that there exist p, z/ G Tx such that ( S x , p , v )  — Tx- It follows from Theorem
5.42 that there exists a relation 8 so that { T x , 8 ) =  { S x , (J>, i^ , 8 ) =  Bx- Prom 
Corollary 5.34, it follows that rank(Bx : <Sx) < 2. An analogous argument shows 
that rank(5 x  : Sx) <  2. In fact we show, in both cases, that this bound is sharp:
T heorem  5.44 The relative rank of Bx modulo the symmetric group S x  is two:
rank(Px : S x)  =  2.
P r o o f. Prom the discussion above, we have that rank(5 % : Sx)  < 2. Let us 
assume that S x  IJ generates Bx- Let a  G B x \S x  be a surjective relation
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such that dom(a) =  X  (for example, the relation given by { (z, 2z), (z, 2z — 1) : 
z 6 M } e  Pn)- We may write
a  =  7l72 .. . 7n,
for some n and where 7% € S x  U {^} for each z G {1, 2, . We  may assume 
that 72 is the first relation, from the left, in this product which is not in Sx- 
(Indeed, if 71 G B x \ S x  then we multiply the whole product, on the left, by 1%). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that any decomposition of a  contains 
no products of permutations of length greater than 1. Indeed, if such a product 
7 i . . .  7j exists then 7^... 7^  =  7 G S x  and we simply replace 7^... qq by 7. We 
may write
/3 =  7f  =  P73 . . .  jn-
Since 7 f  \  Of G S x  we have
X  =  dom(/3) =  (im(^) fl dom(7a . . .  7n))M~  ^ C dom(/z),
and so dom(ju) — X .  This implies that every relation in Bx  has domain X ,  a 
contradiction. □
We now consider the set of all idempotent relations £ x  in 
Theorem 5.45 The relative rank o fB x  modulo the set of idempotents Sx is two:
rank(5 x - Sx) =
P ro o f. Prom the discussion above, we have that rank(Px : Sx) <  2. Let us 
assume that Sx U{^} generates 5 %. Consider a  G S x ,  which we may write as:
a  =  7172 ---In,
for some n and where 7, G Sx  U { p }  for each z G { 1, 2, . . . ,  n}. We may assume, 
without loss of generality, that none of the factors in this product are the (full) 
identity map 1%. Let 7^ C 7^  |'dom(a) be the relation defined in Lemma 5.37(iii).
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We start by showing that 71 =  p. Assume otherwise, then 71 G Sx- Since 
dom(a) — X  we see that dom(7i) =  X. Hence if there exists t  ^  x  such that 
t  G X7i then t j i  Ç x'yf =  X71. But t  E X  — dom(a) and so ^7  ^ /  0, which 
implies that t'fi Ç X7f. Since 7^ is injective, it follows that no such elements 
t  exist and so X71 =  {%}, for every x G X, which implies that 71 =  1%, a 
contradiction. We have shown that 71 0 Sx  and so 71 =  p. Note that p^  must 
be injective and that dom{p) ~  X.
Next, we consider 7^ ; by Lemma 5.37(i) this relation is surjective. In fact, 
7n fim(7i72...7n-i) ^lust be a sui’jective map, since a  is a bijection. We split our 
considerations into the following two cases:
Case 1: y  =  im(7i72. . .  7n-i) fl dom(7n) Ç X . In this case, there exists 
X G im(7i72. . .  7n-i) such that xjn  =  V ^ im(7i72 • • • 7n-i) and there exists 
z G im(7i72 . . .  7n-i) such that Z7„ =  x. It follows that
27% =  y 7^  3 =  27%,
so that 7n ^ Sx  and hence 7„ =  p. Since dom{p) =  X  we must have Y  =  
im(7i . . .  7n-i) 7^  X. Let x G X \  Y .  Then since x E X  — dom(a) there exists 
y E dom(72 . . .  7») such that y E xp, and by definition we have y E xp^. We have 
y E X  ~ Y  p  and hence there exists z G y  such that y E zp ,  and again y E zpA. 
It follows that xp^  n zp^  7^  0, and p^  is not injective, a contradiction.
Case 2: im(7i72. . .  7n-i) =  dom(7n) =  X. In this case, 7„ is a surjective 
(full) map and since 1% is the only surjective idempotent map it follows that 
7„ =  p. But then p^ — p, and hence p  G Sx- We have shown that
p~'^ap~'  ^ =  7273 . . .  7n-i G Sx-
If we apply the same reasoning as above then we see that 72 =  M and either 
im(7272 . . .  7n-2) n dom(7,i_i) C X, which gives a contradiction, or we have that
p~^ap~~  ^ =  P73 . . .  7n-2P-
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We repeat this argument until we reach a contradiction, or we find that a — pF. 
But a  was arbitrary and clearly { p )  ^  Sx ,  a contradiction. □
Next, we determine the relative rank of Bx  modulo %%. Since S x  < Tx,  we 
see from Lemma 5.44 and Corollary 5.34 that rank(5% ' Tx )  < 2.
T heorem  5.46 The relative rank of Bx modulo Tx is one:
rank(Px ’-Tx)  =  1 .
P r o o f .  We start by partitioning X  into two disjoint subsets Y  and X, with 
\Y\ = |X| =  |X|. Similarly, we partition Y  and X into an infinite number of 
disjoint subsets Y^ and X  ^ {x G X), again with =  \Zx\ ~  |X |. We define
a relation A that together with elements of Tx  generates Bx- To this end, we 
define j3 G Tx  to be any bijection from X  to Y , and for x G X  we define to be 
any bijection from X  ^ to X. Define A G Bx  by
y A  = <
Yx y =  xfi E Y
y^x y G Zx‘
Let a E B x  be arbitrary and let 7  G V x  be any partial map for which > ^ 7  =  
xa5~^ Ç Xa,, for X G dom(a), and let 7  be undefined elsewhere. In fact, we may 
choose 7  G T x ,  since =  |X| and |xaF~^| < |X| we simply define 7  on |xa^“ |^
elements of Y^ and leave 7  undefined elsewhere in Y^. For x G dom(a) if x/3 =  y
then
X/3 A 7 A =  y A j A  =  l'^7 A =  (xq;5~^)A =  xaô~^ôx = x a lx  =  xa.
And for x ^  dom(a)
xfiA 'yA = y A j A  =  Y^jA,
which is undefined by the definition of 7 . We have shown that a  G {Tx,  A )  and 
so Bx = { T x ,  A ) .  In particular, we have rank (5% : Tx) =  1* O
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We end this section by giving some open problems.
O pen P ro b lem  5.47 Is it possible to find/classify the generators in Theorem 
5.4.4, Theorem 5.45 & Theorem 5.45?
O pen P ro b lem  5.48 Let X  be an infinite ordered set. Define what it means to 
be an order preserving binary relation, for example a relation a  G Bx could be 
called order preserving if  whenever x < y (x,y E X )  we have z  < t, for every 
z E xa  and t E y a, and find the relative rank of Bx modulo Ox-
6 Inverse semigroups
We now consider many of the same questions for the symmetric inverse semigroup 
Xx as we have so far considered for the semigroup of binary relations and the full 
transformation semigroup. In everything that follows we assume that X  is an 
infinite set.
R em ark  5.49 In this section, we shall consider a different definition of relative 
rank. For a subset A  of an inverse semigroup S  we define the relative rank of S  
modulo A  to be the minimum cardinality of any set B  C S  such that the inverse 
subsemigroup generated by A U R equals S. The important point to note is that 
we may use the inverses of elements of A U B, not just the elements themselves, 
as is the case in Definition 5.2.
The first important question to answer is whether every countable inverse sub­
semigroup can be embedded into a two-generated inverse subsemigroup of 
We shall show that this is, in fact, the case. Following from this, and more im­
portantly for our purposes here, we show that the relative rank of every inverse
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subsemigroup of Xx is uncountable or at most 2 . A more interesting question is 
whether or not the relative rank of every inverse subsemigroup of Xx is uncount­
able or at most 1. This seems likely in light of Proposition 5.16.
P ro p o sitio n  5.50 Any countable subset S  of the symmetric inverse semigroup 
Xx is contained in a 2-generated inverse subsemigroup ofXx-
P r o o f . The proof is similar to the proof of the Sierpihski Lemma, the essential 
difference being that, here, we are dealing with inverse subsemigroups. Hence we 
allow ourselves to use inverses of generators.
Let the countably many members of S  be a i , a 2,   Partition X  into a
countable disjoint union of infinitely many sets: X q, X i , . . . ,  . . . ,  all of the
same cardinality as X , and similarly partition Xq into Xo,i, Xq,2 , • • •, Xo,n,. 
again all of the same size as the set X.
Let € Xx be any partial bijection that maps X„ bijectively onto Xn+i for 
all M =  0,1; 2 ;  We have dom(/3) =  X  and im(^) =  X  \  X q.
Our second partial bijection 7  G Xx maps X„ bijectively onto Xo,n for all 
n > 1. We see that is a well-defined bijection from X  onto X„, and so 
8n =  is a well-defined bijection from X  to Xo^ .^ So far, 7  is defined on
X  \  Xo with its image lying in Xq . We may therefore complete the definition of 
7  by defining xh„ 7  =  G X„ for all x G X. Since
we obtain the factorisation:
«% =  (zt =  1 , 2 , . . . ) ,
It is easy to verify that dom(o;^) =  dom{/3 7 /3 ^7 /^3 “”7 “ /^3 “ )^ and im(an) =  
im(;0 7 /3 '^ 7 ^^“”7 “ /^3 ~^), and so S  is contained in the inverse subsemigroup gener­
ated by j3 and 7 . □
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Corollary 5.51 Any countable subset S  of the symmetric inverse semigroup Xx 
on X  is contained in a A-generated subsemigroup ofXx-
P r o o f . In the proof of Proposition 5.50 we make use of the inverses of the 
elements /3 and 7 , and so the result follows. □
Again, using the same argument as Corollary 5.14, we obtain:
Corollary 5.52 The relative rank of a subset S  of Xx, where X  is infinite, is 
either uncountable or at most 2 .
P r o o f . The proof of this corollary is the same as the proof of Corollary 5.14.0
We now consider the relative rank of the symmetric inverse semigroup modulo 
some standard inverse subsemigroups.
Theorem 5.53 The relative rank ofXx modulo S x  is one:
rank(%x : <Sx) =  1 -
Furthermore, for p  € Xx the <SxU{/z} generates Xx (as an inverse semigroup) 
if and only if p (or its inverse) has defect |X | and dom(p) =  X .
P r o o f .  (=>) We assume that S x  U  {p} generates Xx- Let a  E X x \S x  be an 
arbitrary partial bijection with d{a) — |X |. We may write
a  =  7i72 • •. 7%,
for some n and where 7 * G S x  U {p, p~^} for each z G {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. Since o: ^  Sx,  
at least one j i  is not in S x -  Consider the set
{ p G Xx : dom(p) C X }  = L
1 1 0
It is easy to see that IS x  Ç I  and S x l  Ç I. It follows that if both p, p~^ G I  
then X x \^ x  G a contradiction. We may assume, without loss of generality, 
that dom{p) = X .  It follows from Corollary 5.8, that
d(a) = d(7i72 • • • 7n) < ^(7 1 ) +  ^(7 2 ) + -----1- ^(7 1^),
and so at least one of the factors 7 % has defect |X|. It is easy to see that d(7r) =  0 
for every tt G Sx,  and hence d{p) = |X | (since im{p~^) = dom{p) =  X  and so 
=  0).
(4=) Assume, without loss of generality, that d{p) =  |X | and dom(p) =  X.  
Let a  G Xx be arbitrary. Define ?f such that for x G X
xplt — xap.
Then dom(7f) =  im(^) and hence |X \dom (x)| =  |X\im(ju)| =  |X |. And im(7r) Ç 
im{p) which implies |X \im ( 7f)| > |X \im (p)| =  |X |, hence we extend tT to t t  G 
Sx- For X G dom(a) we have
xpTTp~^ = xpWp~^ =  xapp~^ =  xa,
a n d  s o  TT G ( S x , p ), a n d  Xx — { Sx,  p)-  □
Next, we determine the relative rank of Xx modulo Ex- First, we give an 
elementary result that classifies all idempotents in Xx -
Lemma 5.54 The set of idempotents in the symmetric inverse semigroup is the 
set of all partial identity maps. □
For details see [55, Theorem 5.1.5].
Theorem 5.55 The relative rank ofXx modulo Ex is uncountable.
I l l
P ro o f .  Let {ai, be any countable collection of elements of Xx- We show
that { S x , 0Li,a2, - - .)  7  ^Xx- In particular, we shall show that Ex U {«i, 0 :2 , . . .  } 
does not generate the symmetric group S x  on X .  Assume that (Tx, cki, a 2 , . . . )  =  
Xx- Since {ai, is countable there exist elements of S x  which are not a
product of these elements alone. Let 5 G S x  be such a bijection, we may write
8 =  7i72 ---In,
for some n G H and where 7 * G Tx U {ai, 0 :2 , . . . , }  for each i G {1, . . . ,  n}. We 
may assume, without loss of generality, that none of the factors in this product 
is the full identity map Ix  and that there are no factors of the form 7 i_i 1 ^ 7 4 4 . 1  
where dom(7 i+i) Ç A. By assumption at least one 7  ^ in this product is in Ex- 
Let 7 j =  1 ^ 1  (A Ç X) be the last such idempotent to appear in the product. 
Now, ii p — 7 i . . .  7 j_i and u = 7 ^+1 . . .  7 n then dom(z/) g  A. It follows that 
dom(l^zz) C X  and hence im{plAi') Ç X. This implies that plA ^  =  <3 g «Sx, a 
contradiction. □
We conclude by stating the inverse semigroup analogue of [32, Theorem 5.8] 
as an open question. It seems likely that the answer to the question is yes.
O pen P ro b lem  5.56 Is it true that the relative rank of a subset S  of Xx is 
either uncountable or 1 ?
R em ark  5.57 Most of the results proven for the full transformation semigroup 
Tx hold for the semigroup of all partial transformations Vx- We note here that, 
for infinite X, rank(Px : Tx) =  1-
6. Generating infinite transformation 
semigroups using order preserving maps
In this chapter we consider the relative rank of the semigroup of all transforma­
tions Tx over an infinite ordered set X  modulo another standard subsemigroup, 
the semigroup of all order preserving maps on X . This topic was briefly men­
tioned in the previous chapter for X  =  N with the usual order, see Theorem 5.21. 
Let X  be an ordered set with the ordering < (for x, y G X  we write x < y to 
mean x < y and x ^  y). Recall that a map a  G Tx is called order preserving if
1 1 2
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for every x ,y  E X
X  < y implies xa  < ya.
We denote the set of all such maps by Ox- It is easy to verify that this set is 
a subsemigroup of Tx- For finite ordered sets X  the semigroup O x  and some 
related semigroups has been studied extensively. It was shown in [51] that
'2n -  1 '
1^- - „ - i
The minimum number of generators for O x ,  on an n element linearly ordered 
set X  (n > 2 ), was shown to be n  in [37]. In the same paper it was also shown 
that O x  is idempotent generated. The minimum number of idempotents required 
to generate Ox (called the idempotent rank) was shown to be 2 n — 2  (rz > 2 ). 
The idempotent ranks of some further semigroups of order preserving maps were 
considered in [34]. For example, the idempotent rank of the semigroup L{n,r)  =  
{ a  € Ox : | im(a)| < r  } was shown to be (”), where \X\ = n and 2 < r  < n — 2. 
In [45] the subsemigroup T>x of all decreasing order preserving maps {xa < x 
for every a E V x ,  x E X)  was considered from a combinatorial perspective. 
Amongst other interesting results, it was shown that \Vx\  is the Catalan 
number.
The definition of order preserving (full) maps naturally extends to partial 
maps and hence partial bijections. Let X  denote an n element linearly ordered 
set. Then we denote by V O x  and V O X x  the semigroups of partial order preserv­
ing and partial injective order preserving maps, respectively. A partial mapping 
a  is called orientation preserving (respectively, orientation reversing) if the se­
quence (la , 2 a , . . . ,  na) is a cyclic permutation of a non-decreasing (respectively 
non-increasing) sequence. The semigroup of all orientation preserving and orien­
tation reversing maps and the semigroup of all orientation preserving maps are 
denoted by O W x  and O V x  respectively. The semigroup of all injective ori­
entation preserving partial maps is denoted by V O V X x -  Presentations for O x ,
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? O x , 7 : ^ %  P O P T x, O P x  and are given in [3], [80], [31], [29] and [6]
respectively. Another topic of recent interest is the study of the pseudovariety of 
semigroups generated by all semigroups of order preserving transformations. See 
[28] and [30] for example.
Returning to relative rank, we determine the relative rank of O x  in T x  when 
X  is finite.
E xam ple 6.1 It is evident that, when X  is finite, the only order preserving 
injective map is the identity. It follows that the intersection of Ox and the 
symmetric group contains only the (full) identity map 1% on X  :
O x  n  S x  = {Ix},
and so rank(7x : O x )  > 2. In fact, the map tt G T x  defined in Example 5.1 is 
order preserving and so
rank(7x : Ox) =  2 , 
since ( O x, t ,  C ) =  Tx, where r  and (  are defined as in Example 5.1.
We shall say that the linearly ordered sets X  and Y  are isomorphic if there 
exists an order preserving bijection from X  to F; we denote this by X  =  Y. In 
this chapter, we shall find the relative rank of O x  in Tx where X  is an arbitrary 
linearly ordered countably infinite set, a well-ordered set and for some examples 
and constructions of partially ordered sets.
1 Countable linearly ordered sets
Prom the previous chapter we know that rank(7x : O x) — 1 when X  =  N, 
see Theorem 5.21. In this section we shall find the relative rank of the full
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transformation semigroup Tx modulo the semigroup of all order preserving maps 
Oxi where X  is a countable linearly ordered infinite set, with ordering < We 
find that the analogue of Theorem 5.21 still holds in this more general setting. In 
other words, the relative rank of Tx modulo O x is one, where X is a countable 
linearly ordered infinite set. Before we prove this result we require some standard 
definitions and results. For the remainder of this section we assume that X is an 
infinite set.
For æ, y G X  with x < y we define
[x,y]=^ { z  e  X  : X < z  < y } ,  {x,y) = { z  G X  : x < z  <y } y
(3 ;, y] =  { z E X  : X < z < y } ,  [x,y) = { z  G X  : x < z  < y } .
We call these sets intervals^ delimited by x  and y, and note that (rr, y) may be 
empty. An element d G X  is called discrete if there exist x ,y  G X  with d G (æ, y) 
such that (a;, d) = {d, y) — 0. We call an element r G X  right isolated if for every 
X G X  such that x < r we have {x, r) 7  ^ 0 but there exists y G X  with y > r such 
that (r, y) — 0. In fact, for every x G X  such that x < r we have |(a;,r)| =  |X|,
Indeed, if G X, with a;o < r, then there exists Xi G {xo^r){^ 0) and there
exists X2 G (a^ i, r)(y^ 0). By continuing to choose elements in this way we see that 
|(a;o, r)| =  |X| since X  is countable. Perhaps a better name for an element with 
these properties is a right isolated left limit point, but for the sake of convenience 
we shall use the shorter name. Left isolated elements are defined analogously. 
Note that if X  has a smallest or largest element then this element is not right or 
left isolated or discrete with the current definitions. To remedy this, if rco € X  is 
the smallest element of X  and there exists y G X  such that y > xq and (^o, y) =  0 
then we shall call a;o discrete. Alternatively, if |(a:o,y)| ^  0, for every y > xq, 
then we call rro left isolated. Analogously, if E X  is the largest element of X 
then xi is either discrete or right isolated. Finally, an element t G X  is called a 
limit point if (æ, i) /  0  and {t, y) 7  ^ 0  for every y > t and for every x < t.
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We start by proving a result about a specific type of linearly ordered set.
Lem m a 6 . 2  Let X  be a countable linearly ordered set consisting entirely of limit 
points, and let A be any function from X  to N. Then there exists Y  Ç  X  with 
|y | =  |X \y | =  |X | and there exists an order preserving bijection a  from X  to 
X \ Y  satisfying xaX > xX (x E X ).
P r o o f .  We start by finding an interval I  Ç  X  such that for every x , y , z  €  I, 
with X < y, there exists t E (x,y)  such that tX > zX. Let J  be an arbitrary 
interval. One of the following alternatives holds:
( i )  fo r  e v e r y  s u b in t e r v a l  o f  J  d e l i m i t e d  hy x, y E J,  w i t h  x < y, a n d  fo r  e v e r y  
n  G N  t h e r e  e x i s t s  z  E {x, y) s u c h  t h a t  zX > n;
(ii) there exists a subinterval K  Ç J  and there exists n E N  such that xX < n, 
for each x E
If condition (i) holds then the interval J  has the appropriate property and we 
let I  = J.  Assume that condition (ii) holds. If there exists z  E  (æ , y) such that 
zX — n, for every x , y  E K  with x < y, then K  satisfies the necessary condition 
and we let I  =  AT. Otherwise, there exists a subinterval K\  C AT such that 
xX < n — 1, for all x  E A"i. We consider ATi in the same way as we have just 
considered AT, so that if for all x , y  E Ki,  with x < y, there exists % E {x,y) 
such that zX = n -■ 1 then we let J  = Ki.  Otherwise, there exists a subinterval 
X 2 Ç Ki  such that xX < n — 2, for all x  E K 2- We repeat this process to give 
the following sequence of subintervals:
A: =  Xo D X i  D ATg 3  X 3 3  . . .  D A: ,^
where æA < n  — for every x E Ki. When Ki  has the desired property we let 
I  = Ki. Note that such an interval ICi exists since i = n  implies xX ~  0 for every 
X E Km and AT„ is non-empty since every element of X  is a limit point.
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Let (a, 6 ) Ç /  be an arbitrary interval. Note that since a and b are both limit 
points we have |(a, 6 )| =  |X| (since both of these sets are countable). We define 
a  G Ox  inductively as follows. First we define a  on the points a and 6 , so that 
ba = b and aa = c, where c G (a, 6 ) with cX> aX. Such a point c exists from the 
definition of I.  Next, we enumerate the elements of [a, b] such that
b ~  Cl, a — 6 2 , 6 3 , 6 4 , . . . .
For k e N ,  our inductive hypothesis is that the elements eio;, egCK, 6 3 0 ; , . . . ,  e^a E 
[c, b] are defined so that a  is injective, order preserving and satisfies CjCrA > e*A 
for every i E { 1 , . . .  ,k}.  To define Cfe+iO:, we find the largest e* G [a, 6 ] with 
6i < 6k+i, where i < k, and the smallest Sj E [a, 6 ] with e^+i <  ^j, where j  < k. 
Since i , j  < k the elements e^a and ejcx are already defined and < eja. 
From the definition of I  there exists y E {eia^ejo) such that yX > e^+iA and 
so we define e/c+io; =  y. Finally, for rr < a and for re > 6  we let rco; =  x. Let 
Y  = X  \  im(a') and note that since [a, c) ft im(a) =  0 and a is a limit point we 
have |y| =  |X \  y| =  |X |. It is clear from the definition that a  is an injective 
and order preserving map, as required. □
We use this result to prove a more general result for linearly ordered countably 
infinite sets which contain elements that are not limit points.
Lem m a 6.3 Let X  be a countable linearly ordered se t Then there exists Y  Ç X  
with |y | =  |X \y | =  |X | and an order preserving bijection a from X  to X \ Y .
P roof. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: there is an infinite sequence of consecutive discrete points in X .  It is 
clear that any such sequence is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that {yi < ^ 2  < "  '}  Ç X  is an increasing 
sequence of consecutive discrete points. Let Y  = { y 2i : 2 G N } and define a
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from X  to X \ Y  by
x a =  <
y2i+i x = yi { i e N)
X X ^  {yi ,y2, . . . } .
The map a  is an order preserving bijection, as required.
Case 2 : no infinite sequence of consecutive discrete points exists. Without loss 
of generality assume that X  has no smallest or largest point. (Indeed, if X  had 
a smallest point, say, then it would start as < 2 : 2  < "  ' < where each
Xi is a discrete point and / i s  a left isolated point. But then we can consider 
X\ {x i , . . . ,Xk , l } . )
Consider an arbitrary right isolated point r. Then there exists a;i such that 
r < xi  and {r,xi) =  0. Clearly, xi  is either a discrete point or a left isolated 
point. If Xi is discrete then there exists X2 > x\  such that (a;i,^ 2 ) =  0. By 
assumption we can continue this for only finitely many steps to obtain a finite 
sequence r ,x i ,X2, . . .  where each Xi is a discrete point and I is left isolated. 
Thus for every right isolated r E X  there exists a corresponding left isolated 
I E X  such that the interval (r. I) is finite. Let p be the equivalence relation with 
equivalence classes {t},  where / i s  a limit point, and {r, Xi,X2, . . . ,  /} where Xi
is a discrete point for each z G {1 , 2 , . . . ,  A;}, / is left isolated and r is right isolated. 
Let X  = X/p,  the quotient of X  by p. The order on X  induces a (linear) order 
on X:
< vjp  if and only if x jp  ~  y /p  or x' < y' for all x' E xjp,  y' E y/p.
We claim that every point æ/p of X  is a limit point. We have two cases to 
consider, when x / p ~  {æ} and when x j p  — {r, ^i, aj2 , . . . ,  /}, for some A; > 0 .
In the first case, we have that a; is a limit point in X. We wish to show that 
{y/p^^/p) 7  ^ 0, for any y/p  E X  with y /p  < xjp.  Let y E X  with y /p  < x/p.  
Then we have y < x and so |(y,a;)| =  |X|. It follows that there exists z G (y,%)
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such that z ^  X and z 0 y/p,  since y /p  is finite. Since x /p  is a singleton this 
implies that z /p  G {y/p, x/p)  and so {y/p, x/p) ^  0, as required. An analogous 
argument shows that for any z E X  with x /p  < z /p  we have |(æ/p, ^:/p)| 7  ^ 0. It 
follows that x /p  is à limit point.
In the second case, note that for y, % G X  such that y/p  < x / p  < z /p  we have 
y < r < I < z. Since r  is a right isolated point it follows that |(y ,r)| =  |X |. 
Again, since y/p is finite there exists t E (y, r) such that t ^  y /p  this implies that 
t /p  E (y /p ,r/p ) =  {y/p, x/p)  and so {y/p, x/p)  7  ^ 0, as required. An analogous 
argument shows that \{x/p,z/p) \ 7  ^ 0. It follows that æ/p is a limit point.
We now label each element of X  according to the size of the class that the 
element represents, so that we may apply Lemma 6.2. More precisely, we define 
A from X  to N by
{x/p)X = \x/p\.
By Lemma 6.2 there exists Y  Ç X  such that |y | =  |X \y | =  |X | =  |X| and an 
order preserving bijection â  from X  to X \ Y  satisfying
(37/p )â A > {x/p)X.
We shall now “lift” the set Y  and the function â  from X  back into X. To this 
end we define
2T= IJ x / p c x
x/peY
and define a  from X  to X \ Z  as follows:
y if % is a limit point and {x/p)a =  y/p =  {y} where y is a limit point 
r  if#  is a limit point and {x/p)o> =  {r, Xi, #2 ,. -  /}
x[ if # =  Xi in {r =  #0 , # 1, . . . , Xk, Xk+i = 1} E X  and 
{x/p)a =  { /  =  x'q, # i , . . . ,  4 , 4 + 1  =  /'}, s > k .
xa
1 2 0
In the final case, since â  satisfies [x/p)aX — |(#/p)o:| > |#/p| =  (#/p)A, it is 
clear that, under â, the image of x /p  — {r = #o, # i , . . . ,  ^k+i — /} must be a 
set with at least k -\-2 elements. Note that, xa  G {x/p)â for every x E X .  We 
show that a  is injective. For x , y  E X ,  if xa  — ya  then {x/p)ci fi {y/p)a 7  ^ 0 
and since â  is injective x /p  =  y/p.  This implies that (x/p)a = {y/p)â and so 
x / p  = y/p.  We show that a  is injective on any equivalence class of p. Let x/p  
be an arbitrary equivalence class of p. If x /p  = {/} then a  is clearly injective on 
x/p.  Otherwise, x /p  = {r — Xo,Xi, . . .,#&,#&+! =  /} and since |(#/p)â'| > |#/p| 
we see that a  is injective on x/p.  It follows that a  is injective.
For x , y  E X ,  with x < y, we show that xa  < y a  and hence a  is order 
preserving. If # =  y then certainly xa  ~  ya.  Otherwise, there are two cases to 
consider. Firstly, if x /p  ^  y /p  then [x/p)â < (y/p)ë, since a is order preserving 
and injective. It follows from the definition of the order on X  that z < t ,  for all 
G {x/p)â and for all t E {y/p)a.  In particular, xa  < ya.  Secondly, if
x /p  =  {?’ =  Xq, Xi, . . . ,  Xk, #fc+i =  /} =  y / p 
then X =  Xi and y =  x j  for i < j .  By definition we have
[x/p)â =  {f =  #Q, Xi , . . . ,  Xg, #5 4 .1  =  / } =  (y /p)â,
where s > k. It follows that xa  = x'^  < Xj =  y a, as required.
To complete the proof, we let Y  = X \im (a). Then a  maps X  to X \ Y  = 
im(o;) bijectively. Finally, since im(a) Ç X \ Z  implies that Y  — X  \  im(a) D Z  
and \Z\ = |y | =  |X| it follows that |y | — |X |, as required. □
The next two lemmas allow us to use the same methods as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.21, in the previous chapter, to encode an arbitrary map into an order 
preserving map.
1 2 1
Lem m a 6.4 Let Y  be a countably infinite linearly ordered set. Then there exists 
Z  Ç. Y  such that either Z  = or Z  = Z~
P r o o f . T h e r e  a r e  t w o  c a s e s  t o  c o n s id e r .
Case 1 : all the points in Y  are discrete points. We construct Z  as follows. Let 
Zi G y  be arbitrary. Then at least one of the sets { y G Y : y > } or
{ y  e  Y  : y < } is infinite. Without loss of generality we assume that
| { y G Y  : y > ^ i } |  =  |X|.
We may choose ^2 ,^ 3 , . . .  so that =  0, (%, Zg) =  0, etc. Then Z  =
{ Z i , Z 2 , Z s , . . . } ^  Z + .
Case 2 : there exists a left isolated point, a right isolated point or a limit point 
in Y . Without loss of generality, we assume that there is a right isolated point 
r e  Y . Let < r  be arbitrary, since r is right isolated we have (zi,r) 7  ^ 0. 
Hence we may choose Z2 G {zi,r). Continue to choose z^ G {z2,r), Z4 G (2 3 , r), 
etc. Then Z  =  {zi,Z2, j^ s, . . .  } =  □
Lem m a 6.5 Let X  be a countable linearly ordered infinite set. Let Z  Ç X  be 
such that Z  = Z~^  or Z  = Z~, and let a be an order preserving map from Z  to 
Z. Then there exists fi G O x such that f i \ z — a-
P r o o f . We assume, without loss of generality, that Z  = {zi < % < - " }  =  
and let a  be an order preserving map from Z  to Z. We define fi e T x  hy
X a  X <  Zi  
xfi = i Zia if # G [zi, %+i)
X iî X > Zi for every z G N.
It is easy to verify that fi is order preserving and fi \z= a. □
We may now prove the main result of this section.
1 2 2
T heorem  6 . 6  Let X  be a countable linearly ordered set. The relative rank o fTx  
modulo Ox is one:
rank(7x : % )  =  1-
P ro o f .  Let Y  ç  X  such that |Y| =  |X \y | =  |X| and let fi be an order 
preserving bijection from X  to X \Y ,  as described in Lemma 6.3. By Lemma 
6.4 there exists Z  C Y  such that Z  =  Z"*" oi Z  = Z~. We prove the result when 
Z =  Z+ and note that an analogous argument holds in the case that Z  = Z~. 
Let Z  = { ^ 1  < Z2 < Since X \ Y  and Z  have the same cardinality there
exists a bijection e from X \ Y  to Z. Note that fie is a bijection from X  to Z. Let 
5 be any mapping from Z  to X  such that z^^S — Zke~^fi~^, where pk is the k^ ^^  
prime and j  G R  Let A G Tx be any mapping such that
#€ # G x \ y
%A ;
XÔ X E Z.
Let a; G Tx be arbitrary, we show that a  can be generated using A and 
elements of Ox- We define 7  from Z  to Z  inductively. First we define 7  on Zi, so 
that if Zie~^fi~'^afie =  Zk then Z1 7  =  For / > 1 we assume that 7  is defined 
and order preserving cm Zi, . . . ,  Zt-i. To define Zt'j we first let M  =  max{z : Zi E 
{%!,... yZt-i}')}. Since fie is a bijection from X  to Z  there exists x E X  such 
that zte~^fi~^ =  X and there exists Zg E Z  such that {xa)fie — Zg. We choose 
T G N such that pi > M  and we define Zt'j = . Our choice of j  ensures that
7  is order preserving. Let y G Tx be an extension of 7  to an element of Ox, a s  
described in Lemma 6.5.
We claim that
a = fiApA.
Let # G X  be arbitrary. Since fiA  is a bijection (from X  to Z) there exists a 
unique element Zk E Z  such that xfiA  = xfie =  Analogously, there exists a
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unique element Zg E Z  such that xa fiA  =  xafie =  Zg. Hence
xfiA pA  =  xfiepA  =  ZkpA =  Zk'jA = z^^A ~  z^^ Ô — Zge~ j^3~  ^ =  xa.
We have shown that a  G ( Ox, A  ) and so rank(7% : Ox) =  1. □
E xam ple 6.7 The previous theorem allows us to find the relative rank of 7q 
modulo Oq. Since Q is a countable linearly ordered set we have rank(?Q : Oq) = 
1.
2 Well-ordered sets
In this section we extend some of the results of the previous section to a certain 
class of linearly ordered sets of arbitrary cardinality. Recall that a set X ,  with a 
linear order <, is called well-ordered if every subset of X  contains a least element 
with respect to < We start by introducing some standard results concerning 
well-ordered sets which we shall use later. For details on well-ordered sets see 
[40], [59] or [6 6 ].
For an arbitrary x E X  we call the set s{x) = { y  E X  : y < x }  the initial 
segment of x. We define the terminal segment of an element # G X to be the 
set { y  G X  : y > x }  which we denote by t{x). It is clear that in an infinite 
well-ordered set every element x, except the unique largest element of X  if it 
exists, has an immediate successor, which we denote by # +  1. If an element 
X  E X  has an immediate predecessor we shall denote it by # — 1. We call an 
element which has an immediate predecessor a discrete point. Note that since x 
has an immediate successor then this is the same definition of discrete points as 
in the previous section. In the terminology of the previous section an element 
with no immediate predecessor is called a right isolated point, however there is no
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equivalent to a limit point or a left isolated point in a well-ordered set, since every 
element has an immediate successor. For this reason we call an element with no 
immediate predecessor a limit point. We denote by X  0  T  the ordered set X  U y , 
with the original orderings in X and Y , and # < y for every x E X  and every 
y E Y. Clearly, if both X  and Y  are well-ordered then X  0  Y is well-ordered.
It is well-known that for any two well-ordered sets X  and Y either X  is 
isomorphic to Y, X  is isomorphic to an initial segment of Y or Y is isomorphic to 
an initial segment of X; see for example [59, Theorem 1]. This induces a natural 
(well) ordering on the class of all well-ordered sets, so that
X  < Y if and only if X  =  Y or X  is isomorphic to an initial segment of Y.
(6.1)
If X  < Y then we shall refer to Y as being greater than (or equal to) X  and to 
X  as being smaller than (or equal to) Y. A natural reformulation of this result 
relates a well-ordered set to its subsets.
P ro p o sitio n  6 . 8  Each subset of a well-ordered set X  is either isomorphic to X  
or to an initial segment of X .  □
Another useful and natural consequence of the order on the class of all well- 
ordered sets is:
P ro p o sitio n  6.9 No well-ordered set is isomorphic to an initial segment of itself 
□
For a proof see [59, Lemma 2.2].
In light of the previous section a natural question to ask is whether there exists 
an uncountable set X  for which the relative rank of Tx modulo O x  is countable? 
The next result answers this question in the affirmative.
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Lem m a 6.10 Let X  be an arbitrary infinite set and let f/ denote the least well- 
ordered set of cardinality \X\. Then the relative rank of 7n modulo Oq, is one:
rank(7n : O^) = 1-
P ro o f .  Let (# G fi) denote subsets of fi such that, |fiæ| =  |fi| and fi^nfiy =  0 
whenever # /  y. Since each fi^ has cardinality |X | and fi is the smallest set of 
cardinality |X |, it follows from Proposition 6.9 that fi® =  fi, for all # G fi. Let 
p, G Tn\Oa be any mapping which, for all y G f i ,  maps every element of f iy  to y:
fiyP — y.
For an arbitrary a  G 7n, we define a map fi G Oq by transfinite induction as 
follows. If #q; =  y then we define xfi =  z, where z G f iy  and z > tfi for every 
t <  X .  Such an element z  exists since f i y ( =  fi) is not isomorphic to an initial 
segment of fi, by Proposition 6.9. For an arbitrary # G fi, if rra =  y then we have
xfip = zfi = y — xa,
and so a E {O q, p,). It follows that Tq — { Oq, p ) and in particular rank(7n : 
Oq) =  1 , as required. □
We extend the methods used in the last result to any well-ordered sets and, 
in particular, to any uncountable well-ordered set.
T heorem  6.11 Let X  be an arbitrary well-ordered set. The relative rank o fTx  
modulo O x is one:
rank(7x : Ox) =  1.
P ro o f .  Let T  be the smallest well-ordered set of cardinality |X |. By Proposition 
6 . 8  either there exists an initial segment of X  which is isomorphic to T  ox X  = T.
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In the latter case the result follows by Lemma 6.10. In the former case, let Y  
denote the initial segment of X  isomorphic to T  and let Z  = X \Y . It is easy to 
see that \Z\ < |X |. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 6.10, we 
may find disjoint L?, Lg, Lg C Y such that Y =  Yi U U  1 ^ 3 and 17 — Y, for each 
i. By Lemma 6.10 there exists a map e such that ( Oy2,^ ) =  We define a 
map CF \7y2 - ^ T x  such that for x E X  and p E %
( yp y = mini z E Y 2 : z >  x \
X X > y for all y E Y2 .
In the second case, note that such an element y always exists since Y2  is well-
ordered. For a  E Oy2 and x ,y  E X ,  with # < y, we show that (#)(o:)cr < (y)(o')cr.
If both X  and y are greater (respectively smaller) than every element of I 2  then 
(#)(a ) < 7  ~  X < y = (y)(a)cr. If # € Y2  and z =  min{ t E Y 2 : t > y } > x  then 
(#)(a)cr — xa < za  — (y)(a)a. The case when y E Y 2 but x  ^  Y2  follows by an 
analogous argument. Finally, if both #, y 0 Lg, but there exist yi,y2  E Y2 such 
that y\ < X < y  < y 2 the (not necessarily distinct) elements z =  min{ z' E Y 2 \ 
z’ > x }  < t  = m in{t' E Y 2 : t' > y }  exist and so (#)(o;)cr = za  < ta = {y){a)a. 
This implies that Oy2<^ G Ox.  Since Y =  Yi and y < z, for every y E Y  and 
for every z G Y, we may define an injection fi E Ox  from X  to YiU Z  such that 
Yfi  = Yi and Zfi =  Z,  Since Ifi U Z  has the same cardinality as Yg we may find 
a bijection 6 from YiU Z  to Y2 . We let p be any order preserving bijection from 
Y2  to Y3  and define p G Tx  by
yp y — min{ z G Yg : z > # }
#p
X  # >  y  f o r  a l l  y  G  Y 2 .
In fact, p is order preserving. In order to see this, it is enough to note that 
{ # : # > y for all y G 1 '2  } =  Y since I 2 , being isomorphic to Y, is not contained 
in an initial segment of Y. From the definition it is obvious that p restricted to
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either Z  ox Y  = X \ Z  is order preserving. In addition, Y p  =  Ygp =  Y3 C Y, 
Z p  = Z  and y < z  for all y G Y, z  G X. We define a map 7  such that for any
y7 =
Note that none of the maps 8, e or 7  is defined on the whole set X, but the union 
of their (disjoint) domains is X. Hence we may define a map p G 7% by
x p
XÔ X e Y i U  Z  
xe X E Y 2 
# 7  X E Y3.
We claim that p together with Ox  generates Tx. Let a  G Tx be arbitrary. 
To show this first note that fip — fiô is & bijection from X  to Y2 and so for each 
X E X  there exists a unique y E Y2 such that xfip = y. It is clear that for 
any 6 E Ty^  there exists p E ( ) Ç { Ox , p ) { Ç  Tx) such that p 6.
In particular, we may find a map p E ( Ox,  y ) such that for any y E Y2 with 
y,^-i^-i = x e X :
yp  =  yô~^fi~^afiô =  xafiÔ G Y2.
Then for an arbitrary x E X  where xfiô =  y we have
xfipppp = {xfiS)ppp = yppp =  {xa)fi6pp = {xafi8p)j — xafi8ppr^5~^fi~^ — xa,
and so O' G ( Ox, y ) and Tx =  ( Ox, y ). In other words, the relative rank of Tx 
modulo O x  is one. □
An immediate corollary of this result allows us to find the relative rank of a 
certain type of linearly ordered sets, which are not necessarily well-ordered but 
contain a well-ordered subset which has cardinality equal to the original set.
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C orollary  6 . 1 2  Let X  he an arbitrary linearly ordered set, such that there exists 
a well-ordered subset Y  Ç X , where |Y| =  |X |. The relative rank o fT x  modulo 
O x is less than or equal to two:
rank(7x : O x) < 2 .
P r o o f . This result follows by Theorem 6.11 and Theorem 6.18 below. Indeed, 
if a' is an order preserving map from Y to Y then a  G Tx defined by
I ya! y ~  min{ z  G Y ; z > x }
X X >  y  for ail y  G Y,
is an order preserving map from X  to X .  Note that min{ z  G Y : z  >  # } exists, 
for any x e X ,  since Y is well-ordered. □
E xam ple 6.13 Let X  be an arbitrary uncountable well-ordered set. Let X ^  
denote the set X  with the order reversed. Then the sum X  0  X ^  is not well-
ordered since the subset X ^  Ç X  0  X ^  has no smallest element. However, X  Ç
X 0  X ^ is well-ordered and |X| =  |X 0 X ^|, hence rank(7x©x^ • ^x©x«) ^  2, 
by Corollary 6.12. In fact, if X  is the smallest uncountable well-ordered set of 
cardinality |X | then in the next section we show that the relative rank of Tx^x^^ 
modulo Ox®x^ is one, see Corollary 6.27.
Having considered the relative rank of 7n modulo and the relative rank 
of 7q modulo Oq a natural question to ask is: what is the relative rank of 7k 
modulo We see almost immediately that it is not possible to apply Corollary 
6 . 1 2  in this case.
Lem m a 6.14 Every well-ordered subset of the reals M is countable.
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P r o o f .  Let X  be a well-ordered subset of the reals. For every x E X  there exists 
a minimum element yo in t{x) and an element g G Q such that x <  q <  i/q. By 
the axiom of choice we may define a map from X  —>■ Q so that # g. It is 
easy to see that this map is injective. It follows that X  is countable since Q is 
countable. □
In fact, we see that the rank is not countable:
Lem m a 6.15 The relative rank o f l k  modulo O# is uncountable.
P r o o f. We prove this result by showing that the cardinality of the semigroup 
of all order preserving mappings on the reals R is 2 °^ < 2^ o =  |7m|. Therefore it 
is not possible to generate 7m using elements of 0% and a countable number of 
other maps.
For an arbitrary a  E 0% we show that a  is discontinuous at only countably 
many points in M. Let D =  { # : a  is discontinuous at #}. For # G D, let 
ÜX =  supj<3,{/û;} and let b  ^ = inft>a;{/a}. Next, define fi : D — > G, where G is 
the family of all open subsets of M, by:
xfi — (Ua;, hx).
Observe that the family {x f i  : x E D }  consists of non-empty pairwise disjoint 
open sets, hence
\{xfi  : # G D }| < ^Q.
(Indeed, let G' ~  (Ca)aga be a collection of pairwise disjoint open subsets of M. 
We show that |A| < by constructing an injective map p from G' to Q. Since 
each G\  is non-empty there exists ça E Q with q\  E G\.  Define p such that 
Gap =  q\. Since our sets are pairwise disjoint this map is clearly injective. It 
follows that |G |^ < Kq.) The map fi is injective and so
\D\ =  \ { x f i  : X  E D } \ <  Hq.
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We show that a  is almost determined by its rational points. Consider a  [q. 
The cardinality of the set of such restricted functions is 2 *^^ . For # 6  E \Q  define 
Sx =  suPççq{ q a  : q  <  x }  and tx = inf^eQ{ : g > #  } and observe that
x a  G [Sajj/jj],
since a  is an order preserving map. Since a  is discontinuous at only countably 
many points there are only countably many intervals [s®,/®] which are not sin­
gletons. It follows that there are only 2 °^ maps in Og. □
e-well-ordered sets
In this section, we present a partial alternative proof of Theorem 6.11. Although 
the main result of this section is a corollary of Theorem 6 . 1 1  we include an alter­
native proof because it chronologically precedes the results in the previous section 
and will, hopefully, provide the reader with an insight into the development of 
the main ideas in this chapter.
Let X  and Y  be well-ordered sets. The ordinal product X  - Y  oi X  and Y  is 
defined to be the Cartesian product X  x Y  with reverse lexicographic order (i.e. 
(#, y) < (z, t) if and only if either t > y or t = y and z > #). The ordinal power 
X ^  is defined by transfinite induction on Y.  Begin by defining X^ = 1 and then 
define - X  (as an ordinal product); or if Y  is a limit well-ordered set
then define =  sup^<y X^.
Let X  be a well-ordered set with the property that X  =  (as an ordinal 
power). Then X  is called an e-well-ordered set Such well-ordered sets exist, for 
example the limit of the sequence
N, N'*",...
is the smallest e-well-ordered set, see [6 6 ] for more details.
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Let X  X X  be the Cartesian product of X  with X, with the canonical well- 
ordering, as defined in [59];
(#, y) < {z, t) if and only if either max{#, y} < max{z, /}
or max{#, y} = max{z, /} and x < z 
or max{#,y} = max{z,t } , x  = z  and y <t .
for x , y , z , t  6  X.
Lem m a 6.16 Let X  be an e-well-ordered set. Then X  x X  is isomorphic to X .  
□
For a proof see [59, Exercise 2.14]
We are now able to prove the main result of this section.
T heorem  6.17 Let X  be an e-well-ordered set. The relative rank o f Tx  modulo 
O x is one:
rank(7x : O x )  =  1.
P r o o f .  From Lemma 6.16, we may partition X  into |X | disjoint subsets X^ 
for X E X . For an arbitrary a E Tx,  we define a map fi E O x  by transfinite 
induction as follows, l î  xa  = y then we define xfi = z  where z E Xy and z > tfi, 
for every t < x. Such an element z exists since X^(= X) is not isomorphic to 
an initial segment of X  by Proposition 6.9. Furthermore, we let p G 7% be any 
mapping such that X^p =  x  (note that p does not depend on a). Then for an 
arbitrary x E X , iî xa  = y and if z G Xy then
xfip — zp  — y = xa
and so 7 x =  ( O x , p )  and the result follows. □
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3 Posets
We have so far only considered linearly ordered sets. We now extend the type 
of set we are considering to partially ordered sets (posets). In this section, we 
determine the relative rank of T x  modulo O x ,  for infinite posets X  with certain 
properties. Using these results we find the relative rank of T x  modulo O x  for 
some concrete examples of posets X .
Let X  be a partially ordered set with order <. For # ,y  G X  we write x \\y  
whenever neither x < y nor y < x. Let A Ç X  such that # || y for all x ,y  E A. 
Then A  is called an anti-chain. A linearly ordered poset is called a chain. We 
call a poset X  connected if for every x ,y  E X  there exists a sequence
X =Po,Pi , . . . ,Pn =  y,
where p, < or < Pi for each i E { 0 , l , , . . , n  — 1}. Otherwise, we call 
X  disconnected. The connected components of a disconnected poset X  are the 
largest connected subposets of X. Recall, that there is an order isomorphism 
from a poset X  to a poset Y  if there exists an order preserving bijection fi from 
X  to Y  such that fi~^ is order preserving. We shall say that two posets X  and Y  
are isomorphic if there exists an order isomorphism from X  to Y\ as in the case 
of linearly ordered sets, we denote this by X  ^  Y.
For an infinite poset X  and for a subposet Y of X  we find conditions (on Y) 
under which we may relate the relative rank of T"  modulo O y  to the relative 
rank of T x  modulo Ox-
T heorem  6.18 Let X  be an infinite poset such that there exists a subposet Y  C 
X  with |Y| — |X| and where any order preserving map from Y  to Y  can be
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extended to an order preserving map from X  to X . Then rank(7y : O y)  < 2  
implies the relative rank of T x  modulo O x  is less than or equal to two:
rank(7x : % )  <  2 .
P r o o f .  By assumption, there exist e', 6' G Ty  such that ( O y,  e', Y  ) — Ty,  and 
for every a  G O y  there exists rj G O x  such that 77 f'y= a. Let e,6 E Tx  be any 
mappings such that e |'y= e' and 6 fy— 6h Let ^  : X  ^  Y be any bijection and 
let 7  G Tx be arbitrary. We show that it is possible to generate 7  using elements 
of O x  and four other mappings. Since ( O y,  e' ,6' ) = Ty we see that for any map 
a ETy  there exists p G ( Ox, e, 6 ) such that p \y=  a. In particular, there exists 
p G ( O x, e,5)  such that
pCy=
Let zy denote any extension of to an element of Tx- For an arbitrary x E X  
if =  y then
xfipiy =  ypzy =  =  yfi~^j =  #7.
We have shown that 7  G ( O x ,  8, e , f i , u )  and so Tx =  ( O x ,  8,e,f i ,iy).  It follows 
from Corollary 5.14 that rank(Tx : Ox)  < 2 . □
We can prove that the relative rank of Tx modulo O x  is one, under certain 
circumstances.
C orollary  6.19 I f  there exists an order isomorphism fi f r o m X  to Y  then :
Oy) = 1  implies that rank(Tx : Ox) =  1.
P r o o f . This follows immediately by noting that the bijection fi and its inverse 
z/ in the proof of Theorem 6.18, may be chosen to be elements of Ox-  O
T heorem  6.20 Let X  be an infinite poset such that
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(i) there exists a subposet Y  Ç X  with |Y| =  |X| and where any order preserv­
ing map from Y  to Y can be extended to an order preserving map from X  
to X ;
(ii) there exist Yi, Y2  C X  such that YiflYg =  0  and there exist order preserving 
bijections fii and / ? 2  from X  to Z\ and Z2 respectively.
Then rank(7y : Oy)  < 2  implies that rank(7x : O x)  ~  1-
P r o o f .  By Theorem 6.18 there exist e,6 e Tx  such that { O x ,  f,#) =  T x -  Define
P E T x  by
X  e  Z i
xp =
x f i 7 ^ Ô  X  e  %2 -
Then for x E X
and
xfi2fJ> ~  ^^2^2 
It follows that e,5 E { O x , p ) and so
T3, = (Ox,6,(^)ç(Ox,p)ç'&,
giving equality throughout. □
We say that a poset X  contains an isolated subset, if there exists a subset 
Y Ç X  such that for every x E X  \  Y  either # || y for all y E Y, # > y for all 
y G Y or # <  y for all y G Y. We may apply Theorem 6.18 to any set with an 
isolated subset with the same cardinality as the parent set.
C orollary  6.21 Let X  be an infinite poset with an isolated subset Y such that 
|X | =  |Y|. Then rank(Ty : Oy) < 2 implies rank(Tx : O x) <  2 .
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P r o o f . I t  i s  p o s s ib le  t o  e x t e n d  e v e r y  e le m e n t  o f  Oy t o  a n  e le m e n t  o f  Ox- F o r  
a n  a r b it r a r y  a' G Oy d e f in e  a; G T x  b y
xa' X  e Y  
X  X  E X \ Y .
Then since Y  is isolated it follows that a  E Ox- The result then follows from 
Theorem 6.18. □
In the previous sections of this chapter we gave examples of (partially) ordered 
sets X  for which rank(Tx : Ox) < 2. We now apply Corollary 6.21 to posets 
with isolated subsets isomorphic to the sets given in these examples.
C orollary  6.22 I f X  is a countably infinite poset which contains an isolated 
chain C, with |G| =  |X |, then rank(Tx : Ox) < 2.
P r o o f .  By Theorem 6 .6 , the relative rank of Tc modulo Oc is one. The result 
follows immediately by Corollary 6.21. □
C orollary  6.23 I f  X  is an infinite poset which contains an isolated well-ordered 
set W , with \W\ = \X\, then rank(Tx • Ox) < 2.
P r o o f . By Theorem 6.11, the relative rank of Tw modulo Ow is one. The result 
follows immediately by Corollary 6.21. □
R em ark  6.24 This result is a generalisation of Corollary 6.12.
Recall that, for posets X  and Y , the set X  ® Y is defined to be the union 
X  U Y with the original ordering maintained in both X  and Y but # < y for 
every x E X  and for every y G Y.
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Corollary 6.25 Let X  and Y  be infinite posets with |X | > |Y|. Then rank(7x : 
Ox) < 2 implies that rank(7x©r : Ox®y) < 2.
P r o o f . Observe that X  is an isolated subset of X  © Y and |X | =  |X © Y|. The 
result then follows from Corollary 6.21. □
Remark 6,26 The last result holds if we consider Y © X  instead of X  © Y.
In Example 6.13, we showed that rank(7x©xJ^ : < 2, where X  is a
well-ordered set of arbitrary cardinality and X ^ is a copy of X  with the order 
reversed. In the case that X  is the smallest well-ordered set of cardinality |X | we 
show that the rank is, in fact, one.
Corollary 6.27 L e tX  denote the smallest well-ordered set of cardinality |X | and 
let X ^  be a copy of X  with the order reversed. Then the relative rank of T x^x^  
modulo Ox@x^ zs one:
rank(7x®x^ : Gxex^) =  1-
P roof. We show that the set X © X ^ satisfies both of the conditions in Theorem 
6.20. By a similar argument to the proof of the last corollary we see that condition
(i) is satisfied by the set X. By a similar argument to the proof of Theorem 6.11 
there exists Y C X  such that |Y| =  |X \  Y| =  |X |. It follows, by Proposition 6.9, 
that Y =  X  \  Y =  X. Let Y^ and (X \  Y)^ be copies of Y and X  \  Y with the 
order reversed then clearly
Y © Y^ ^  (X \  Y) © (X \  Y)^ ^  X © X^.
The sets Y © Y^ and (X \  Y) © (X \  Y)^ satisfy condition (ii) of the theorem. 
By Theorem 6.11 we have rank(7x : Ox) =  1 and the result follows. □
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Corollary 6.28 Let X  be a disconnected poset. I f  X  contains |X| connected 
components then the relative rank o fT x  modulo Ox  zs one:
rank(7x : Ox) = I.
P r o o f. Let Px {x G X )  denote the components of X .  Let A  be any subset of X  
such that for any a,b E A i i  a E Px then b ^ Px, i.e. A  contains a unique element 
from each component Px of X .  Note that A  is an anti-chain and \A\ = |X|. We 
show that it is possible to extend any element of O a {=  Ta) to an element of Ox- 
For a' E Oa  define a  E O x  so that if a E Py n  A (y E X )  then x a  =  aa' for all 
X E Py. Then for x , y  E X  if x <  y  then x , y  E Pz for some z  E X .  It follows that 
x a  — aa' — aa' — ya ,  and so a  G Ox-  It follows by Theorem 6.18 that there 
exist t',6' E Tx such that ( O x,e ' ,S '  ) =  Tx- Let e,5  E O x  be any maps such 
that Px€ =  z G Pxe' and Px5 — t E  PxS' f o r  any x E X ,  and let p E O x  be any 
mapping such that Pxp = x for any x E X .  Finally, let p G Tx be any mapping 
such that #p G Px- It follows that for x E X  if xp  =  y E Px then
x p e p  =  y e p  =  z p  =  xe'
and
x p ô p  =  y ô p  =  t p  — XÔ'.
It follows that e' ,5'  E { O x, p  ) and so
giving equality throughout. □
For two posets X  and Y , we define an order on X  x Y by
(#, y )  < (z, f) if and only if # < z and y  < t .
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Corollary 6.29 Let X  and Y  be infinite posets with |X | > |Y|. Then rank(7x : 
Ox) < 2 implies that the relative rank of Txxy modulo O xxy is less than or 
equal to two:
rank(7xxy • Ox x y ) ^  2.
P r o o f .  It is easy to see that |X x Y| =  |X |. |y | =  max{|X|, |Y|} =  |X |. Let 
yo E Y be an arbitrary fixed element. We show that we may extend any order 
preserving map on X  x {yo} Ç X  x Y to an order preserving map on X  x Y. For 
every fi G Oxx{yo} there exists a' G O x  such that {x,yo)fi =  (#a',yo). We define 
CK E OxxY  by
(#,y)o! =  (a:o;%y).
Then for (#,y), (z ,/) G X  x Y with (#,y) < (z,/) we have
{x ,y )a  -  {xa' ,y)  <  {za' , t )  =  {z , t )a ,
since xa' < za'  and y <  t. Hence we have a subset X  x {yo} of X  x Y, with 
|X X {yo}| =  |X| =  |X X Y|, such that every order preserving map on X  x {yo} 
can be extended to an order preserving map on X  x Y. The result follows by 
Theorem 6.18. □
Remark 6.30 Note that the proof of the last result holds when we consider the 
relative rank of I y x x  modulo Oyxx-
We have seen that for a countable linearly ordered set X  the relative rank of 
O x  in Tx is one, for uncountable well-ordered sets X  the relative rank of Ox 
in Tx is one and an example of an uncountable linearly ordered set where the 
relative rank of Ox  in Tx is uncountable. Next, we consider a concrete example 
of a countable poset for which the relative rank of Ox  in Tx is uncountable.
Lemma 6.31 Let X  be a (one-way) infinite fence, defined by the diagram:
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Xi2 Xi4 Xj6
Then the relative rank of Tx rnodulo O x uncountable.
P r o o f. We establish a relationship between the set of order preserving maps on 
X  and the set of contractions maps on N, as described in the previous chapter. 
Recall that a map a G 7^ is called a contraction if and only if for every j  6 N 
we have \ia — ja \ < |î — j\.
We start by defining a map p : X  "N by Xip = i. We then define a map 
a :T x  so that for a  6 7% we define o: =  a a  G 7n by
iâ  = {xia)p.
It is easy to see that a is an isomorphism. If we define the distance between two 
points Xi, Xj G X  by
d{xi,Xj') = 1% j\,
then a is an isometry with respect to this distance. It follows immediately that 
if a  G Tx is a contraction with respect to d, i.e.
d{xia,Xja) < d{xi,Xj),
for every Xi,Xj G X ,  then â  G Cn- Finally, we show that every element of 
O x is a contraction with respect to d. Let a  G O x  be arbitrary. Note that 
d{xia,Xi^ia) < 1 and by Proposition 5.31 we have a  G It follows that 
rank(?N : Oxcr) is uncountable and so rank(%^ : Ox) is uncountable. □
We use the last result to find examples of posets Y , for which the relative 
rank of Ty modulo Oy is uncountable, that can be embedded into a poset X  for 
which the relative rank of Tx modulo Ox  is countable.
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Exam ple 6.32 Let Y  be the poset given by adjoining an isolated chain to any 
point in the poset X  given in the previous lemma. It follows from Corollary 6.22, 
that the relative rank of 7y modulo Oy is countable. It is easy to see that there 
exists an order isomorphism from X  to Y , but by Lemma 6.31, the relative rank 
of Tx modulo O x  is uncountable.
We give another, somewhat unexpected, example of a poset X  for which the 
relative rank Tx modulo Ox is countable.
E xam ple 6.33 Consider the poset X  defined by the diagram:
We show how to extend any order preserving map on A =  {
an order preserving map on the whole of X . Note that A  is an anti-chain and 
\A\ — \X\. Let a" G O a { =  Ta ) and define a  e O x  by
xa
xa  X  e  A
It follows from Corollary 6.22, that the relative rank of Tx modulo O x is count­
able. In other words, rank(7% : Ox) < 2.
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We give an example of a disconnected poset X, for which the relative rank 
of Tx modulo O x  is countable, that can be embedded into a poset Y , where the 
relative rank of Ty modulo Oy is uncountable.
E xam ple 6.34 If A  is an anti-chain, then rank(7^ : Oa) =  0 since Ta =  Oa  ^
but A  can be embedded into the poset from Proposition 6.31.
We end this section by giving two open problems.
O pen P ro b lem  6.35 Does there exist a connected poset Y  such that the relative 
rank ofTy modulo Oy is uncountable, hut there exists a poset X  such that X  may 
be embedded into Y , and where rank(7% • Ox) is countable?
O pen P ro b lem  6.36 Is it true that if a countable poset X  has no infinite anti­
chains then the relative rank o fT x  modulo Ox is countable?
7. Independence in semigroups
One of the most important ideas in semigroup and group theory is that of gener­
ation. Of particular interest is the minimum number of generators of a semigroup 
5, usually called the rank of S. There are a multitude of papers concerning dif­
ferent notions of rank for a range of algebraic structures. Among those specific to 
the study of semigroups are: [2] and [3] in which the ranks of the semigroup of all 
singular maps (all maps with image size less than or equal to ?% — 1) of the finite 
set {1 ,2 ,.., ,n} and the rank of the semigroup of all order preserving transfor­
mations of the set { 1 ,2 ,... ,  n} were determined, this study was continued in [36]
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and [37], [53] in which the rank of the semigroup consisting of all transformations 
a  of { 1 ,2 ,... ,  n} for which | im(o;)| < r was determined, [76] in which the rank of 
completely 0-simple semigroups were determined and [33] and [34] in which some 
further rank properties of the semigroup of all order preserving transformations 
were studied.
The notion of rank of a semigroup corresponds to the notion of dimension for 
a vector space. The minimum cardinality of a generating set for a vector space V  
(usually called a basis) is equal to the maximum cardinality of an independent set 
in V. One might ask whether this equality holds for semigroups? We must first 
say what we mean by an independent subset of a semigroup. For a semigroup S', 
a subset A C S' is called independent if for every a E A, a does not belong to the 
subsemigroup generated by the set A \  {&}; i.e. a 0 ( A \  {a} ) for every a G A. 
This definition is essentially the same as the usual definition of independence 
in linear algebra. It is very easy to find examples of semigroups S  for which 
the maximum cardinality of an independent set in S  is strictly larger than the 
minimum cardinality of a generating set for S. For example, the subset {2,3} 
of the (additive) cyclic group Ze is independent, but the minimum cardinality 
of a generating set for Z q is one. For convenience, we shall call an independent 
(respectively independent generating) set with maximum cardinality a maximum 
independent set (respectively maximum independent generating set). Similarly 
we call a generating set with minimum cardinality a minimum generating set 
Every maximum independent set in a vector space y  is a minimum generating 
set for V  but the last example shows that this is not the case for all semigroups. 
However, we may ask whether every maximum independent set % in a semigroup 
S  generates 5, even if the cardinality of X  is, in general, larger than the minimum? 
This is certainly the case in the example of Zg. Consider the monogenic semigroup 
M (4,2) defined by the semigroup presentation ( a | a® =  ). It is obvious that
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the minimum number of generators of M (4,2) is one. Since a is indecomposable 
every generating set for M (4,2) must contain a. The set {a^, a^} is independent 
in M (4,2). It follows that no maximum independent subset of M (4 ,2) generates 
M (4,2).
For an arbitrary semigroup S  the distinction between generating sets, indepen­
dent generating sets and independent sets, gives rise to the three most interesting 
ranks which we shall discuss in this chapter:
•  The lower rank; the minimum cardinality of any generating set:
f2(5) =  min{ \A\ : A C  S , { A )  ~  S}]
• The interm ediate rank: the maximum cardinality of an independent 
generating set:
^ 3  (-S') =  max{ \A\ : A C  S , { A )  = S , A i s  independent };
» The upper rank: the maximum cardinality of an independent set: 
r4{S) = max{ \A\ : A C  S, A is independent }.
We shall also consider two further rank properties, which arise from the study of 
rank properties in the context of universal algebra, see Marczewski [68]:
•  The small rank: the maximum number A: G N for which every subset
A c s ,  with |A| =  k, is independent:
(6') =  max{ A: G N : for every A C S  with \A\ = k , A i s  independent };
• The large rank: the minimum number A; G M for which every subset
A c s ,  with \A\ > k, generates 5:
r^{S) = min{ A: G N : for every A C S  with |A| =  A:, ( A ) =  5  }.
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The small and large rank were studied in [58], from which we shall state some 
results. For many examples of semigroups or groups, these results allow us to 
find the small and the large ranks without much difficulty. The most extensively 
studied of the five ranks defined above is the lower rank (commonly called the 
rank), which has been considered by many authors for many examples of groups 
and semigroups. As these examples show, finding the minimum size of a gen­
erating set for an arbitrary group or semigroup can be a difficult problem. It 
would seem that finding the upper rank of an arbitrary semigroup is harder still. 
In this chapter we shall consider the upper rank of some standard examples of 
semigroups and groups, for which the lower rank is known. There has been some 
interest in the intermediate and upper ranks in recent years, see for example [57] 
or [84]. In order to prove some of the results in this chapter we require some 
of the results from the first of these papers. We begin by giving an elementary 
result which connects the five ranks and which explains their names.
P ro p o sitio n  7.1 For a finite semigroup S, we have
n (^ ) < r2(^) < rs(S) < T4(;9) < rs(^). (7.1)
□
For more details see [57] or [58].
R em ark  7.2 If we allow S  to be infinite then the sequence of inequalities in the 
above proposition need not hold. See Section 6 below.
Large and  sm all ranks
We now give some results from [58] which will allow us to find the large and the 
small rank of an arbitrary finite semigroup relatively easily. First, we state a
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result concerning the small rank. In order to do this we divide the class of all 
semigroups into those that are not bands and those that are. Amongst those 
semigroups which are bands we require a further distinction. In [57], a finite 
semigroup S  that satisfies ^2(5') =  |5 | is called a royal semigroup. An example of 
a royal semigroup is a left or right zero semigroup. In fact, it was shown in [35] 
that every royal semigroup is a finite chain of left or right zero semigroups. Prom 
this classification we see that a royal semigroup is a band. Each of these types 
of semigroup has an easy to determine small rank, and hence we may find the r\ 
rank of an arbitrary semigroup.
P ro p o sitio n  7.3 Let S  be a finite semigroup, with > 2:
(i) if S  is not a band then ri{S) = 1;
(ii) if  S  is a band other than a royal semigroup then r\{S) =  2;
(iii) if S  is a royal semigroup then ri{S) == l-S*!. □
For a proof see [58, Theorem 2].
Next, we consider the large rank, which can be determined using the following 
result:
P ro p o sitio n  7.4 Let S  be a finite semigroup and let U be the largest proper 
subsemigroup of S. Then r^iS) =  |[/| H- 1. □
For proof see [58].
Recall, that an element s of a semigroup S  is called indecomposable if there 
do not exist t ,u  G 5 '\{ s}  such that s = tu. If s G 5  is such an element then we 
see that S \  {5 } is a proper subsemigroup of S. This leads to the following useful 
corollary:
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Corollary 7.5 Let S  be a finite semigroup. Then r5(S) =  |5| if and only if S  
contains an indecomposable element. □
There are no such results for finding minimum generating sets or maximum 
independent and maximum independent generating sets.
Examples and known results
We now give some examples for which the lower, intermediate and upper ranks 
are known.
Exam ple 7.6 Let S' be a null semigroup with n  elements; there exists z G S' 
such that xy = z  for every x ,y  e  S. Then clearly:
f'2{S) =  rs{S) =  r4{S) ~ n — l
and ri{S) =  1, since S' is not a band. By Corollary 7.5, we see that f5(5) =  \S\ =  
n  since each element x e  S  \  {z} is indecomposable.
We now consider another standard class of semigroups. For m , n  G N we 
denote the monogenic semigroup defined by the presentation ( a | ) by
M{m, n).
Proposition 7.7 Let m, n G N satisfy:
(i) m >  1 o r n >  1;
(ii) m ^  3 or n is not a power of 2 greater than 1.
Then the maximum size of an independent set in the monogenic semigroup M (m, n) 
is given by
r4{M{m,n))  =  m a x { 7r ( n ) ,  [m/2j},
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where 7r(n) is the number of distinct prime factors ofn,  and [m/2j is the largest 
integer not greater than m/2.  I f m  = S and n is a power of 2 greater than 1 then 
r4{M{m,n))  =  2(= max{7r(n), [m/2\}  +  1). □
For a proof see [57, Theorem 1.1].
Clearly, for any monogenic semigroup M (m,n) =  { a )  (m ,n 6 N) we have 
r2{M{m,n))  =  1. Furthermore, if m 1 then every generating set for M{m,n)  
must contain the indecomposable element a. In particular, any independent gen­
erating set must contain a and so rs{M{m, n)) ~ 1 .  l î m  — l  then rs{M{m, n)) = 
r4(M{m,  n)) =  n{n). We state these results as an explicit corollary of Proposition 
7.7.
Corollary 7.8 Let Zn (n>  1) denote the cyclic group of order n. The following 
equalities hold:
7^ 2(^n) =  1, ^3(^0  =  r4{Zn) =n{ u ) ,
where 7r(n) is the number of distinct prime divisors ofn.  Clearly Zn is not a band 
and so r i(Z „ )  =  1. The largest proper subgroup o fZ^  has order n/pi, where Pi is 
the least prime which divides n, and hence rs(Zyt) =  {n/pi) +  1. □
Recall that a semigroup L is called a left zero semigroup ii xy ~  x for ev­
ery x ,y  6 L. Right zero semigroups are defined analogously. It is easy to see 
that r2{L) =  |L|, and so by definition L is a royal semigroup. It follows from 
Proposition 7.1 and Proposition 7.3 that
n { L )  =  r2(L) =  rs{L) =  r4{L) =  rs{L) =  |T|.
An analogous argument shows that
ri{R) = 7-2 (R) =  7^3 (R) =  ?q(R) =  7-5 (R) =  \R\
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when jR is a right zero semigroup.
For 771, n G N, recall that an m x n rectangular band Rm,n is the set of pairs 
{i,j) G { 1 ,...;  m}  X { 1 ,.. . ,  n} with multiplication
for any {i, j),  {k, /) G { 1 ,.. .,  m}  x { 1 ,.. .,  n}. It is easy to see that Ri^n is a right 
zero semigroup and that R^^i is a left zero semigroup, and so we shall consider 
the case when m , n >  1.
Proposition 7.9 Let Rm,n denote a n m x  n rectangular band (m ,n  >  1). Then
'^l{Rm,ri) ~  2, r2{Rm,n) — maxj^ TTi, Ti]-,
'^3{Rm,n) — 7'4(-R,Ti,n) — fTl n 2, r^ (^ Rjri,n) — k(l l) ~h 1, 
where k =  min{m, tt-} and I =  max{m, n}. □
For more details see [57].
We are able to describe all the maximum independent sets in Rm,n (m, n > 2). 
Let X  Ç Rjn,n- Then X  is a maximum independent set if and only if there exists 
(% ,j) E Rm,n such that
X  =  {(z,/c) : k e  { l , 2 , . . . , n } \ { j } } u { { l , j )  :  ^ G {1,2, (7.2)
1 Preliminary results
The work in this section and in Section 6 is the result of a collaboration with 
M.R. Thomson. We start by stating some elementary results, which relate to
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finding maximum independent sets and maximum independent generating sets. 
Let 5  be a semigroup. We define a relation on the elements of 5', so that
s ~  t if and only if ( 5 ) =  {t  ).
It is easy to see that this relation is an equivalence relation. The following result 
shows that preserves independence and generation.
Lem m a 7.10 Let S  be a finite semigroup and let X  C  S.
(i) I f  X  generates S  and for some x € X  there exists y G S  \  X  such that 
y ^  X, then the set {X \  {%}) U {y} generates S;
(ii) I f  X  is independent in S  and for some x G X  there exists y G S \ X  such 
that y ^  X, then the set {X \  {%}) U {y} is independent in S.
P r o o f .  Since (x )  =  {y)  we have x G (y )  and so X  Ç  (  (X \ { % } )  U {y} ) .  Hence 
( X )  — S  implies that ( ( X \  {%}) U {y} ) =  S.
Assume X  is independent. Let a; G X  be arbitrary. Then since x ^  { X \  {a;} ) 
it follows that
y ^  ( X  \  {æ} ) =  ( ((X \  {%}) U {y}) \  {y} ).
For x' G X  \  {a;} if x' G { { { X \  {%}) U {y}) \  {a;'} ) then
a;' E ( (X \  {a;, x'}) Ü {y} ) =  ( (X \  {æ, a:'}) U {a;} ) =  ( X  \  {a;'} ),
a contradiction. It follows that (X \  {%}) U {y} is independent. □
Another result which we shall find useful later on relates to sets that we know 
to be dependent.
Lem m a 7.11 Let S  be a finite semigroup and let X  C  S  be a dependent set. 
Then there exist disjoint sets Y , Z C . X  such that X  — Y  U Z  with |y | < T4(5) 
and Z  Ç { Y ) .
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P ro o f .  Since X  is dependent the set Tx = {x G X  \ x G (X\{æ}}} is non-empty. 
We proceed by induction on \Tx\. Let X  be a dependent set with Tx — {%i}. 
Then x ^  ( X  \  {æ} ), for every x G X  \  {%i}. In particular, x  ^  ( X  \  {æ, ^i} ) 
and so X  \  {%i} =  Y  is an independent set and {æ} — Z  Ç { Y  ). We assume 
that for any dependent set X with \Tx\ < k there exist Y ,Z  Ç X such that 
X  = Y  U Z  with \Y\ < r4{S) and Z  Ç { Y  ). Assume that X  is a dependent 
set with \Tx\ = k 1. Let x G be arbitrary and note that |Tx\{æ}| < k 
and so our inductive hypothesis applies. It follows that there exist disjoint sets 
y% Z' Ç X  \  {æ} such that X  \  {a;} =  W U |W| < n(5 ') and Ç ( W ). We 
define Y  and Z  as follows. If a; € { Y ' ) then let Z  — Z' U {a;} and let y  =  W. 
Otherwise, if |y '| < r4{S) then let Z = Z' and Y  =  y'U{a:}. Finally, if a; ^  {Y' )  
and |y^| =  7^4 (-S') then Y'  U {a;} is dependent and hence there exists y G Y'  U {a:} 
such that y G { {Y' U {%}) \  {y}).  We let Z  = Z'U  {y} and Y  = (Y' U {%}) \  {y}. 
□
R em ark  7.12 The set Y  in the previous lemma need not be independent.
We may use this result to relate the upper rank of a direct product of groups 
to the upper rank of its factors.
T heorem  7.13 For finite groups G and H  the upper rank of the direct product 
G X H  is given by:
r4 (G x R )= T 4 (G )+ r4 (R ).
P r o o f .  Let {y i,. . . ,  y^} and { h i , . . . ,  /i„} be maximal independent sets in G and 
H  respectively. The set
{(^ /l) fiï)j • ■ • j (f/m; (Igj h\), . . ' , (iC) ^n)};
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where 1^ and 1^ denote the identity of G and the identity of H  respectively, is 
independent m G x  H. It follows that
r 4 ( G x R )  > r 4 ( C ) + r 4 (^ ) .
We prove the reverse inequality by contradiction. Let X  be an independent 
set in G X LT and assume |X| > 7-4 (G) +  r4{H). We start by finding two disjoint 
sets Y  and Z  such that X  = Y  Z,  |y| < 7-4 (G) and for every (y, h) G Z  there 
exists (y ,&) G { Y  }, for some k G H.  Define an equivalence relation p on the 
elements of X  such that
(y, h)p{k, I) if and only if y — A;.
Let A  be any set containing a unique element from each equivalence class of p 
and let B  = X  \  A. Since |X | > 7 - 4 (G) +  7-4 (7 7 ) > 7-4 (G) either \A\ > 7 - 4 (G) 
or \A\ < 7-4 (G) and R 0. In the first case, the set Aq  of first components of 
elements of A  forms a dependent set in G. It follows from Lemma 7.11 that there 
exist sets Yq, Zq G Aq  such that Aq = YqC Zq^ iLcI < 7-4 (G) and Zq Ç {Yq) .  
We let Y  = {{g,h)  G A  : g G Y q }  and Z  = {{g,h) G A  : y G Xc } U B. It is 
easy to see that these sets have the required properties. In the second case, we 
let y  = A  and Z  = B. From the definition of A  it follows that these sets have 
the required properties.
For each (y, h) G Z  there exists (y, k) G (y ) ,  for some k G H,  and so certainly 
(y“ ,^ A:“ )^ G ( y  ). Let (j) \ Z  { Y  ) he any map such that (y, h)(j) — (y~^, A;~^ ), 
for some k G H. We form the set
T =  { (y, h)(y, h)j) : (y, h) G Z } ,
and note that (y, h)(y, h)0 =  {lQ,hk~^) for all (y,/i) G Z. If there exists 
(gi, hi), (y2 , /1 2 ) E y  such that (yi, hi) y^  (y2 , 7 ^ 2) but
{9uhi){gi,hi)j) = (y2 , W (P 2 ,
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then {gi, hi) =  (yg, /i2 )(y2 , h2)(f>[{gi, hi)<f)]~'^ . Since X  is independent [(yi, hi)(l)]-^ ^  
(yi, hi) and so (yi, hi) G (X \{(yi, hi)}),  a contradiction. It follows that |T| =  \Z\ 
and by assumption \Z\ > 7-4 (7 7 ). This implies that the set %  =  { h G 77 : 
(1g, h) G T } is dependent. In other words, there exists h' G Th  such that 
h' G { T h \  {h'} ) or (Ig, h') G { T \  {(Ig, h')} ). We may write
{g,h){g,h)(f)= (Ig, A') =  {gi,hi){gi,hi)(l){g2:h2){g2, h2) ^ .. .{gr,hr){grJir)(/>
for some (y, h) G Z ,r  g N  and where {gi, hi) G Z\{{g,  /i)} for each « G { 1 ,.. .,  r}. 
Once again since X  is independent [(y, h)(j)\~  ^ (y, /%). It follows that
(y, h) =  (yi, hi){gi, hi)(j){g2, /i2 )(y2 , h2)(f) . . .  (y,., /ir)(yr, hr)j)[{g,
now since (y^,/ii) G Z  \  {{g,h)} Ç ( X  \  {(y,/i)} ) and {gi,hi)(j) G { Y  ) Ç 
{ X \ { { g ,  h)}),  for every i, it follows that {g,h) G { X \  {(y, h)}), a contradiction. 
□
Although we are unable to determine the exact relationship between the in­
termediate rank of a direct product of groups and the intermediate rank of its 
factors, we find a lower bound for 7-3 .
P ro p o sitio n  7.14 For finite groups G and 77 a lower bound for the intermediate 
rank of the direct product G x H  is given by:
T3 (G x  77) > r 3 ( G )+ 7-3(77).
P r o o f .  Let {yi, y2 , •  •  • ,  9m }  mid { h i ,  /1 2 , . .  • ,  be maximum independent gen­
erating sets in G and 77 respectively. The set
{(yi) liî)j • • • ? {9mi  Iff)? (Igj hi ) , . . . , (1(7, hfi)},
where Ig and Iff denote the identity of G and the identity of 77 respectively, is an 
independent generating set for G x H .  It follows that r^{G x 77) > 7-3 (0 ) + 7-3 (7 7 ). 
□
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For a subsemigroup T  of a semigroup S, a natural question to ask is whether 
or not the lower rank of S  is related to the lower rank of T? By the semigroup 
analogue of Cayley’s theorem for groups, see [55, Theorem 1.1.2], every semigroup 
S  can be embedded in the full transformation semigroup T^i, where denotes 
the semigroup S  with an identity adjoined. The lower rank of 7gi is easy to 
find, and is given by 7-2 (Tgi) =  3, see [55, Exercise 1.9.7] for details. However, 
it is possible to find semigroups with arbitrary lower rank, and hence it is not 
possible to relate the lower rank of a subsemigroup to the lower rank of its parent 
semigroup.
We may ask the same question of the upper rank, and this time the answer 
is more satisfactory. The upper rank of a subsemigroup T of a semigroup S  is 
related to the upper rank of S  by the following inequality:
r4(T) < 7-4 (5 ') (7.3)
This is easy to see, since every independent subset of T  must also be independent 
in 5.
O pen P ro b lem  7.15 Determine r^i^M x N), for monoids M  and N , in terms 
of 7-4 (M) and 7-4 (N ) .
O pen P ro b lem  7.16 Determine whether the bound given in Proposition 7. I f  is 
sharp. In other words, find examples of groups G and H  for which 7-3 (G x 77) > 
7-3 (G) +  7-3 (7 7 ) or show that no such groups exist.
2 Finite abelian groups
The results in this section are elementary and are certainly previously known. 
However, as far as the author is aware, none of the results have been published
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and as such the proofs which appear were produced independently. We include 
these results in order to prove some further results in Section 6.
In this section, we determine the lower, intermediate and upper ranks of an 
important class of groups; abelian groups. These results mainly arise from the 
decomposition of any abelian group given by the fundamental theorem of finite 
abelian groups, see Proposition 1.3 and Proposition 1.4. We did most of the work 
required to find the intermediate and upper rank of an arbitrary abelian group 
in the previous section. Note that when considering abelian groups we shall use 
additive, rather than multiplicative, notation.
P ro p o sitio n  7.17 Let G be a finite abelian group. Then the intermediate and 
upper ranks of G are given by
7-3 (G) =  7-4 (G) =  7-,
where r is the number of components in the decomposition of G into a direct sum 
of cyclic groups of prime power orders.
P roof. It follows by the fundamental theorem of finite abelian groups (Propo­
sition 1.4) that we may write
G =  0 Z ^ - i ,
î=i
for some r  G N, where pi is a prime and > 1 for each z G {1 ,2 , . . . ,  r}. Since 
r^iZjpi) =  ij by Corollary 7.8, it follows from Proposition 7.1, Theorem 7.13 and 
Proposition 7.14 that
r r
U{G) =  X ^ r 4 ( Z S )  =  r  =  ^ 7 - 3 % )  <  rs{G) < u{G),
i=l î=l
giving equality throughout. □
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Let p G N be a prime. A group G is called a p-group if |G| =  p” , for some 
n G N. We give a well-known result concerning the minimum cardinality of a 
generating set for an arbitrary abelian p-group.
P ro p o sitio n  7.18 Let G be an abelian p-group. Then the lower rank of G is 
given by
7-2 (G) =  r,
where r is the number of components in the decomposition of G into a direct sum 
of cyclic groups.
P roof. By Proposition 1.4 we may write
r
G ~  0  Zpni ,
i - l
for some r G N, prim ep and where tz? > 1 for each z G {1,2 ,.. . ,r} . The set
{ — (ll) l2) • • • 5 1*—1) li-j-lj • • • j 1? ) • { aj ) — ZpTii {
generates G, where 1* is the identity of Zpni for each z G ( 1 ,2 , . . . ,  r}. It follows 
that 7-2 (G) < r. The group H  = Zp is a homomorphic image of G. But H  
is a vector space with dimension r  and it follows that 7-2 (G) = r. □
The following result allows us to find the lower rank of an arbitrary abelian 
group.
P ro p o sitio n  7.19 Let G and H  be finite groups with coprime orders. Then 
7-2 (G X H) = max{?-2 (G), 7-2 (7 7 )}.
P r o o f. Let X  be a generating set for G x 77. Then since the first components of 
elements of X  generate G and the second components of elements of X  generate 
77, it follows that 7-2 (G  x 77) > max{7 -2 (G), 7-2 (77)}.
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To prove the reverse inequality, we find a generating set for G x 77 with 
max{r2 (G), 7-2 (7 7 )} elements. Suppose that {gi, ^2 , • • •, gm} and {hi, J12, . . . ,  hn} 
are minimal generating sets for G and 77 respectively. Assume, without loss of 
generality, that m >  n. We claim that the set
X  { ( y i j  / ^ i ) >  ( y 2 j  / ^ z ) ) • • • 3 ( y ? 3 ) hji)^  ( y n + i ?  I r ) ?  • • * ) ( y m s  I 7 7 ) }
generates G x 77. For any p G N, if p is coprime to the order of G then gf ^  y% 
for each z G { 1 ,2 ,... ,  ttz}. It follows by Lemma 7.10 that the set {g{, yfj • • • 3 9m) 
generates G. Let p =  |77|. Then (y*, /t*)^  =  ( y f , In) E (  X  )  for each z G 
{ 1 ,2 ,... ,  77z } . Similarly, if g =  |G| then the set { /z j ,  / 1 2  . . . ,  / z j }  generates 77 and 
(Ig, hj) G ( X ) for each z G { 1 ,2 ,... ,  77,}. It follows that ( X  ) =  G x 77, as 
required. □
We may combine these results to find a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the equality 7-2 (G) =  7-4 (G) to hold for an abelian group G.
T heorem  7.20 Let G be an abelian group. Then 7-2 (G) =  7 4 (G) if and only if G 
is a p-group.
P roof. The converse implication follows immediately from Proposition 7.17 and 
Proposition 7.18.
To prove the direct implication we assume that G is an abelian group which 
is not a p-group with 7 -2 (G) —  7 -4  (G). Then by Proposition 1.4 we may write
C? =  0 Z p » i ,
i=l
for some r  G N, where pi is a prime and U i > l  for each z G {1 ,2 ,... , 7-}. We see 
that 7-3 (G) =  7-4 (G) — r by Proposition 7.17. Now, G may be written as
i=l
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where Pi is a p-group and 1 < s <r .  Since G itself is not a p-group if
k
Ri — 0  3
3=1
then k < r and rrij < rij for each j .  This implies that r2{Pi) < r, for each
z G { 1 , 2 , ,  s}. By Proposition 7.18 and Proposition 7.19, T2{G) ~  max{r2 (Pj) :
z G { 1 ,.. .,  s} } and hence T2 (G) <  r, a contradiction. □
3 Brandt semigroups
In this section we shall determine the upper rank of an interesting class of com­
pletely simple 0-simple semigroups. The upper rank of these semigroups was first 
determined by Howie and Ribeiro in [57], where the authors remark:
’’...[our work] is reminiscent of the theorem due to Turan in [82] 
concerning the maximum number of edges of a triangle-free graph 
with n  vertices...[here] it does not seem possible to quote his work 
directly.”
We provide a new proof of this result by directly quoting the result of Turan 
concerning triangle-free graphs.
It was shown in [55, Theorem 5.1.8] that a semigroup is both completely 0- 
simple and an inverse semigroup, if and only if S' =  M.^[G\ / ,  /;  A] for some group 
G, some index set I  and where A =  (ay)nxn is the diagonal matrix, with an ~  1g 
(the identity element of G) and aij = 0 for i ^  j .  The semigroup Ad°[G; I, / ;  A] 
is called a Brandt semigroup. We shall restrict ourselves throughout to the case 
when I  is finite and, in the first instance, to the case when G is the trivial group. 
If |/ | =  n then we denote this semigroup by Bn. An effective description of
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is given by taking the set of elements
{ (b j)  : h j  E {1,2,...,7z} } U {0} 
with multiplication given by
[ 0 j
and (z,^’)0 =  0(z, j)  =  0^  =  0. It is important to note that Bn is a subsemigroup 
of Bn+u for an arbitrary n G N. In [36], [57] and [58] the Brandt semigroups 
over the trivial group were shown to be an example of a semigroup for which the 
inequalities (7.1) are strict. For completeness, we note that for n > 2:
T\{Bn) =  1 < r2(.Bn) — Ti < rs{Bn) = 2n — 2 
<  n {B n )  -  L^^/4J +  n <  7-5(Bn) =  rP -  U -\r S.
We may represent the non-zero elements of a subset A  of Bn as edges in a 
digraph with n vertices labelled {1, 2 ,.. .  ,n} as follows. We connect the vertex i 
to the vertex j  with a directed edge whenever the element {i,j) G A. We shall 
denote this graph by and shall refer to as the graph associated with A. Let 
V (F^) denote the set of vertices of F^ and let E { T a ) G V (F^) x V (F^) denote the 
set of edges of F^. Note that EÇTa) =  A. Since we are considering independent 
sets we relate the property of independence of a subset A  of Bn to a property of 
the graph associated with A.
D efinition  7.21 A digraph F is called disjoint path connected if and only if for 
every pair of adjacent vertices u ,v  G y(F) (not necessarily distinct) there exists 
no other path from u to v except the path of length 1 along their incident edge.
We now determine the connection between independent subsets of Bn and 
disjoint path connected digraphs.
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Lem m a 7.22 A subset A  C Bn is independent if and only if the graph asso­
ciated with A is disjoint path connected.
P r o o f .  It is easy to see that any path in T a  corresponds to a product of elements 
in A. If A  is independent then (i, j)  ^  (v4\{(z, j)} ), for every (i, j) G A. It follows 
that there is no path from i to j  except along their incident edge {i,j) G  B ( F ^ ) ,  
and F^ is disjoint path connected, as required.
Conversely, if F^ is a disjoint path connected graph then there is no path 
from i to j  in Fa\{(z, j)} , for every (i,j) G E { T a ) { =  A). It follows that (i,j) ^  
( A\{{ i , j ) }  ), for every {i,j) G A, and hence A  is independent. □
Note that for any A Ç Bn the graph F^ associated with A  contains no multiple 
edges but may contain loops.
Before considering the main problems of this section, we first state the result 
of Turan concerning triangle-free graphs. We call an (undirected) simple graph 
F triangle-free if no subgraph of F is isomorphic to the complete graph with 
3 vertices.
P ro p o sitio n  7.23 The maximum number of edges in any triangle-free simple 
graph with n vertices is [n^/4j. □
For a proof see [41, Theorem 2.3]. As we noted above we shall consider graphs 
which have no multiple edges but which may have loops. We call graphs with 
this property simple graphs with loops. A corollary of our last result gives us the 
maximum number of edges in a triangle-free simple graph with loops.
C orollary  7.24 The maximum number of edges in any triangle-free simple graph 
with loops with n vertices is [n^/4j +  n.
Proposition 7.23 can be generalised to give the maximum number of edges in 
a graph with no subgraph isomorphic to the complete graph on n vertices.
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These results are of interest because they gave rise to the study of extremal graph 
theory. See [13] or [14] for more details.
We are now in position to prove the main result.
T heorem  7.25 For n >  1, the upper rank of a Brandt semigroup Bn is given by:
r^iBn) = ln^/4] +  n.
P roof. By Lemma 7.22 finding the cardinality of a maximum independent set 
in Bn is the same as finding the maximum number of edges in a disjoint path 
connected digraph with n  vertices. We prove this result by considering disjoint 
path connected digraphs.
For n =  2,3,4 it is clear that
niB n) = L^^/4J +  n =  3,5,8,
respectively. Note that =  2. For these values of n we observe that every
maximum independent set X  in Bn contains the set { (z, z) : z € { 1 ,.. . ,  n} } as a 
subset, see Appendix A. In other words, for these three examples each maximum 
independent set contains all the non-zero idempotents of Bn or there is a loop at 
every vertex of r%, the graph associated with the set X .
For 7z > 4 we proceed by induction. Our inductive hypothesis is that every 
maximum independent set in Bn has cardinality [n^/4j +  n and contains all the 
non-zero idempotents of B„. We prove our result in three main steps. For an 
arbitrary maximum independent set X  in Bn+i we show that;
(i) the graph associated with X  has a loop at every vertex;
(ii) the cardinality of X  is at most [(n +  1)^/4J +  n +  1.
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Finally, we give a specific independent set whose cardinality equals [(?z+l)^/4j +  
+  1 .
Let X  be any maximum independent set in Bn+\ and let r% denote the graph 
associated with X . We prove step (i) by contradiction. Assume that Tx contains 
a vertex uq with no incident loop. We see that uq must be contained in a cycle 
C — {uo, eo, u i ,  C l , . . . ,  Vj ,  6j ,  u q }  where j  > l , V i  G  y ( F % )  and G E{Fx)  for each 
i G  { 1 ,2 ,... ,  j} , since otherwise, we may add a loop at Uq without contradicting 
the fact that F %  is disjoint path connected. This would yield an independent 
set with one more element than X, a contradiction. Observe that no G G 
has an incident loop since this would contradict the fact that r% is disjoint path 
connected.
We observe that there exists at least one vertex u G  V(rx\{'^o}) such that 
d(u) < n. Assume otherwise, then by the ‘handshaking lemma’:
|F(r%\{z;o})| =  ( X ]  +  n,
V^VO
for n > 5. Note that here we find the degree d{v) of each vertex v in the graph 
FaAI'^^o} &nd not in the graph Tx- It follows by our inductive hypothesis that 
PaAI'^o} does not represent an independent set, a contradiction.
We consider F A \ { z z } .  This is a disjoint path connected digraph with n  ver­
tices. But by our inductive hypothesis, since there exist vertices in T A \ { u }  with 
no incident loops, F a\{^}  does not represent a maximum independent set in 
We show how to replace F a\{^}  by a graph representing a maximum independent 
set in Bnj to which we may adjoin a vertex v with d{v) =  d{u). Let F y  denote 
the complete [n/2j, [n/2] bipartite digraph with vertex sets O and / ,  where all 
edges incident to vertices in O are out-edges and all edges incident to vertices in 
I  are in-edges. Since d{u) < n ~  [n/2\ +  [?z/2] we may adjoin a vertex v to F y  
with d{u) incident edges, where the in-edges of v are incident to vertices in O and
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the out-edges of v are incident to vertices in I. It is easy to see that the resultant 
graph is disjoint path connected and has n +  1 vertices. It follows by (1.7) that 
|B (ry )| =  [n^/4j +  n +  d{u) > |B(rAr\{u})| +  d{u) — |B (rx ) |, a contradiction 
to the maximality of X .  We have shown that any maximum independent set X  
in Bn+i contains the set { (z, z) : z G { 1 ,.. .,  ?z +1} }, we shall now show that the 
size of X  is [(n +  1)^/4J +  n +  1.
We start by observing that the underlying graph of the graph Vx associated
with X  must be triangle-free. To see this note that there are only two such
digraphs with 3 vertices whose underlying graphs are triangles:
In the first graph: (a, b) (6, c) (c, a) = {a, a) and hence any graph with this sub­
graph is not disjoint path connected. In the second graph: (6, c)(c, a) =  (b,a), 
and hence no graph with this subgraph is disjoint path connected. It follows from 
Corollary 7.24 that the maximum number of edges in the underlying graph Tx  is 
[(n +  l)^/4j +7Z +  1, and so |B(rA)| < L(rz +  1)^/4J + n  +  l. As observed before, 
the complete bipartite digraph, Bin+i/2],\n+i/2\ with vertex sets U and V  with all 
edges directed from U to V  and a loop at every vertex has [(n +  l)^/4j +  n +  1 
edges and is disjoint path connected. In fact, the underlying graph of any such 
graph is unique up to isomorphism see [41, Exercise 2.23]. The set associated to 
-R[71+1/ 2 1 ,Ln+i/2 j, as described above, is a maximum independent set in B^+i, and 
the result follows by induction. □
We now determine the upper rank of a (slightly) more general Brandt semi­
group, B{Z2, 3) =  M^[Z2] I, I] A], where Z 2  denotes the cyclic group of order 2,
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|/ | =  n  and A denotes the n x n  identity matrix, as described above.
Exam ple 7.26 The maximum size of an independent set in ^(Zg, 3) is 7,
r4(B(Z2,3)) =  7.
This was determined using the GAP code, in Appendix A. Subsets of B(Z2,3) 
can be represented by digraphs in much the same way as subsets of Bn. For 
A  C B(Z 2 , 3) we define a labelled digraph Ta with 3 vertices, with a directed 
edge from i to j  labelled x  whenever (z, x ,j)  G A, for any z, j  G {1,2,3}, x  G Z 2 . 
We note that the underlying graph of each of the maximum independent sets in 
B(Z 2 , 3) is triangle-free and that there is a loop labelled with the identity at each 
vertex. Up to isomorphism (of graphs) there are three diflPerent labelled digraphs 
that represent maximum independent sets in B(Z 2 , 3), for completeness we list 
these graphs:
E xam ple 7.27 The maximum size of an independent set in B (Z 2 , 4) is 12,
7"4(B(Z2, 4)) =  12.
This was determined using the GAP code in Appendix A.
These examples suggest the following result, which gives us a lower bound for 
the upper rank of an arbitrary Brandt semigroup, over an arbitrary finite group 
G.
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P ro p o sitio n  7.28 A lower bound for the upper rank of a Brandt semigroup 
B{G ,n) over a finite group G, is given by:
r4{B{G,n)) > \G\[n^/4\ + n .
P r o o f . We prove this result by giving an independent set in B{G,n) of the 
appropriate size. The set
^  = { i h g j )  : g e G , i e { l , . . . ,  [n^/4:\},j e  {[n^/4} +  l , . . . , n }  }U
{ (%, 1(3,0 : Î 6 { l , . . . , n }  },
where 1g denotes the identity of the group G, is independent in B{G,n). This 
can be seen by considering the graph associated with the set X ,  as described 
in Example 7.26 and Example 7.27. It is easy to see that a graph defined in 
this way (i.e. with multiple edges) which is disjoint path connected represents an 
independent set, by the same argument which was used in the proof of Lemma 
7.22. Note that the direct implication of Lemma 7.22 does not necessarily hold 
in this more general situation. It is clear that Tx  is disjoint path connected and 
hence X  is independent. □
4 Free nilpotent semigroups
In this section we calculate the upper rank of yet another natural class of semi­
groups. For arbitrary c, r  € N, we define the free nilpotent semigroup Nc^ r to be 
the set of all the words over an alphabet A  with r elements which have length 
less than c, together with the zero element 0. For u^v G Nc,r multiplication is 
defined by:
uv if |iiu| < c
uv = ^
0 if l'util > c.
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We start by applying Proposition 7.3 and Proposition 7.4 to find the small, lower, 
intermediate and large ranks of TVc^ ,..
P ro p o sitio n  7.29 For arbitrary c, r  G N the following hold:
c
ri{Nc,r) = 1, r2{Nc,r) = r 3 (iVc,j.) =  r  and r^iN^^r) = |^c,r| =  +  1.
i = l
P r o o f . The free nilpotent semigroup over the set A  is not a band since 
^  a for any a £ A. Hence by Proposition 7.3 we have ri{Nc,r) — 1* It is 
evident that no smaller generating set than the r elements of A  exists for iVg,,-, 
and so ) =  r. Since every generating set for Wc,,. must contain the r
elements of A, it follows that A  is the only maximum independent generating set 
for Nc^r and so ?’3 ( 7 7 c , r )  =  Finally, each element of A  is indecomposable and 
hence by Corollary 7.5, we have that =  |iVc,r|, as required. □
Next, we shall show that the set of all words in Nc,r with length greater than, 
or equal to, [c/2], that is the smallest integer not smaller than c/2, is a maximum 
independent set.
T heorem  7.30 The upper rank of the free nilpotent semigroup /7c,r given by:
n{N^,r) = 2 ^  r \  
i=rti
P r o o f .  It is easy to see that U ~  {w G Nc,r : \w\ > [c/2] } is independent, since 
the product of any two elements is 0. We start by noting that it is not possible to 
adjoin any elements to this set whilst maintaining independence, since if we adjoin 
an element u of length strictly less than [c/2] then the product of this element 
with an element v of length [c/2] will give uv G { U \{uv}  ), a contradiction.
Let X  be an independent set in iVc,r- We shall show that U has maximum size 
by contradiction, to this end we assume \X\ > |C/| — X^t=rc/2] We partition
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/7c,r into three disjoint sets, /7c,,. =  {0} U L U U  where L — {w  : |w| < [c/2] }. 
Let X l = X  f] L  and X u  =  X  D C/. Since U is maximal and |X| > |C/| the 
intersection of X  with L must be greater in size than \U \  Xu\. Hence we let 
|X[3 | =  < \U\ and |X£,| =  Ag > \U\ — ki. Let . . .  , ^ 2 } =  X^ where
Xi ■=/■ Xj for i ^  j .  Let u be the element of ( X l ) Pi L of greatest length, then 
for each xi G X l  each of the products XiU G U is distinct. To see this note that 
< c, for all Xi G X l ,  and hence for Xi^Xj G X l  we have XiU = XjU if and 
only if Xi = Xj. It follows that |(X l) nU \ > k2 and so (X l)  H X u  ^  0, in other 
words there exists at least one element z G X u  such that z G {X l)  which implies 
that X  is not independent, a contradiction. □
5 Free semilattices
In this section we discuss the size of maximum independent sets in another type 
of semigroup. In particular, we find some upper and lower bounds for the upper 
rank, although we are unable to determine the exact value of in general. A 
free semilattice is the quotient of the free semigroup A'‘“, for some alphabet A, 
by the congruence:
{ w), fu) : u^v,w G }.
From this definition we see that a free semilattice is a commutative band. A more 
useful description is to consider the elements as the set of subsets (excluding the 
empty set) of an arbitrary n  element set A, where multiplication is defined to be 
the standard set operation of union. We denote this semigroup by SL^ and let 
A =  {ui, 0 2 , . . . ,  On}, we shall assume that n >  2 unless stated otherwise. For an 
element x G SLn we call the set { o,- G A : ai G x }  the content of x, and we 
denote this set by C{x), We shall refer to the set of all elements of SLn with a 
specific content size as a level of SLn.
1 6 8
We begin by determining the small, lower, intermediate and large ranks of 
SLn, for n > 2.
P ro p o sitio n  7.31 For arbitrary n >  2 the following hold:
ri(SLn)  =  2, r2{SLn) =  ra(5L n) =  n, r5{SLn) =  \SLn\ — 2^  ^ — 1.
P r o o f . It is easy to see that SLn is a band but not a royal semigroup and so, 
by Proposition 7.3, ri(SLn) — 2. It is evident that A is a minimum generating 
set for SLn hence r2{SLn) = n. Every generating set for SLn must contain the 
indecomposable elements {0 %,..., a^} hence rz{SLn) =  n. By Corollary 7.5, since 
SLn contains indecomposable elements we have that r^{SLn) = |*5'Ln| =  2^  ^— 1. 
□
Using the GAP code in Appendix A we were able to calculate r^{SLn) for 
some small values of n:
n 1 2 3 4 5 6
réiSLn) 1 2 4 7 13 24
Prom these results we are able to give some bounds on the upper rank of SLn 
(n G N). We start by giving an upper bound.
Lem m a 7.32 An upper bound for the upper rank of SLn E N) is given by:
r4{SLn)  ^  2r4(SLn-i)  +  1.
P r o o f . Let X  be a maximum independent set and let B  = {a i , . . . ,  Un-i} ^  A. 
It is clear that { B )  = SLn-i, hence if Y  is the largest subset of X  of elements 
with content B  then |y | < r4{SLn-i). Define a map a : { B  ) —^ SLn \  ( B ) 
such that wa = wOn. Note that a  is injective but not surjective (since a„ has no 
pre-image). Since SLn is a commutative band, for wi,wg G { B )
{ W i W 2 ) a  =  W i W 2 a n  =  W i ü n W 2 a n  — WiORUgO!,
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and hence û; is a homomorphism. We show that a subset Z  C {B ) is independent 
if and only iî Z a  Ç SLn is independent.
For the forward implication we assume that Z a  is dependent. Then there 
exists yün = x G Z a  such that x G { Z a  \  {a;} ) and so we may write
y c in  — X  — X \ X 2  . . • Xj j  — y i ( ^ n y 2 ^ n  • • • V k ^ n  U l  • • • 2/fc^nj
for some k G 'N, Xj G Z a  \  {% }, yi G Z  \  { y }  for each i  G {1,2 , . . . ,  /c } . It follows 
that y G ( Z \ {%/}), a contradiction. For the converse implication, we assume that 
Z a  is independent but that Z  is dependent. It follows that there exists y G Z  
such that y G { Z \  {y} ). We may write
y = yi---yk7
for some k G N and where yi G Z  \  {?/} for each i G {1,2, . . .  ,n}. But then 
ya — { y i.. .  yk)a =  y\ay2a . . .  and hence ya G ( Z a \  {ya}  ), a contradiction.
Let Z  denote the largest subset of ( B ) which satisfies Z a  Ç X  \  T. Since Z  
is independent in ( B ) it follows that either |^o;| =  \Z\ =  |X  \  y |  < r4(5L„_i) 
or |Xa| =  |X| =  | X \ y | - l <  n {S L n -i). □
Next, we give a lower bound for the upper rank of SLn.
Lem m a 7.33 A lower bound for the upper rank of SLn (n G N/ is given by: 
T4{SK) > (  " )  -  ( " ' / )  + r4(SL„_i) = Rn
P r o o f .  We construct an independent set in SLn  with size r 4 {SLn- i )  +  ([-n-]) — 
( p |) .  First, let F  be a maximum independent set in SLn-i =  ( Ui, ci2 j • > •, ^n-i ) 
and let X  denote all the elements of SLn of content size [n/2] which contain the 
letter a„. There are (p-|) elements of content size \n/2\ and ( p |)  elements of 
content size \n/2\ only containing {&i, U2 , . . . , Un-i}- This implies that
n \  fn  — Ÿ
' T i i y  V r i i
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We claim that the set X  U F  is independent. Assume otherwise. Then there 
exists X G X U  Y  such that a; G ( (X U F)\{æ} ). If a; G F  then x  cannot be 
written as a product of other elements of F  since F  is independent. It follows 
that any decomposition of x  into elements of (X U F) \  {a;} must contain an 
element of X  as a factor, but this implies that x  contains an, a contradiction. 
If a: G X  then x  cannot be written as a product of elements of F  alone, since 
an G C{x). It follows that any decomposition of x  into elements of (X U F) \  {a;} 
contains at least one element y G Y  and at least one element x ‘ G X .  Then 
|C(a;)| > max{|y|, |a;'|} =  |a;'| =  \n /2 \, and since a; ^  a;' we have \C{x) \ > \n/2], 
a contradiction. □
A slightly weaker condition than independence was considered by Kleitman in 
[64]. In this paper an upper bound is given on the maximum size of a collection 
of subsets of an n  element set which contains no three distinct subsets A, B  and 
C  related by the equation A U B  — C. We call a subset of SLn with this property 
weakly independent
Again, using the GAP code in Appendix A, we calculate the maximum size 
(which we shall denote by rw{SLn)) of a weakly independent set in SLn for some 
small values of n:
n 1 2 3 4 5 6
rw[SLn) 1 2 4 8 15 26
It is easy to see that any independent subset of SLn is also weakly independent 
and hence any upper bound on the maximum size of a weakly independent set is 
also an upper bound for the upper rank of SLn-
P ro p o sitio n  7.34 An upper hound for the upper rank of SLn is given by:
T 4 ( % )  <
n
n i
2" nT — Sn- n
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□
For more details see [63] and [64].
We note that a corollary of Proposition 7.34 is that the size of a maximum 
independent set in SLn is not larger than the two largest levels oî SLn.
C orollary  7.35 An upper bound for the upper rank of SLn is given by:
n \  (  n
P r o o f . It can easily be shown by induction that (pn^j) >  2” /n . □
To improve the efficiency of our com putations in Appendix A we identify an 
element of SLn  which is not contained in any maximum independent set.
Lemma 7.36 Let X  C SLn (n > 3) be an independent set. I f  SLn =  ( A ) and 
there exists x G X  such that |C(a:)| = n then |Xj < r4(5L„).
P r o o f .  We have from Lemma 7.33 that r i{SLn) >  Rn- Since X  is independent, 
C(X\{a;}) < n -  1, otherwise x = Uyç(x\{æ})y E ( X\{rr} ). It follows that 
|X \{ æ } | <  r4(5L „_i) and hence |X | <  f4 (5L ,,_ i) +  1 <  Rn. □
We end by giving the values o f the bounds Rn and 5*^  for M =  1 ,2  . . . ,  8:
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Rn 1 2 4 7 13 23 45 > 80
Sn 2 4 5 10 16 30 53 102
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6 Infinite groups and the non-existence of the 
intermediate rank
So far, we have considered rank properties of various finite groups and semigroups. 
In this section we consider these properties for infinite groups and semigroups.
As we noted in Chapters 5 and 6  for an infinite group G, with X  C G, the 
notation (X )  has two potential interpretations. That of the subsemigroup gener­
ated by X  and the subgroup generated by X .  For finite groups these two notions 
are the same, but for infinite groups they are distinct. In order to avoid ambigu­
ity we define these two different notions of generation, and hence independence. 
Let { X ) g  (respectively { X) s )  denote the subgroup (respectively subsemigroup) 
generated by the set X.  Let G be an infinite group. We call the minimum size of 
a group generating set for G the lower group rank of G] and denote this by . 
For X  Ç G we say that X  is G-independent if æ 0 { X  \  {a?} )g, for each x G X . 
A subset X  of G is called G-dependent if it is not G-independent. The maximum 
size of a G-independent set is hence the upper group rank of a group G; which we 
denote by r ^ \  The maximum size of a G-independent group generating set shall 
be called the intermediate group rank] which we denoted by r ^ \  For infinite 
semigroups, ^'-independent and 5-dependent sets are defined analogously. The 
lower semigroup rank, intermediate semigroup rank and upper semigroup rank 
are also defined analogously and denoted by r^^\ and r[^\ respectively.
P ro p o sitio n  7,37 Let G be an infinite group. I f  X  Ç G is G-independent then 
X  is S-independent.
P r o o f . This follows im m ediately from the observation that ( X  )g Ç ( X  )(?. □
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An immediate corollary of this result relates the upper group rank of an infinite 
group G to the upper semigroup rank of G.
C orollary  7,38 Let G be an infinite group. Then the upper semigroup rank of 
G is greater than or equal to the upper group rank of G:
r f ( G )  >  rf>(G ).
It follows from Proposition 1.7, that for a group G the lower semigroup rank is 
finite if and only if the lower group rank is finite.
It is clear that if T is a subsemigroup of S  then
r f \ T )  < r f \ S ) .  (7.4)
The analogous inequality (r4°l(T) <  r ^ \ S ) )  holds if T  is a subgroup of a group
S.  We give an example of a subset of a group that is 5-independent but not 
G-independent.
Exam ple 7.39 The set A ~  {3,4,5} is 5-independent in the group %. However, 
A  is not G-independent in Z since 5 belongs to the subgroup generated by 3 and
4.
We start by noting that the intermediate rank does not always exist, although 
the upper and lower ranks always do. We give an example of a group that has 
no G-independent group or 5-independent semigroup generating sets. For an
infinite semigroup 5, by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 7.1, if
exists then
' ■ f ( 5 ) < r f ( 5 ' ) < r f l ( 5 ) ,  (7.5)
and for an infinite group G
r f  (G) < 4°>(G) < rf>(G ).
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We define two different notions of upper semigroup rank and upper group rank 
in infinite semigroups and groups.
D efinition 7.40 We shall say that a semigroup S  has unbounded upper semi­
group rank if it is possible to find arbitrarily large finite 5-independent sets. A 
group G is said to have unbounded upper group rank if it is possible to find 
arbitrarily large finite G-independent sets.
We give an example of a semigroup with unbounded upper semigroup rank.
E xam ple 7.41 Consider the semigroup of all natural numbers M, under addi­
tion. It is easy to see that (N) =  1, since every (semigroup)
generating set for N must contain the element 1. For any n G N the set
X  = \n  H-1,77, +  2 , , . . ,  2t7. ij-j
is independent, since the sum of any two elements is at least 2n +  2, and \X\ = n. 
We also note that N contains no infinite independent sets. This follows almost 
immediately from the well-known fact that every subsemigroup of N is finitely 
generated.
D efinition 7.42 We shall say that a semigroup (respectively group) 5  in which 
there exists an infinite 5-independent (respectively G-independent) set has infi­
nite upper semigroup (respectively group) rank.
Clearly, if a semigroup 5  has infinite upper semigroup rank, then it also has 
unbounded upper semigroup rank. The last example shows that the converse is 
not true, there exist semigroups with unbounded upper semigroup rank but not 
infinite upper semigroup rank. Next, we give an example of a group with infinite 
upper semigroup rank and infinite upper group rank.
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E xam ple 7.43 Let G = 0 2 i  & countably infinite direct sum of the group Z.
Then by [73, Theorem 4.2.10] G is not finitely generated; i.e. t ^ \ G )  =  r^^(G) =  
N o .  Let a : ,  =  (0, . . . ,  0 ,1,0, . . .  )  G  G such that the only non-zero component of xi 
is the component. Then the set of all such elements X  = { x i  G G : % G  N } 
is a G-independent group generating set in G, and is infinite. Hence we have 
t ^ \ G )  — =  Nq. If we let X ' =  { i G  N } then X  U X ' is an
5-independent semigroup generating set for G, and so t^^\G ) ~  (G) =  Nq.
Note that X  U X ' is a group generating set for G but is not G-independent, and 
that X  is 5-independent but not a semigroup generating set for G.
We now give another example of a standard infinite group.
E xam ple 7.44 The infinite cyclic group Z has
~  1 and rp^(Z) =  2,
since ( 1 )g — ^  and ( —1,1 =  Z. Given any n G M we will find a G-
independent (and hence 5-independent) subset of Z containing n -f 1 elements. 
Let pi ,p 2 > • • . , P»+i be distinct primes, and let q =  p\p2 .. .p*. Let and
let X  =  {ui, U2 , . . . ,  Un+i}. Then X  is a G-independent subset of Z, since if 
6 G (X \  {ui}) then p, must divide 6, and so a, ^ (X \  {ui}). Thus r^^^(Z) > n, 
for all n G N, and so (Z), and hence (Z), are unbounded.
For a semigroup 5, the order of an element a; G 5  is defined to be the size of 
the subsemigroup generates by æ, namely |(a;)g|. Note that for a group G if (re) 5  
is finite then { x ) s  =  { x )q. Furthermore, { x ) s  is infinite if and only if { x )q 
is infinite. Therefore, we may refer to the order of an element of a semigroup, 
without ambiguity.
Lem m a 7.45 Let S  be a semigroup (respectively a group). I f  S  has an element 
of infinite order, then r ^ \ S )  (respectively r^^ \S ))  is unbounded.
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P r o o f .  Let rc G 5  be an element of infinite order. Then { x ) s  — ^  and it follows 
by (7.3) that (N). The result follows from Example 7.41. Similarly,
if 5  is a group then { x ) g  — ^  and hence r (5) > r f  (Z). In this case the result 
follows by Example 7.44. □
R em ark  7.46 A finitely generated infinite semigroup S  (respectively group) 
contains a maximum 5-independent semigroup generating set (respectively G- 
independent group generating set). It is clear that an 5-independent semi­
group generating set exists (for example, any minimum semigroup generating 
set) and hence r l^ \S )  exists. An analogous argument shows that a maximum 
G-independent group generating set exists if 5  is a group.
We now give an example of an infinite group that has no G-independent group 
generating sets or 5-independent semigroup generating sets.
E xam ple 7.47 Let p be a prime and let Gi =  Zp. Inductively, let G„ =  Zp ,^ 
where G^-i is a subgroup of G^. Then we have an infinite ascending chain of 
groups
< Gg < G3 < ' ' ' ,
and we let G =  U £ i Q - This group is commonly denoted by Zpoo and can be 
described as the group of all roots of unity. Evidently G is locally finite and 
hence G is not finitely generated as a group or a semigroup, (G) =  (G) =
Nq. Every proper subgroup of G is a finite cyclic group. By Corollary 7.8,
r P ( G i )  =  r f  >(Gi) =  1.
for all % G N, and so
r f l ( G )  >  1  a n d  r f \ 0 )  >  1 .
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If X  ç  G is a set with |X| >  1 then for x,y G X  there exists 7 G N such that 
x,y G Gi. But then either x G  (  y  ) ^  =  (  2/ ) g  or y  G  { x ) s  =  { x ) g  and hence X  
is both 5-dependent and G-dependent. It follows that
(G) =  1 and (G) =  1
and so r^^\Zpoo) and r^\Zpoo) do not exist.
We shall show that any semigroup 5  satisfying (5) =  1 is isomorphic to
ZpOO .
Lem m a 7.48 I f  a semigroup (respectively group) 5  has finite upper semigroup 
rank (respectively upper group rank) then 5  is periodic.
P r o o f . Since r^^^5) is finite, no element of 5  has infinite order by Lemma 7.45. 
It follows that every element of 5  has finite order. If 5  is a group then G is 
periodic by an analogous argument. □
C orollary  7.49 Let G be an abelian group. Then G is periodic if  and only if G 
is locally finite.
P r o o f .  The reverse implication is obvious. For the forward implication, let 
X  =  {a;i,a;2 j • • • 5 ^ n }  T G, for some n G  N. Since G is abelian every element 
X G ( X )  can be written
ju —  c 02 •  *  •  )
where ki g N  for each ï G  {1,2, . . . ,  n}. By assumption, the order of each element 
of G is finite and so ( X  ) is finite, as required. □
C orollary  7.50 Let G be an infinite group such that either G has finite upper 
group rank or G has finite upper semigroup rank. Then r^^  (G) =  r[^  ^(G).
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P r o o f . Since G has finite upper group rank or finite upper semigroup rank it 
follows, by Lemma 7.47, that G is periodic. This implies that a subset X  of G is 
G-independent if and only if X  is 5-independent. □
Next, we give a result which allows us to express a semigroup as a union of 
its subsemigroups.
Lem m a 7.51 An infinite countable semigroup 5  can be considered as a union of 
an infinite ascending chain of subsemigroups.
P r o o f .  Let 5  =  { s i ,  s g , . . . }  be the countably many elements of 5. For each 
7 G M, let 5j =  ( s i , . . . ,  Si )s. Then
5i < 5g < • • •
is an infinite ascending chain of subsemigroups, and it is evident that 5  =  (J£ i 5%. 
□
Lem m a 7.52 Let 5i < 5g < • • • be an infinite ascending chain of semigroups, 
and let 5  =  [J^ j 5%. Then r[^ \S ) is finite if and only if there exists N  e N  such 
that r[^\S i) — r[^\SN) for every i>  N . In which case, r [^ \S ) — r[^\SN).
P r o o f . We have that r ^ \S i )  < (52) < • • • by inequality (7.4). For the direct
implication, we assume that rj^^5) =  n G N. This implies that r ^ \S i )  < n, for 
every i  G N. It follows that there are an infinite number of 5 /s  with equal upper 
rank. Hence there exists X  G N such that (5^) =  r^4 \ S x )  for all i>  N.
For the converse implication, by assumption there exists X  G N such that 
 ^(5%) =  r[^\SN) for all i > N . Hence r4*^ (^5) > r^^^(5w)- By the same 
argument as in Example 7.47 it follows that ? ( 5 )  =  r^ \S M ). O
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C orollary  7.53 Let G be an infinite countable group. I f  G has finite upper group 
rank then
We are now able to characterise semigroups S  which satisfy r l^ \S )  =  1.
T heorem  7.54 Let S  be an infinite countable semigroup satisfying r ^ \ S )  = 1, 
Then S  is isomorphic to the group Zpoo, for some prime p.
P r o o f . Lemma 7.51 allows us to write S  =  Si, where each Si is a proper 
subsemigroup of We see that r[^\S i) =  1, for each z, by Lemma 7.52. Prom 
the definition of Si, Remark 7.46 and inequality (7.5) we have < r[^\Si).
This implies that (5J =  1 for each i. It follows that each 5$ is a monogenic 
semigroup. By Proposition 7.7 each Si is a semigroup defined by the relation 
where (i) n > 1 or m > 1; (ii) m G {1,2,3} and n — p^, for some 
7’ G N and p a prime; (iii) not both m  — 3 and n  a power of 2 greater than
1. Clearly, if rrz =  1 then 7% > 1 and M {l,n )  is a cyclic group of prime power 
order. We show that any chain of ascending semigroups which contains a non- 
cyclic monogenic semigroup is finite. To see this let Si =  M (7 7 1, n) be the first 
non-cyclic monogenic semigroup in our ascending chain, z G N and 7n =  2 or 3. 
Let 5  be a proper subsemigroup of M(2,7i) =  ( o ), it is easy to see that a ^  S  
and so S  is cyclic. Let 5  be a proper subsemigroup of M{3, n) = (a) .  It is easy 
to verify that if G 5  then since n is not a power of 2 greater than 1, and hence 
is odd, S  =  M{2,n). On the other hand, iî a? ^  S  then S  is cyclic. It is evident 
that a non-cyclic monogenic semigroup is not a subsemigroup of a cyclic group. 
It follows that any chain of ascending semigroups which contains a non-cyclic 
monogenic semigroup is finite, and the result follows. □
The next result allows us to find examples of non-finitely generated groups 
with arbitrary finite upper group rank.
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T heorem  7.55 Let G be a non-finitely generated abelian group satisfying r ^ \G )  - 
n, for some n G N. Then
Q ^  ^  Aj ,
3=1
where each Aj is either a cyclic group of prime power order or Zpoo, and at least 
one Aj is Zp«>.
P r o o f .  From Corollaries 7.48 and 7.49 we have G  =  I J S i  G i ,  where G i  is a finite 
proper subgroup of Gi+i, for every z G N. By (7.5) we have r^^\G i) < r ^ \G ) ,  
for each i, hence r ^ \G i)  < n. It is easy to see that each Gi is abelian, and by 
Lemma 7.52 there exists X  G H such that for z > X  we have r^^\G j) = n. We 
shall only consider the part of the chain for z > X. By the fundamental theorem 
of finite abelian groups we may write each Gi as the direct sum of cyclic groups 
of prime power order:
Gi =  0  • • • 0  ,
for some j  G N and where each p k  i s  a prime and >  1, for each k. By
Theorem 7.17 r^^\G i) =  j  and so j  =  n. Since Gi < for all z, we have that
Now, since there are an infinite number of subgroups Gi, there is at least one 
which is not bounded above as i tends to infinity. □
We give an example of a group where the intermediate group rank and the 
intermediate semigroup rank exist, but which contains a subgroup (namely, Zpoo) 
which has no G-independent group or 5-independent semigroup generating sets. 
This proves that the existence of the intermediate group rank is not preserved by 
subgroups or homomorphic images.
E xam ple 7.56 Let p and % (z G N) be primes such that p ^  Qi for any z G N. Let 
H  = 0 2 i  and let G =  Zpoo 0  H. We find a G-independent group generating
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set for G. Let y* denote the element (Ig^^, 1%^^,..., lzg._^,ÿ*, . . .  ) E H,
where every component is the identity, except the component which is y^  a 
generator for Zq.. Let Xi be any element of Zpoo of order It is easy to verify 
that { a ; ,  : z G N  } generates Z p o o  and that { y $  : z G M  } generates H .  We 
consider the set X  =  { (a;^,yt) : z G N } Ç  G. This set is G-independent (and 
hence 5-independent), since each element has as its second component a unique 
element of H, whose only non-trivial component is in a unique summand of H. 
We now show that X  generates G. For (a;,, yi) G X  we have
QiixuVi) = {qiXùqiVi) = (gm, W , 
since y* has order Similarly,
=  (lZpoo,FW,
since Xi has order pL Since %a;, a;, and p*y, ^  y, it follows that X  generates G
as a group, and since every element Xi and every element y, has finite order X  
generates G as a semigroup.
R em ark  7.57 For an infinite semigroup (respectively group) 5  we know that if 
rp^(5) (respectively (5)) exists then (5) < r[^ \S )  (respectively (5) < 
r4^^(5)). The converse, of both of these statements, is false. Let G =  © £ i  Zp^ 
where each p, is a distinct prime. Then G has no G-independent group generating 
sets and no 5-independent semigroup generating sets but v^ \ G )  =  î’P ^G ) =  
% < r f  >(G) =  r f  (G) =
O pen P ro b lem  7.58 Let G be an infinite group. I f  the intermediate semigroup 
rank rp^(G) exists, does the intermediate group rank r^^\G ) exist, and vice 
versa ?
A. Finding maximum independent sets
In this appendix we give GAP code which can be used to perform exhaustive 
searches to find the maximum cardinality of an independent set in a semigroup
S. These functions were used to suggest some of the results in Chapter 7.
The first function we give is used to check whether or not a set in a semigroup 
is independent.
#################################################################
# in p u t: a s e t  and a sem igroup #
# output : tr u e  in  th e  c a se  th a t  s e t  i s  independent in  sem igroup #
# f a l s e  o th e rw ise  #
################################################################# 
I s ln d e p := f u n c t io n ( s e t , sem igroup)
l o c a l  s i z e ,  #number o f  e lem en ts  in  s e t
in d ep , # tru e  i f  th e  s e t  i s  independent
num, # p o s i t io n  o f  th e  e lem en t x in  sem igroup
su b se t;  # s e t \ { x }  f o r  some x
s iz e : = S iz e  ( s e t ) ; 
in d e p := tr u e ; 
num := l;
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# f in d  th e  subsem igroup g e n era ted  by s u b s e t= s e t \{ x }
#and r e tu r n  f a l s e  i f  x i s  in  t h i s  subsem igroup  
w h ile  in d ep = tru e and num <=size do
s u b s e t : = F i l t e r e d ( s e t ,x - >  n o t P o s i t io n ( s e t ,x )= n u m ) ; 
i f  set[num ] in  S u b sem igrou p (sem igrou p ,su b set) th en  
in d e p := fa ls e ;
f i ;
num:=num+l; 
od;
r e tu r n  indep; 
end;
Next, we give a function that will search through all subsets of an n element 
semigroup, starting with all subsets with two elements, checking which are inde­
pendent. The program ends when all the subsets with k elements are dependent, 
where k G {1, 2 , . . , ,  n}. Before giving the actual code we give an outline of the 
algorithm used.
1. Let S  be the semigroup under consideration;
2. Let O — {Xl, X 2 , . . . ,  X,,} be the set of all independent subsets of size two 
in S  and let j  =  0;
3. repeat;
4. j  = j A  1;
5. z =  0 and 5  \  X j =  {yi,y2 , ■ • . , ym};
6. repeat;
7. z =  z +  1;
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8. if every subset of size |X^ | of XjU {yi}  belongs to O then continue, otherwise 
go to 10;
9. if X j  U {yi} is independent then add X j  U {yi} to X;
10. until i = m;
11. until j  — n;
12. if X  is empty then stop, otherwise let O =  X  and return to 3.
#########################################################
# in p u t: a sem igroup #
# ou tp u t: th e  maximum s i z e  o f an independent s e t  in  our #
# sem igroup and a l i s t  o f a l l  maximum #
# independent s e t s  #
#########################################################
fin d m axin d ep := fu n ctio n (sem ig ro u p )  
l o c a l  0 , # o ld  independent s e t s
N, #new independent s e t s
e lm s, #e lem en ts  o f sem igroup
s i z e ,  # s iz e  o f  sem igroup
i,j,m a x ,n u m , # co u n ters  
in d e p s e t , #an o ld  independent s e t
X ,  #an elem en t o f  in d e p se t
s i z e i ,  # s i z e  o f  in d e p se t
s r a a lle r is in d e p , # i s  ev ery  sm a lle r  su b se t  o f  in d e p se t  
# independent?
s u b s e t ,  # su b se t  o f  in d e p se t  un ion  a new elem ent
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n ew set; #a new s e t  form ed from an o ld  s e t
#by adding a s in g le  elem ent
0 : = [];
N: = []  ;
elm s :^ E lem en ts(sem igrou p ); 
s i z e : = S iz e ( e lm s ) ;
# s t a r t  by adding a l l  th e  independent s e t s  o f  s i z e  2 t o  0 
f o r  i  in  [ l . . s i z e ]  do 
f o r  j in  [ i + l . . s i z e ]  do
i f  I s ln d e p ( [ e l m s [ i ] , e l m s [ j ] ] , sem igrou p )= tru e th en  
Add(0 , [ e l m s [ i ] , e l m s [ j ] ] ) ;  
f i ;  
od; 
od;
i f  n o t IsEmpty(O) th en
max :~2 ; 
r e p e a t
# d isc a r d  a l l  indep  s e t s  o f  s i z e  max-2 
N : = [] ;
f o r  in d e p se t  in  0 do 
s i z e i : = S i z e ( i n d e p s e t ) ;
#ch oose  a new elem en t elm sC j] from e lem en ts  
#not in  in d e p se t
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f o r  j in  [ P o s i t i o n ( e l m s , i n d e p s e t [ s i z e i ] ) + i . . s i z e ]  do 
s m a l le r is  in d e p := tr u e ; 
nura:=l;
#check  w hether ev ery  su b se t  o f in d e p se t  un ion  e lm s [j ]  
# i s  in  0 i f  n ot th en  do n o t add in d e p se t  un ion  
# e lm s [j ]  to  N
w h ile  sm a lle r is in d e p = tr u e  and num <=sizei do 
s u b se t  := F i l t e r e d ( in d e p s e t , x->  
n o t P o s it io n ( in d e p s e t ,x )= n u m );
A d d C su b se t ,e lm s[j]) ;  
i f  n o t su b se t  in  0 th en  
s m a l le r is in d e p := f a l s e ;
f i ;
num:=num+l;
od;
# i f  ev ery  su b se t  o f  in d e p se t  un ion  elm sE j] i s  
#in d ep en d en t th en  t e s t  independence o f  in d e p se t  
#union  e lm s [j ]  
i f  sm a lle r is in d e p = tr u e  th en
n e w s e t := U n io n (S tr u c tu r a lC o p y ( in d e p s e t ) ,e lm s [ j ] ) ;  
i f  I s ln d e p (n e w s e t , sem igrou p )= tru e th en  
A d d (N ,n ew set); 
f i ;  
f i ;  
od; 
od;
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m ax:=max+l; 
u n t i l  S ize(M )= 0 ; 
r e tu r n  [ S iz e ( 0 [ l ] ) ,  0] ; 
e l s e
r e tu r n  1; 
f i ;
end;
1 Free semilattices
It is worth noting that the program in the previous section is somewhat inefficient, 
since the number of subsets of a n element set of size k grows rapidly with n. 
The algorithm also does not take into consideration any of the structure of the 
semigroup. In the particular case of free semilattices the program in the last 
section calculated the upper rank of SL^  for n =  1,2,3,4 in a reasonable amount 
of time. In order to find the remaining results, concerning the free semilattice, 
in Chapter 7, we give some further GAP code which is more efficient (for free 
semilattices).
Let Sn denote the symmetric group on n elements. We shall assume that 
is the set of all subsets of the set {1,2, . . . ,  n} (excluding the empty set). For an 
element x  G SLn and a permutation tt G if =  {zi, Z2 , • • •, ik} for some k e N  
then we define
X 7T —  {Z iT T , Z27T, . . . , Z ^ T t}.
For X  Ç SLn, with X  = {%i, ^ 2 , • • •, a:,-} (r G M), and tt G we define
X tT =  {a^iTT, 37271, . . , æ^Tr}.
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We say that subsets X  and Y  of SLn {n G N) are equivalent if there exists tt E Sn 
such that
X tt =  y.
This relation is an equivalence relation on 5L„. The next result shows that 
equivalence preserves independence.
Lem m a A .l  Let X  and Y  be equivalent subsets of SLn. Then X  is independent 
if and only if  Y  is independent
P r o o f .  Let X  be independent and assume that Y  is dependent. Then there 
exists y E Y  such that y E { Y  \  {y} ), or there exists xn E X n  such that 
XTT E ( X t t  \  {3 771} ). It follows that x E { X \  {3 7} ), a contradiction. □
This result implies that to find the maximum size of an independent set in 
SLn we need only consider one subset from each equivalence class of SLn (a 
transversal of the equivalence classes of our relation). We show how to find 
such a transversal. Let Ti denote any transversal of the orbits of SLn in the 
symmetric group For every xi E Ti let T2 ,®i denote any transversal of the 
orbits of SLn in the stabiliser of 37i in Continue this process inductively so 
that is a transversal of the orbits of SLn in the stabiliser of X^-i in Rn,
where X & - 1  =  and 37  ^ G the set of subsets
of SLn
B n  =  {  {yij • • • 5  Vj} ‘ Vi E  1  ^  ^  2 / l  E  T i  }
is a transversal of the set of all subsets of SLn.
We define a total order on the elements of SLn. Let <% denote any total order 
on the set (z G {1,2, . . . ,  n}) of elements of SLn of contents size z. Then for 
37, y G SLn we define
37 < y if and only if |C(37)| < |G(y)| or |C(37)| =  |C(y)| =  z and x  <% y.
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It is obvious that for x , y  E SLn we have
x y  >  max{37,y}.
Lem m a A .2 Let X  be an independent set. I f  y  ^  (X )  and y  > max{37 : æ G X} 
then X  U {y} is independent.
P r o o f .  Assume there exists x  E X  such that x  E ( ( X U  {y}) \  { r c }  ). Since
X ^  { X \  {æ} ) it follows that y is a factor in any decomposition of X  into a
product of elements of (X U {y}) \  {%}. This implies that
X > y  > max{ x  : x  E X  },
a contradiction. □
We now outline the algorithm used in the function below. The reader may 
observe that the algorithm outlined below assumes that the set En {n  E N) 
is known. It is obvious that computing the set En would be immensely time 
consuming, and hence such a computation is undesirable. In the implemented 
algorithm we calculate the relevant subset of En as it is required, hence avoiding 
the larger calculation. It is evident that these two approaches are equivalent. We 
present the modified outline in order to simplify the explanation of the procedure.
1. Let n G N;
2. let Ti be a transversal of the orbits of SLn in Rn and let z =  0;
3. let M  denote the empty set;
4. repeat;
5. z =  z +  1;
6. let ti denote the z*^  ^ element of Ti and let I  — {ti};
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7. justremoved — false;
8. repeat;
9. if {Eji \  { I ) ) n { x  : X > i ,i  e I  } is non-empty and justremoved  =  fa lse  
then let /  =  J  U {y}, where y is the minimum element oî En \  { I ) C \ { x  : 
X > i, i  ^  I }, and go to 12;
10. ÏÎ E n \ { I )  is empty and {En \ { I \ { y } ) ) ^ { x  : x > i ,i  e  I  }, where y 
is the maximum element of / ,  is non-empty, then let I  — {I \  {y}) U {z}, 
where z is the minimum element of {En \  { I \  {y} )) n  { a; : a; > %,% € 7 }, 
let justremoved  =  fa lse  and go to 12;
11. if E n \ { I )  is empty and { E n \ { I \ { y } ) ) n { x  ; x > G I }y  where y  is the 
maximum element of / ,  is empty, then let /  =  /  \  {y} and justremoved = 
true;
12. if |/ | > \M\  then let M  = I;
13. until |/ | =  1;
14. until i = n — 1;
15. return \M\  and M;
Before giving the main algorithm, we require a function which finds the sub­
semigroup of SLn generated by the union of a subsemigroup and an element.
#################################################################
# in p u t: a subsem igroup and an elem en t #
# ou tp u t: th e  sem igroup g en era ted  by th e  un ion  o f  subsem igp and #
# elm  #
#################################################################
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g e n e r a te  := fu n c tio n (su b se m ig p , elm ) 
l o c a l  r e s u l t ,  # th e  g en e r a te d  sem igroup  
s ,  #elem en t o f r e s u l t
i ,  #an elem en t la r g e r  than  s in  SL_n
new, #new p rod u cts
f in is h e d ;  # tru e  when no new p rod u cts are form ed
f in i s h e d : = f a l s e ;
r e su lt := U n io n (s u b s e m ig p ,[e lm ]) ;
# r ep ea t u n t i l  we form no new p rod u cts  
r e p e a t  
new : = [ ] ;
# f in d  a l l  th e  p rod u cts o f  e lem en ts  in  r e s u l t  
#w ith  o th e r  elm s in  r e s u l t  
fo r  s in  r e s u l t  do
f o r  i  in  [ P o s i t i o n ( r e s u l t , s ) . .S i z e ( r e s u l t ) ]  do 
# i f  we make a new elem en t th en  add i t  t o  new 
i f  n o t U n i o n ( s , r e s u l t [ i ] ) in  r e s u l t  th en  
Add(new, U n io n (s , r e s u l t [ i ]  ) ) ;  
f i ;  
od; 
od;
#add a l l  th e  new p rod u cts  to  r e s u l t  and r e p e a t  u n t i l  th e r e  
#are no new p rod u cts  
r e s u lt := U n io n (r e s u lt ,n e w ) ; 
u n t i l  new =[];
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r e tu r n  r e s u l t ;  
end;
#############################################################
# in p u t : a n a tu r a l number n #
# o u tp u t: th e  maximum s i z e  o f an independent s e t  in  th e  f r e e  #
# s e m i la t t ic e  on an n elem en t s e t ,  and an exam ple o f  #
# a maximum independent s e t  #
#############################################################  
f  indm axindepSL:= fu n ct io n (n )
lo c a l  e lm s, # e lem en ts  o f  th e  f r e e  s e m i la t t ic e
s i z e ,  # s iz e  o f  elm s
i ,  k , # co u n ters
maximumset, # th e  la r g e s t  independent s e t  found so  fa r
tmp, # th e  f i r s t  e lem en t o f s i z e  i
in d e p s e t ,  # s e t  c u r r e n t ly  b e in g  c o n s id er e d
su b sem i, #subsem igroup o f SL g e n era ted  by in d e p se t
p o s , # p o s i t io n  o f  l a s t  elem ent o f  in d e p s e t  in  elm s
a llo w e d , # fo r c e s  swap a f t e r  remove
s ta b , # l i s t  o f s t a b i l i s e r s  o f  in d e p se t
fo r b id , # fo rb id d en  e lem en ts
symm, #sym m etric group on n e lem en ts
p o t e n t ia la d d i t io n s ,  #e lem en ts  n ot in  th e  subsem igroup
# g en era ted  by in d e p s e t  which are  
# la r g e r  th an  ev ery  elem en t o f  
# in d e p se t
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p o te n ta d d it io n s i f s w a p ; # e le m e n ts  n o t  in  subsemigroup
#g en era ted  by a l l  but t h e  l a s t  
# l a s t  e lem ent o f  in d e p s e t  which  
#are la r g e r  than  ev e ry  elem ent o f  
# in d e p s e t
# f i r s t  f in d  a l l  th e  e lem en ts  o f  SL_n e x c lu d in g  th e  em ptyset  
e l m s : = F i l t e r e d (Combinati o n s ( [ 1 . .n ] ) ,x ~ > n o t  x = [ ] ) ;
# d is c a r d  th e  e lem ent o f  l e n g th  n 
e lm s := F i l t e r e d (e lm s ,x - > n o t  S i z e ( x ) = n ) ;
# s o r t  th e  elms by in c r e a s in g  s i z e
S o r t ( e l m s , f u n c t i o n ( x ,y )  r e tu r n  S i z e ( x ) < S i z e ( y ) ; e n d ) ;
s i z e : “S i z e ( e l m s ) ;
maximums e t  : = [ ] ;
symm:=SymmetricGroup(n);
s ta b :  = [] ;
# f in d  a l l  independent s e t s  w ith  f i r s t  e lem ent th e  f i r s t  elem ent  
# o f  e lem ent o f  l e n g th  i  
f o r  i  in  [ l . . n - l ]  do
#tak e  th e  f i r s t  e lem ent o f  l e n g th  i  in  elms  
i f  i = l  then  
tmp:= e lm s[1 ];  
e l s e
tm p : = e lm s [2 + S u m ( [ 2 . . i - 1 ] ,x - > B in o m ia l (n ,x ) ) ] ;  
f i ;
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# l e t  in d e p s e t  c o n ta in  our one e lem ent o f  l e n g th  i  
in d e p s e t := [ tm p ];
# th e  subsemigroup g e n e r a te d  by in d e p s e t  i s  j u s t  th e  s i n g l e
#elem ent o f  in d e p s e t
su b sem i: = [ [tmp]] ;
s ta b  : = [symm];
fo r b id :  = [ [ ]  , [ ] ] ;
k : = l ;
a l lo w ed := tr u e ;  
r e p e a t
p o s := P o s i t i o n ( e l m s , i n d e p s e t [ k ] ) ;  
p o t e n t i a l a d d i t i o n s :^ F i l t e r e d ( e lm s { [ p o s + 1 . . s i z e ] } ,  
x->  not X in  s u b se m i[k ] ) ;
# s te p  9 in  th e  o u t l i n e  
i f  not  I s E m p ty (p o te n t ia la d d i t io n s )  and 
S iz e ( in d e p s e t ) + S iz e ( p o t e n t ia la d d i t io n s ) > S iz e ( m a x im u m s e t )  
and a l low ed = tru e  then
s t a b [ k ] : = S t a b i l i z e r ( s y m m ,in d e p s e t ,O n S e t s S e t s ) ;
Add( i n d e p s e t , p o t e n t i a l a d d i t i o n s [ 1 ] ) ;  
k : = k + l ;
i f  S iz e ( in d e p se t)> S ize (m a x im u m se t)  th en  
m axim um set:=Shallow C opy(indepset); 
f  i ;
f o r b id  [ k ] : = O r b i t ( s t a b [ k - l ] , i n d e p s e t [ k ] ,O n S e t s ) ; 
s u b s e m i[ k ] := g e n e r a te ( s u b s e m i[k - 1 ] , i n d e p s e t [ k ] ) ;
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e l s e
# s te p  10 in  th e  o u t l i n e  
i f  no t  k=l then  
potentad d .it  i o n s i f  swap : = F i l t e r e d ( e lm s {  [p o s+ 1 . . s i z e ]  } ,  
x -> n ot  X  in  su b sem i[k -1 ]  and not  x in  f o r b i d [ k ] ) ;  
i f  n o t  I s E m p ty (p o te n ta d d it io n s if sw a p )  and 
S iz e ( i n d e p s e t ) + S i z e ( p o t e n t a d d i t io n s i f s w a p )
>Size(maximumset) 
th en
i n d e p s e t [ k ] := p o t e n t a d d i t io n s i f s w a p [1 ] ;  
a l lo w e d := tr u e ;
subsemi [ k ] := g e n e r a te ( s u b s e m i[k - 1 ] , in d e p s e t  [ k ] ) ;  
f o r b id [ k ] : = U n io n ( f o r b id [ k ] ,
O r b i t ( s t a b [ k - 1 ] , i n d e p s e t [ k ] ,O n S e t s ) ) ;
e l s e
# s te p  11 in  th e  o u t l i n e  
a l lo w e d : = f a l s e ;
U n b in d ( in d e p se t [k ] ) ;  
k : = k - l ;  
f i ;  
f i ;  
f i ;  
u n t i l  k = l;  
od;
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r e tu r n  [S iz e  (maximumset),maximumset] ; 
end;
2 Results
In this section we present some of the results produced using the code in the pre­
vious sections. Note that where a complete list of independent sets of maximum 
size should appear we have included only a single example of such a set, since the 
complete lists are often rather long.
Brandt semigroups over the trivial group
In this section we determine the upper rank of the Brandt semigroup for 
n =  1, 2,3 and 4.
gap> f := F reeS em igrou p (" z" , " e " ) ; ; 
gap> z := f .1 ;  ; 
gap> e := f .2  ; ;
gap> r e l s : ~ [ [ e ' ' 2 , e ]  , [ e * z ,z ]  , [ z * e ,z ]  , [ z " 2 ,z ] ]  ; ;
gap> s : = f / r e l s ; ;
gap> elms := E le m e n t s ( s ) ; ;
gap> z : = e l m s [ l ] ; ;
gap> e := e lm s[2 ] ;  ;
gap> mat : = [ [ e ] ] ;
[ [ e ] ]
gap> r:=R eesZ eroM atr ixS em igrou p (s ,m at);
Rees Zero M atrix Semigroup over  Semigroup( [ z ,  e ] ) 
gap> f in d m a x in d e p (r ) ;
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[ 2 ,  [ 0 ,  ( e ; l , l )  ] 3 
gap> mat : - [ [ e , z ] , [ z , e ] ] ;
[ [ e ,  z ] ,  [ z ,  e ] ]  
gap> r:=R eesZ eroM atr ixS em igrou p (s ,m at);
Rees Zero M atrix Semigroup over  Semigroup( [ z ,  e ] ) 
gap> f in d m a x in d e p (r ) ;
[ 3 ,  [ ( e ; l , l ) ,  ( e ; l , 2 ) ,  ( e ; 2 , 2 )  ] ]
gap> mat: = [ [ e , z , z ] , [ z , e , z ] , [ z , z , e ] ]  ;
[ [ e ,  z ,  z  ] ,  [ z ,  e ,  z ] ,  [ z ,  z ,  e ] ] 
gap> r:=R eesZ eroM atr ixS em igrou p (s ,m at);
Rees Zero M atrix Semigroup over  Sem igroup( [ z ,  e ] ) 
gap> f in d m a x in d e p (r ) ;
C 5 ,  [ Ce;1 , 1 ) ,  ( e ; l , 2 ) ,  ( e ; l , 3 ) ,  ( e ; 2 , 2 ) ,  ( e ; 3 , 3 )  ] ]  
gap> m a t : = [ [ e , z , z , z ] , [ z , e , z , z ] , [ z , z , e , z ] , [ z , z , z , e ] ] ;
[ [ e ,  z ,  z ,  z ] ,  [ z ,  e ,  z ,  z  ] ,  [ z ,  z ,  e ,  z  ] ,  [ z ,  z ,  z ,  e ] ] 
gap> r:=R eesZ eroM atr ixS em igrou p (s ,m at);
Rees Zero M atrix Semigroup over  Sem igroup( [ z ,  e ] ) |
gap> f in d m a x in d e p (r ) ; |
[ 8 ,  [ ( e ; l , l ) ,  ( e ; l , 2 ) ,  ( e ; l , 3 ) ,  ( e ; 2 , 2 ) ,
( e ; 2 , 4 ) ,  ( e ; 3 , 3 ) ,  ( e ; 3 , 4 ) ,  ( e ; 4 ,4 )  ] ] \
B ra n d t sem igroups over % 2
In this section we determine the upper rank of the Brandt semigroup B(Z 2 , n), 
for n =  2,3.
gap> f : - F r e e S e m ig r o u p (" z " ," e " ) ; ; 
gap> z := f .1 ;  ; 
gap> e := f .2  ; ;
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gap> r e l s :  = [ [ e " 3 , e ] ,  [ e * z , z] , [ z * e , z] , Cz*'2, z ] ] ; ;
gap> s : = f / r e l s ; ;
gap> elms := E le m e n t s ( s ) ; ;
gap> z : = e l m s [ l ] ; ;
gap> e := e lm s[2 ] ;  ;
gap> m a t : = [ [ e , z , z ] , [ z , e , z ] , [ z , z , e ] ] ; ;  
gap> r:=R eesZ eroM atr ixS em igrou p (s ,m at); ;
Rees Zero M atrix Semigroup over  Semigroup( [ z ,  e ] ) 
gap> f in d m a x in d y (r ) ;
[ 7 ,  [ ( e ; l , l ) ,  ( e ; l , 2 ) ,  ( e ; l , 3 ) ,  ( e ; 2 , 2 ) ,  (e ;3 ,3 ) ,
( e T 2 ; l , 2 ) ,  ( e T 2 ; l , 3 )  ] ] 
gap> mat: = [ [ e , z , z , z ] , [ z , e , z , z ] , [ z , z , e , z ] , [ z , z , z , e ] ] ; ; 
gap> r :=R eesZ eroM atrixSem igroup(s ,m at); ;
Rees Zero M atrix Semigroup over  Semigroup( [ z ,  e ] ) 
gap> f in d m a x in d y (r ) ;
[ 12, C ( e ; l , l ) ,  ( e ; l , 2 ) ,  ( e ; l , 3 ) ,  ( e ; 2 , 2 ) ,  ( e ; 2 , 4 ) ,
(e ;3 ,3 ) ,  (e ;3 ,4 ) ,  (e ;4 ,4 ) ,  (e T 2 ; l ,2 ) ,  (e T 2 ; l ,3 ) ,
( e T 2 ; 2 ,4 ) ,  (e T 2 ;3 ,4 )  ] ]
We note that the last result took more than one month to compute. 
Independent sets in free sem ilattices
In this section we calculate the upper rank of the free semilattice SLn, for n 
3 ,4 ,5 ,6 .
gap> findmaxindepSL(3 ) ;
C 4 ,  C [ 1 ] ,  [ 1, 2 ] ,  [ 1, 3 ] ,  [ 2 , 3 ] ] ] 
gap> findmaxindepSL( 4 ) ;
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[ 7 ,  [ C l ] ,  [ 1, 2 ] ,  [ 1. 3 ] ,  [ 1, 4 ] .  [ 2.  3 ] ,
[ 2. 4 ] ,  [ 3,  4 ] ] ] 
gap> findmcLXindepSL(5) ;
[ 1 3 ,  [ [ 1 ] ,  [ 1, 2 ] ,  [ 1, 5 ] ,  [ 2,  3 ] ,  [ 1, 3 ] .
[ 2. 5 ] ,  [ 3, 5 ] .  [ 1, 2. 4 ] ,  [ 2.  3, 4 ] .
[ 1, 3, 4 ] .  [ 3, 4. 5 ] ,  [ 2,  4,  5 ] ,
[ 1, 4,  5 ] ] ]
gap> findmaxindepSL(6);
[ 2 4 ,  [ [ 1, 2 ] ,  [ 1, 5 ] ,  [ 3, 4 ] ,  [ 4, 6 ] ,  [ 2,  5 ] ,
[ 3, 6 ] ,  [ 1, 2, 3 ] ,  [ 1, 3, 5 ] ,  [ 1, 2, 4 ] ,
[ 2, 3, 4 ] ,  [ 1, 4, 5 ] ,  [ 3, 4, 5 ] ,  [ 1, 3,  6 ] ,
[ 2,  3, 5 ] ,  [ 1, 2,  6 ] ,  [ 2, 3, 6 ] ,  [ 2,  5, 6 ] ,
[ 1. 4, 6 ] ,  [ 1, 5, 6 ] ,  [ 3, 5, 6 ] ,  [ 2,  4, 5 ] ,
[ 4, 5, 6 ] ,  [ 2,  4, 6 ] ,  [ 1, 3, 4 ] ] ]
W ealily independen t sets in  free sem ilattices
Finally, we calculate the maximum size of a weakly independent set in SL^, 
for n  =  3,4,5,6. Note that although we have not given the GAP code for the
function findmaxweakindepSL  it is essentially the same as the code used in the
last section. The main difference being in the function generate, which is easily 
modified to produce the union of every pair of elements in a set rather than the 
subsemigroup generated by that set.
gap> findmaxweakindepSL(3);
[ 4 ,  [ [ 1 ] ,  [ 2 ] ,  [ 3 ] ,  [ 1, 2, 3 ] ] ] 
gap> findmaxweakindepSL(4);
[ 8 ,  [ [ 1 ] ,  [ 4 ] ,  [ 2 ] ,  [ 3 ] ,  [ 1, 2, 3 ] ,  [ 1, 3, 4 ] ,
[ 1, 2, 4 ] ,  [ 2, 3, 4 1 ] ]
2 0 0
gap> findmaxweakindepSL( 5 ) ;
[  15 , [  [ 1 ] .  C 5 ] ,  [ 2 ] .  [  3 ] ,  [  4 ] ,  [ 1, 2, 3 ] ,
[ 1, 2, 4 ] ,  [  1, 3, 4 ] ,  [  1, 2, B ] ,  [ 1, 4. 5 ] ,
[ 1, 3, 5 ] ,  C 2, 3. 4 ] .  [  2, 3, 5 ] ,  [ 2, 4, 5 ] ,
[ 3, 4, 5 ] ] ]  
gap> findmaxweakindepSL(6);
1 ] , [ 3  3 , [  2  3 , [ 4 3 ,  [ 6 3 ,  [ 5 3 ,  [ 1 , 3 ,  6  3 ,
1 ,  4 , 5 ] , [  1 ,  2 ,  3  3 , [  3 ,  4 ,  5  3 ,  [ 2 , 3 ,  5  3 ,
3 ,  4 , 6 1 , [  1 ,  2 , 5  3 , [  1 ,  4 ,  6  3 ,  [ 1 , 2 , 6  3 ,
1 ,  5 , 6 3 , [  1 ,  3 , 4  3 , [  4 ,  5 ,  6  3 ,  [ 2 , 5 , 6  3 ,
2 ,  3 , 4 3 , [  1 ,  3 , 5  3 , [  1 ,  2 ,  4  3 ,  [ 3 , 5 , 6  3 ,
2 ,  4 , 5 3 , [  2 ,  3 , 6  3 , [  2 ,  4 ,  6  3 3 3
B, Second integral homology
In this appendix, we give GAP code that will find the second integral homology 
of an arbitrary finitely presented semigroup. It is possible to calculate the second 
integral homology of a semigroup S  defined by a presentation ( A | B ), where A  
is an alphabet and the relations R  form a uniquely terminating rewriting system, 
see Chapter 1 for more details.
We start by stating the main GAP function which calculates the second in­
tegral homology of a finitely presented semigroup. The functions after this are 
listed in order of appearance.
#################################################################
# in p u t:  an fp  semigroup #
# output:  a l i s t  w ith  3 e n t r i e s ,  an fp  a b e l ia n  group g ,  #
# th e  r e l a t o r s  o f  g ,  a d ecom p osit ion  o f  g i n t o  a d i r e c t  #
# sum o f  c y c l i c  groups #
#################################################################
h 2 := fu n ct  i o n ( semigp)  
l o c a l  i ,
rw s, # r e w r it in g  system  o f  semigp
d2, # th e  map d e l t a . 2
d3, # th e  map d e l ta _ 3
2 0 1
2 0 2
ovr , # o v e r la p s  o f  rws
normalform; #e len ien ts  o f  th e  image o f  d e l t a . 3 w r i t t e n
# in  term s o f  b a s i s  o f  th e  k e r n e l  o f  d e l ta _ 2
normalform: = [] ;
r w s :=K nuthB endixR ew ritingSystem (sem igp);
#ensure  t h a t  rws i s  c o n f lu e n t  
i f  not  I sC o n f lu en t(r w s)  th en  
M akeC onfluent(rw s);
f i ;
# f in d  th e  o v e r la p s  
o v r := o v e r la p ( r w s ) ;
# f in d  th e  image o f  rws under d e l ta _ 3  
d 3 := d e l ta 3 ( r w s , o v r ) ;
# f in d  th e  k e r n e l  o f  th e  map d e l t a . 2  
d 2 : = d e l t a 2 ( r w s ) ;
# w r ite  e lem en ts  o f  image o f  d eI t a . 3 (d3) as a com bination  of  
# b a s i s  e lem en ts  o f  k e r n e l  o f  deI t a . 2 (d2) 
f o r  i  in  [ 1 . .S i z e ( d 3 ) ]  do
n o r m a lfo r m [ i] := S o lu t ion M at(d 2 , d 3 [ i ] ) ;  
od;
r e tu r n  [makereIn ( intm at (normalform) ) ] ;
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end;
The next function finds the overlaps of the rewriting system rws. Recall that 
an overlap is a pair of rules, of the form [(rir2 , ^1 ,2 ), (r2 T3 , 0 2 ,3 )] or [(rir2 r 3 , si), (r2 , 8 2 )], 
where ( n r 2 ,81,2), (V s , 82,3), ( r iV 3 ,  81), (rg, 82) are relations in R. We shall refer 
to the former as type 1 overlaps and the latter as type 2 overlaps.
##############################################################
# in p u t:  a r e w r i t in g  system  rws #
# output:  th e  o v e r la p s  o f  rws, as a l i s t  o f  p a ir s  o f  r e w r it e  #
# r u l e s  #
############################################################## 
o v e r la p  := funct  io n (r w s )
l o c a l  i , j , k ,  
s i z e ,  
r u l e s , 
r a v ,  
o v e r s , 
fo r b id ;
# co u n ters
#number o f  r u l e s  in  rws 
# th e  r u l e s  o f  rws 
# r u le  as v e c to r  
# o v e r la p s
r u l e s  := R u le s (r w s ) ; 
rav  : = [] ;
s i z e : = S i z e ( r u l e s ) ; 
overs  : “ [] ; 
f o r b i d : = [] ;
# con ver t  th e  word in  th e  r u l e s  t o  t h e i r
# ExtRepOfObj r e p r e s e n t a t io n  
f o r  i  in  [ 1 . . s i z e ]  do
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Add (ra v ,  [ ] )  ;
A d d ( r a v [ i ] , E x tR e p O fO b j(r u le s [ i ] [ 1 ] ) ) ;
A d d ( r a v [ i ] , E x tR e p O fO b j(r u le s [ i ] [ 2 ] ) ) ;  
od;
# c a l c u l a t e s  th e  o v e r la p s  o f  ty p e  1 
f o r  i  in  [ 1 . . s i z e ]  do 
f o r  j in  [ 1 . . s i z e ]  do
#check whether r u le  i  o v e r la p s  w ith  r u le  j 
#and add th e  p a ir  ( r u l e s [ i ] , r u l e s [ j ] ) t o  overs  
i f  r a v [ i ]  [1] [L e n g th (r a v [ i ]  [1] ) - l ] = r a v [ j ]  [1] Cl] th en  
Add(over8 , [ r u l e s [ i ] , r u l e s [ j ] ] ) ;
A d d ( f o r b i d , [ i , j ] ) ;  
f i ;  
od; 
od;
# c a l c u l a t e s  th e  o v e r la p s  o f  ty p e  2 
f o r  i  in  [ 1 . . s i z e ]  do 
f o r  j in  [ 1 . . s i z e ]  do
#no need t o  check p a ir s  o f  r e l a t i o n s  a lr e a d y  c o n s id e r e d  
i f  n o t  [ i , j ]  in  f o r b id  and
L e n g t h ( r a v [ j ] [ 1 ] ) < L e n g t h ( r a v [ i ] [1 ] )  th en  
# f o r  r u l e s  ( x ,y )  and ( z , t )  f i n d  every  subword o f  
# le n g th  | z |  in  X and check f o r  e q u a l i t y  w ith  z  
f o r  k in  [ 1 , 3 . .L e n g t h ( r a v [ i ] [ 1 ] ) - L e n g t h ( r a v [ j ] [ 2 ] ) + l ]  do 
i f  I s M a t c h i n g S u b l i s t ( r a v [ i ] [ 1 ] , r a v [ j ] [ 1 ] ,k )  th en
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A d d ( o v e r s , [ r u l e s [ i ] , r u l e s [ j ] ]  ) ;  
f i ;
od;
f i ;
od;
od;
r e tu r n  o v e r s;
end;
Next, we find the image of the mapping (^ 3 ,
#############################################################
# in p u t:  a r e w r i t in g  system  (rws) and i t s  s e t  o f  o v e r la p s  #
# (o v e r la p s )  #
# output : th e  image o f  o v e r la p s  under d e l t a . 3 as a m a tr ix ,  #
# where each row correspond s t o  an o v e r la p  and each #
# column corresponds t o  a r u le  o f  rws #
#############################################################
d e l t a 3 : = f u n c t i o n ( r w s , o v e r la p s )
l o c a l  mat, # th e  ouput m atr ix
rrw s, # r u le s  o f  rws
i , j , k ,  # co u n ters
r l , s 2 3 , s l 2 , r 3 ,  #subwords o f  r u l e s  
t h e t a l , # v a lu e  o f  a lpha  f o r  Ih  r u le
t h e t a 2 ,  # v a lu e  o f  a lpha  f o r  rh r u le
f in i s h e d ;
r r w s := R u le s (r w s) ;
2 0 6
mat : = [] ;
# make output m atr ix  (mat) w ith  0 in  every  p o s i t i o n  
f o r  i  in  [ 1 . .S i z e ( o v e r l a p s ) ]  do
m a t [ i ] : = L i s t W i t h I d e n t i c a l E n t r i e s ( S i z e ( r r w s ) ,0 )  
od;
# t h i s  now ta k e s  an o v e r la p  and c a l c u l a t e s  d e l ta S  o f  i t  
f o r  i  in  [ 1 . .S i z e ( o v e r l a p s ) ]  do
# in  a ty p e  1 o v e r la p  f i n d  r l , th e  subword o f  th e
# f i r s t  r u le  t h a t  does not  o v e r la p
k:=2;
f i n i s h e d  := f a l s e ; 
w h ile  f i n i s h e d = f a l s e  do
i f  n o t  k > L e n g t h ( o v e r la p s [ i ] [ 2 ] [ 1 ] )  then  
i f  not
P o s it io n W o rd (o v er la p s  [ i ]  [1] [1] ,
Subword( o v e r l a p s [ i ] [ 2 ] [ 1 ] , l , k ) ) = f a i l  th en  
k:=k+l;
e l s e
k : = k - l ;
f i n i s h e d : = t r u e ;
f i ;
e l s e  
k : = k - l ;
f in i s h e d : = t r u e ;
f i ;
od;
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s 2 3 : = o v e r la p s [ i ] [2] [2 ] ;
# f in d  th e  v a lu e  o f  th e  f u n c t io n  a lp h a ( r l s 2 3 )  
i f  no t  k=Length( o v e r l a p s [ i ] [ 1 ] [ 1 ] )  th en
r l : = S u b w o r d ( o v e r la p s [ i ] [1 ] [1 ] ,1 ,L e n g t h ( o v e r l a p s [ i ] [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ) - k ) ; 
t h e t a l : = t h e t a ( r w s , r l * s 2 3 ) ; 
e l s e
t h e t a l := t h e ta ( r w s , s 2 3 ) ; 
f i ;
A d d ( t h e t a l , o v e r l a p s [ i ] [ 2 ] ) ;
#add 1 t o  th e  P o s i t i o n ( r r w s , t h e t a l [ j ] ) e n tr y  in  th e  row o f  ;
i
#mat which i s  determ ined by th e  o v er la p  we are  c o n s id e r in g  
#where corresponds t o  P o s i t i o n ( r r w s , t h e t a l [ j ] ) i s  th e  r u le  |
# in  rws j
f o r  j  in  [ 1 . . S i z e ( t h e t a l ) ]  do i
m a t [ i ] [ P o s i t i o n ( r r w s , t h e t a l [ j ] ) ] : =  
m a t [ i ] [ P o s i t i o n ( r r w s , t h e t a l [ j ] ) ] + l ; I
od; j
# r e p e a t  th e  l a s t  procedure f o r  th e  rh r u le
s l 2 : = o v e r l a p s [ i ] [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ;
i f  no t  k = L e n g t h ( o v e r la p s [ i ] [ 2 ] [1 ]) then
r 3 := S u b w o r d (o v e r la p s [ i ] [ 2 ] [1 ] , k + l , L e n g t h ( o v e r l a p s [ i ] [2] [1 ]) ) ;  
t h e t a 2 : - t h e t a ( r w s , s l 2 * r 3 ) ; 
e l s e
t h e t a 2 := t h e t a ( r w s , s 12);
2 0 8
f i ;
# s u b tr a c t  1 . . .
A d d ( t h e t a 2 ,o v e r l a p s [ i ] [1 ]); 
f o r  j in  [1 . .S i z e ( t h e t a 2 ) ]  do
m a t [ i ] C P o s i t i o n ( r r w s , t h e t a 2 [ j ] ) ] : =  
m a t [ i ] [ P o s i t i o n ( r r w s , t h e t a 2 [ j ] ) ] - l ;
od;
od;
# d is c a r d  i d e n t i c a l  rows 
m a t:= S e t(m a t) ;
#and rows c o n s i s t i n g  e n t i r e l y  o f  Os
z e r o : = L i s t W i t h I d e n t i c a lE n t r i e s ( S i z e ( r r w s ) ,0 ) ;
mat :^ F i l t e r e d (m a t , x ->  n o t ( x = z e r o ) ) ;
r e tu r n  mat ; 
end;
Next, we find the basis of the kernel of
#############################################################
# input : r e w r i t in g  system  #
# o u t p u t : b a s i s  e lem en ts  f o r  th e  k e r n e l  o f  d e l t a . 2 as rows #
# where each e n tr y  corresponds t o  a r u le  o f  rws #
############################################################# 
d e l ta 2 : = fu n c t io n ( r w s )  
l o c a l  i , j , k ,
b a s e ,  # th e  b a s i s  e lem en ts
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s ,  #number o f  gens o f  rws
mat, #m atrix  o f  v a lu e s  o f  th e  image o f  d e l ta _ 2  where
#each row corresponds t o  a r u le  in  rws and 
#each column corresponds t o  a g e n e r a to r  
tmp, # th e  temp v a lu e  o f  th e  n ex t  row o f  mat 
s i z e ,  #number o f  r u l e s  in  rws
r u l e s , # r u le s  o f  th e  rws
I h s ,  # l e f t  hand s id e  o f  a r u le
rh s;  # r ig h t  hand s id e  o f  a r u le
r u l e s  := R u le s (r w s) ; 
s i z e : = S i z e ( r u l e s ) ; 
mat : = [] ;
8 :=Size(G eneratorsO fSem igroup(FreeSem igroupG fFpSem igroup( 
Sem igroupO fR ew ritingSystem (rw s)) ) ) ;
f o r  k in  [ 1 . . S i z e ( r u l e s ) ]  do
tmp:= L i s t W i t h l d e n t i c a l E n t r i e s ( s , 0 ) ;
# th e  l e f t  and r ig h t  hand s i d e s  o f  th e  k th  r u le  in  rws 
I h s :=E xtR ep O fO b j(ru les[k ][ 1 ] ) ;  
r h s := E xtR ep O fO b j(ru les[k ][ 2 ] ) ;  
j : = i ;
# i f  th e  i t h  g e n e r a to r  occurs  n t im e s  in  Ihs  
#then  add n t o  t h e  i t h  column o f  tmp 
w h ile  j in  [ 1 . .L e n g th (I h s ) ]  do 
t m p [ I h s [ j ] ] := tm p [Ih s [ j ] ] + l h s [ j + 1 ] ; 
j := j+ 2 ;
2 1 0
od;
j : = l ;
# i f  th e  i t h  g e n e r a to r  occurs  n t im e s  in  rhs  
# th en  s u b tr a c t  n t o  th e  i t h  column of tmp 
w h ile  j in  [ 1 . .L e n g th (r h s )]  do 
t m p [ r h s [ j ] ] := t m p [ r h s [ j ] ] - r h s [ j + 1 ] ; 
j := j+ 2 ;  
od;
Add(mat, tm p ); 
od;
#now g iv e  a b a s i s  f o r  th e  k e r n e l  o f  d e l ta _ 2  c a l c u l a t e d  from th e  
#m atrix  mat, t h i s  i s  a s m a l l e s t  i n t e g e r  s o l u t i o n  o f  a system  o f  
# e q u a t io n s  hence LLLReducedBasis
base  :=LLLReducedBasis(mat, "linearcorab") . r e l a t i o n s  ;
r e tu r n  base;  
end;
Next we give a function that calculates the mapping a  above.
########################################################## 
# in p u t:  a r e w r i t in g  system  (rws) over an a lp h ab et  A and #
# a word (w) in  A #
#output:  a l i s t  o f  r u l e s  o f  rws which correspond t o  th e  #
# sequence o f  r u l e s  which we apply t o  w t o  f i n d  #
# i t s  normal form #
##########################################################
2 1 1
t h ê t a := fu n c t io n (r w s , w) 
l o c a l  i , k ,
n , # th e  le n g th  o f  word w
V, # subword o f  w
r u l e s ,  # r u le s  o f  rws
sequ; #sequence o f  r u l e s  used  t o  f in d  normal form
n := L en gth (w ); 
r u l e s  := R u le s (r w s ) ; 
i : = l ;  
sequ : = [] ;
w h ile  i  in  [ l . . n ]  do 
V :=Subword(w, 1 , i )  ; 
k : = l ;
w h ile  k in  [ 1 . .L e n g t h ( r u le s ) ]  do
i f  L e n g t h ( r u le s [ k ] [ 1 ] ) <=Length(v) th en  
i f  r u l e s  [ k ] [ l ]  =
Subword(v, L ength (v ) - L e n g t h ( r u l e s [ k ] [ 1 ] ) + l , L e n g th (v ) ) 
th en
w:= S u b st itu ted W o rd (w ,i-  
L e n g t h ( r u le s [ k ] [ 1 ] ) + l , i , r u l e s [ k ] [ 2 ] ) ;
A d d (se q u ,r u le s [k ]  ) ;  
i := i - L e n g t h ( r u l e s [ k ] [ 1 ] ) ;  
n := L en gth (w ); 
k : = L e n g t h ( r u le s ) ;
f i ;
f i ;
2 1 2
k : = k + l ; 
od;
i : = i + l ; 
od;
r e tu r n  sequ;  
end;
The final function which converts the matrix which describes how to express 
elements of image 6 3  as combinations of basis elements of the kernel of Ô2 in to a 
presentation for an abelian group.
###############################################################
# in p u t : m atr ix  which d e s c r ib e s  how t o  e x p r e ss  e lem en ts  o f  #
# image d e l ta _ 3  as com binations o f  b a s i s  e lem en ts  o f  #
# th e  k e r n e l  o f  d e l ta _ 2  #
# o u tp u t :a  l i s t  w ith  3 e n t r i e s ,  an fp  a b e l ia n  group g ,  #
# th e  r e l a t o r s  o f  g ,  a d ecom p osit ion  o f  g in t o  a d i r e c t  #
# sum o f  c y c l i c  groups #
###############################################################
m akereIn:= fu n ctio n (m a t)  
l o c a l  g ,  # th e  output group
e ,  # i d e n t i t y  o f  f g
f g ,  # f r e e  group
Gfg, # g e n e r a to r s  o f  f r e e  group 
i ,  # cou n ter
j , #cou n ter
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r e in s ;  # r e l a t i o n
# i f  th e  m atr ix  i s  empty th en  we must have th e  t r i v i a l  group 
i f  no t  mat= [] th en
# th e  number o f  columns o f  mat e q u a ls  th e  number o f  b a s i s  
#e lem en ts  o f  k e r ( d e l t a 2 )  hence we make a f r e e  group w ith  
# t h i s  number o f  g e n e r a to r s  
f g :=FreeG roup(S ize(m at[ 1 ] ) ) ;
G fg:=G eneratorsO fG roup(fg); 
e : = I d e n t i t y ( f g ) ;
#make r e l a t i o n s ,  which correspond  t o  rows o f  mat,
# in  term s o f  th e  g e n e r a to r s  o f  f g  
r e in s  : = [] ;
f o r  i  in  [ 1 . .S iz e ( m a t ) ]  do
#make th e  i t h  r e l a t i o n  th e  i d e n t i t y  so we can 
# su b se q u e n t ly  m u lt ip ly  i t  by g e n e r a to r s  o f  f g  
r e in s  [ i ] : = e ;
f o r  j in  [ 1 . . S i z e ( m a t [ 1 ] ) ]  do
# fo r  each  (n o n -zero )  j t h  e n try  in  th e  i t h  row o f  mat 
# m u lt ip ly  r e i n s [ i ]  by th e  j t h  g e n e r a to r  o f  f g  t o  th e  
#power o f  th e  j t h  e n tr y  o f  m a t[ i ]  
i f  n o t  mat [ i ]  [ j ]= 0  th en
r e in s  [ i ]  : = r e ln s  [ i ]  *Gfg [ j ] "mat [ i ]  [ j ]  ; 
f i ;  
od; 
od;
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# g e t  r i d  o f  a l l  redundant r e l a t i o n s  
r e i n s : = F i l t e r e d ( r e i n s , x - > n o t ( x = e ) ) ; 
r e i n s  := S e t ( r e i n s ) ;
# f in d  th e  group d e f in e d  by th e  q u o t ie n t  o f  f g  by
# th e  r e l a t i o n s  r e in s
g : = f g / r e l n s ;
#and s im p l i f y  t h i s  p r e s e n t a t io n  
g := S im p lif ie d F p G r o u p (g ) ;
#r e tu r n  g as an fpgroup , th e  r e l a t i o n s  o f  g and th e  decomp
# o f  g in t o  a d i r e c t  sum o f  c y c l i c  groups
r e tu r n  [ g , R elatorsO fFpG roup(g), A b e l i a n ln v a r i a n t s ( g ) ] ;
e l s e
r e tu r n  S t r i n g ( " T r i v i a l " ) ;
f i ;
end;
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